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1 Executive Summary 

1. The impetus for this research stems from the observation that two opposing 

attitudes to railway safety are commonly expressed. Firstly, there is widespread 

criticism of the industry when accidents occur, sometimes leading to large 

amounts of (public) money being spent on safety measures. Secondly, it is also 

widely thought that the large sums spent on reducing railway risk could be 

better spent on reducing the risk of other activities. It has thus been 

conjectured that two conflicting moral theories - rule-based and consequence-

based - underlie these attitudes. 

 

2. Earlier work has proposed that although the public has low fear of railway 

accidents, nevertheless there is a high level of blame aimed at the industry for 

creating and sustaining the risk of accidents. However, the nature, the content 

and the source of any public concern have not been explored empirically. Doing 

so is a necessary preliminary to proposing a safety strategy more likely to gain 

public acceptance. 

 

3. The research questions addressed in this study are:  

i. Is there strong public concern about safety, particularly accidents, in 

relation to the British railways? 

ii. Do participants feel personally vulnerable to rail risks and is there a 

strong tendency to blame certain entities for rail accidents? 

iii. Do stigmatisation and distrust of those responsible for rail accidents play 

a role in the level of concern about the railways? What views of the British 

railways are widely shared? 

 

4. In order to explore these issues in depth, and given that this is the first piece 

of empirical work on the topic, the methodology used in this research reflected 

this. Semi-structured, depth interviews were used so that a deep understanding 

of people’s thinking could be gained. This also had the advantage of enabling the 
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researchers to examine to an extent the unprompted thoughts of participants 

concerning the rail industry in general as well as the specific issues of interest. 

The emphasis was on depth rather than breadth of understanding. 

 

5. Participants were selected on the basis of sex, age and education so as to give 

a range of demographics. Participants were also selected from different 

geographic locations which filled the dual desire of attempting to sample by use 

/ non-use of the rail service and also attempted to reflect the different forms of 

the rail network across the country. Participants were sampled from within the 

central London area, the commuter belt surrounding London and from more rural 

areas in the South of England. Given the methodology and sampling strategy 

used, the research findings can be seen as giving an in-depth account of a range 

of understandings on the topic from within the British public. However, the 

study should not be thought of as a statistically representative study of British 

public opinion. 

 

6. The key findings within the sample are: 

i. The majority of the participants did not mention safety when asked to 

talk about their spontaneous impressions and images of the railways in the 

U.K. but rather were concerned about a host of other problems that the 

railways are seen to have, such as being unreliable and dirty. 

ii. When asked to talk about their first impressions of the railways more 

participants referred to railway accidents than personal safety concerns. 

However, when prompted to talk about ‘safety’, roughly the same number 

of participants talked about either and many also mentioned both.1 

iii. When prompted specifically to talk about railway accidents, the majority 

of the participants stated that they did not feel personally vulnerable to 

rail risk. 

iv. There is considerable concern expressed about rail accidents. Blame for 

accidents is levelled primarily at organisational failures, such as lack of 

coordination, supervision and communication between separate parts of 

                                             
1 See Section 0 for further analysis of this difference. 
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the industry. This is associated with a belief that safety is not well-

managed. 

v. While there was much expressed desire for managerial and organisational 

change, there was almost no mention of improved safety technology as a 

means of preventing accidents. 

vi. While organisational and structural explanations of fault abound, 

participants often call for individuals, especially high-ranking executives, 

to shoulder responsibility for crashes, in preference to the ‘finger 

pointing’ culture which is believed to exist. 

vii. There is wide belief that the mass media relays biased, exaggerated, and 

sensationalised accounts of accidents to the public.  

viii. The railway industry is often seen as incompetent and as handling 

accidents badly, this contributes to an attitude of distrust and 

stigmatisation. 

ix. The key widely shared views of the British railway system that underpin 

much of the data relate to beliefs in its profit orientation, its decline 

since privatisation, its inferiority in relation to other railway systems and 

its over-fragility and incompetence. The railways are seen to symbolise an 

area of decline in British society. 

 

7. In the light of these findings it is considered that any attempt to conduct a 

public relations exercise based on the safety record of the industry alone runs a 

considerable risk of being distrusted, and thus doing more harm than good. 

 

8. An interim version of this report was submitted in December 2003. The first 

two recommendation of the interim report were: 

 

i. That further work is undertaken to analyse the interview data, especially 

with relation to group differences, and the clustering of beliefs. This may 

allow the formulation of hypotheses, which can be tested, in a second 

major phase of this study that could then lead to insights about the 

associations of beliefs and attitudes. 
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ii. That further work is undertaken to look at attributions of blame as it 

arises in the interviews, looking especially at the question of what 

precisely subjects find blameworthy, and whether, from a moral or legal 

point of view, such attributions may be justified. 

 

These recommendations were accepted immediately by RSSB and two 

further pieces of work were undertaken. These are incorporated into this 

report as Sections 6 and 7. 

 

9. The further recommendations of this report are: 

 

iii. That the outcome of this report is compared to outcomes of other 

consultations with the public commissioned by RSSB and others. 

iv. That a study is commissioned to draw out further details of the changes to 

the industry which seem to be indicated by this report - i.e. greater co-

ordination of the industry in inspection, maintenance and supervision, and 

in the handling of accidents - and to explore whether there are structural 

barriers within the present organisational and legal framework of the 

industry which would provide obstacles to the development of such 

changes. 

v. That no attempt is made to conduct a major public relations initiative at 

least until the work recommended above is completed. 
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2 Report Summary, Discussion and Recommendations 

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 Context within existing RSSB-linked hypotheses 

The impetus for this research stems from a paper produced by Andrew Sharpe of 

RSSB (Sharpe, 2002). Sharpe notes that two opposing attitudes to railway safety 

are commonly expressed. First, there is widespread criticism of the industry 

when accidents occur, and this is sometimes translated into large amounts of 

(public) money being spent on safety measures. Second, it is also often argued 

that the large sums spent on reducing railway risk could be better spent on 

reducing the risk of other activities. Sometimes it seems that these attitudes can 

be held by the same person. It was conjectured by Sharpe that two conflicting 

moral theories - rule-based and consequence-based - underlie these conflicting 

attitudes. 

 

Accordingly, RSSB asked Jonathan Wolff to examine the moral assumptions 

underlying such attitudes to railway safety. The resulting report ‘Railway Safety 

and the Ethics of the Tolerability of Risk’ (Wolff 2002) noted that while no 

evidence had been produced that the public had a disproportionate fear of the 

risk of being involved in a rail accident, nevertheless it appeared to blame the 

industry for creating or sustaining risks of accidents. This distinction between 

(low) fear of risk and (high) blame for producing a risk seemed to be central. 

The source of this blame, however, required consideration. It was conjectured 

by Wolff that a significant portion of the public believed that railway safety was 

in decline; that other countries had ‘state of the art’ signalling technology, 

which made their railways safer than those in the UK; and that the public would 

continue to regard the industry as at fault unless it introduced such technology 

here. The report that follows documents a study that examines such claims 

empirically. Having ascertained the public’s agenda on rail safety, the long-term 

aim is to develop an intervention to address the concerns of the public. 
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2.1.2  Immediate context of the study  

There were no passenger deaths in British train accidents during the period of 

study (August to October 2003) although there was one high-profile level-

crossing accident in which three farm workers died. During the study a change 

occurred whereby much of the maintenance of the railways was taken in-house 

by Network Rail, who had previously procured maintenance through a range of 

contractors. 

2.1.3 Context of the study within the risk literature 

Mass crises often spiral people down highly emotive pathways of thought 

characterised by blame and the setting up of villains and victims; but when 

there are few accidents, and no recent fatal accidents, perhaps more complex 

ways of thinking concerning rail risk develop. What has the risk literature to say 

about the apprehension of day-to-day risks such as that presented by travelling 

by train?  

 

A useful starting point is within the Social Amplification of Risk Framework 

(SARF) (Pidgeon, Kasperson & Slovic, 2003). The SARF is primarily concerned 

with the processes by which certain hazards and events that experts assess as 

relatively low in risk become a focus of concern, termed risk amplification. It is 

also concerned with the converse of this, risk attenuation. The mass media play 

a significant role in relaying to the public risks of which many members have no 

direct experience.  While it was originally thought that large quantities of 

reporting on a danger made for amplification of it, whatever the contents of 

such reporting, the theory has become more complex. Even heavy and sustained 

media coverage does not ensure amplification or “take off” (Kasperson, 1992). It 

seems that several factors have to be present in combination for such 

intensification to occur. For example, to amplify the risk, vivid reporting of an 

accident has to be combined with claims of incompetence. 

 

Two major variables currently seen to further contribute to the intensification of 

some risks, while others are attenuated, are stigma and distrust. Stigmatisation 

of certain technologies occurs when they are seen to be both unduly dangerous 
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and to violate a standard of what is ‘right’ and ‘natural’. In relation to the food 

risk literature, for example, a major form of violation seen to underpin bovine 

spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) lies in farmers having fed cows sheep offal in 

the interest of profit, as opposed to adhering to the more ‘natural/correct’ 

practice of feeding them grass (see Miles & Frewer, 2001). The issue of ignoring 

good practice and their irresponsibility with regard to the food chain (and its 

consumers), in order to make a profit, diminished the credibility of both farmers 

and of government, and helped to amplify the perceived risk of BSE. The study 

reported here will look at such issues in relation to railway-related risk. 

 

In addition, distrust has recently become a focus of the Social Amplification 

model, and relates to the distrust of institutions and managers to act responsibly 

to allay potential fears. Among those attributes that make up ‘trust’ (of 

institutions and managers) are: 

! Competence: is there appropriate technical expertise? 

! Faith: is there a perception that they act out of good will? 

! Objectivity: are messages free from particular biases / interests? 

According to the ‘asymmetry principle’ (Slovic, 1993, 2000) it is easier to destroy 

than to create trust. Trust-destroying events are more visible than trust-creating 

ones because the negative events are often quite distinct incidents, such as 

accidents, whereas the positive incidents are often more ‘fuzzy’. Insofar as they 

link to issues of responsibility, dis/trust issues will be examined in this report. 

 

In the SARF it is not always clear whether media messages or individual 

cognitions are seen as a source of stigma and distrust. Presumably it is an 

interaction between the two, as well as other entities in the society, that 

creates the amplification of certain risks both in the media and in people’s 

minds. In particular, SARF recognises that individuals can amplify risks by way of 

certain cognitions, such as dreading most those risks that they think of as both 

uncontrollable and fatal. The framework devotes less energy to showing how 

individuals can attenuate perceived risks, that is, diminish their significance, 

particularly in relation to the self. The optimistic bias tradition (see Weinstein, 

1982, 1987; Taylor & Armor, 1996) has discovered that people are largely 
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optimistic in the face of most risks. From this perspective, however, it is 

particularly in relation to risks seen as controllable (and of which they have no 

previous experience and can imagine others who can be regarded as more 

vulnerable) that people are highly optimistic. Therefore, it is necessary to 

explore the extent to which people feel at risk of rail dangers and its link to a 

sense that such dangers are controllable, and also what impact the vicarious 

experience of rail accidents (via the media) has on risk-related thinking. 

 

Beyond the cognitive view of the response to risk - inherent in the individual 

processes of response mentioned - there is also an emotional realm of response, 

as well as a symbolic and moral one (see Joffe, 2003). Reference to 

stigmatisation and distrust in SARF speaks to certain moral and emotional 

aspects. Yet there are a number of others important for analysis of the response 

to risk. Anxiety may well be an organising feature in the response to risk, with 

blame (or projection of responsibility onto others) functioning as a strategy for 

coping with it (Joffe, 1999). When people become aware of misfortunes, one 

way of coping with them is by construing the cause as attributable to someone, 

to a human agent or agents (Douglas, 1994). The search for an accountable party 

- often a scapegoat - translates into blame. Once blame has been levelled, a 

degree of control over the danger is achieved; if this agent is dealt with 

appropriately (e.g. by being punished) future fearful events will be prevented 

from happening. Such issues will be explored in the following report 

2.1.4 Use of Term ‘Risk’ 

It should be noted that while the risk literature has tended to define a technical 

notion of ‘risk’ as ‘hazard multiplied by probability’, such a technical 

understanding is not implied by the use of the term in reporting the attitudes of 

members of the public. With regard to this particular study, there is no evidence 

that the participants used the term in the technical sense and some reason to 

believe that most did not. Firstly, for all but experts, there is little knowledge of 

the frequency of accidents per journey or mile. Secondly, participants did not 

necessarily adhere to the belief that past frequency is an indicator of present 

probability. An alternative understanding has been put forward by Douglas 

(1994), who defines risk as ‘danger from future damage’. The term ‘danger’ 
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suggests an emotive rather than a purely rational quality. She argues that by 

enveloping risks in the language of probability, as experts tend to do, one not 

only conceals the emotional facet of danger but also obscures the value-laden 

nature of choices made in societies concerning risks. For Douglas, the connection 

to probability theory and rational choice is not paramount. In this study, no 

assumptions are made regarding individuals’ use of the term ‘risk’.  

 

Summary of research question of this study: 

1. Is there strong public concern about safety, particularly accidents, in relation 

to the British railways? 

2. Do participants feel personally vulnerable to rail risks and is there a strong 

tendency to blame certain entities for rail accidents? 

3. Do stigmatisation and distrust of those responsible for rail accidents play a 

role in the level of concern about the railways? What representations2 about 

the British railways are widely shared? 

                                             
2 This study utilises the term ‘representation’ in the place of the term ‘perception’. The term 
representation (drawn from psychology’s ‘social representations’ tradition of research) encapsulates the 
morally-based, symbolic and emotive aspects of the reading of risks, in a way that is less established in the 
‘risk perception’ framework (see Joffe, 2003). 
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2.2 Summary of Method 

This study set out to ascertain the nature of public thinking concerning the 

British railways. A key goal was to extract from a cross-section of the British 

public whether safety-related concern was upper most in its mind. Thus the 

study aimed to ascertain whether participants would raise safety-related 

concerns unprompted. It also had the goal of examining the content of such 

concerns. In addition, it explored the responses to a set of issues related to the 

British railways that the study’s participants were asked to comment on.  The 

method used was very different to opinion polls and other surveys of attitudes, 

beliefs and practices. Such methods tend to pre-structure the response options 

available, rather than leaving participants a ‘blank slate’ on which to reveal 

their concerns. 

 

In order to explore these issues in depth, and given that this is the first piece of 

empirical work on the topic, the methodology used in this research reflected 

this. A combination of semi-structured, depth interviews and questionnaires was 

used to ascertain how members of the British public conceptualised the rail 

industry. The value of analysing the content of open-ended questions is 

recognised both within and outside of the qualitative research field (e.g. 

Haddock & Zanna, 1998). Unlike closed-ended surveys and scales, it allows the 

researcher to tap into less artificial, more valid sets of themes. The emphasis 

was thus on depth rather than breadth of understanding. Systematic, thematic 

analysis (see Joffe & Yardley, 2003) of interview data allows the spread of ideas 

across a sample to be ascertained, also revealing whether themes are 

widespread or more idiosyncratic. The typicality of a theme, in a purposive 

sample, provides an indication of the degree to which it is shared across the 

sample or in sub-groups thereof. This ‘sharedness’ provides evidence of a 

socially produced representation.  

 

Participants were selected on the basis of sex (male / female), age (below / 

above 30) and education (below / above A-levels) so as to give a spread of 

demographics. Participants were also selected from different geographic 

locations which filled the dual desire of attempting to sample by use / non-use 
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of the rail service and also attempted to reflect the different forms of the rail 

network across the country. Participants were sampled from within the central 

London area, the commuter belt surrounding London and from more rural areas 

in the South of England. Given the methodology and sampling strategy used, the 

research findings can be seen as giving an in depth account of a range of 

understanding on the topic from within the British public. However, the study 

should not be thought of as a statistically representative study of British public 

opinion 

 

At the same time, certain beliefs and demographic characteristics are more 

amenable to study via fixed response categories. Such items appeared in the 

questionnaire that was administered to all of those who had been interviewed, 

and produced complementary data. 

 

Further details of the techniques used in the study and detailed findings of the 

interviews can be found in Sections 3 and 4. 
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2.3 Summary of Findings 

A central finding of the study was that safety issues were not mentioned by over 

half of the sample in their spontaneous conceptions of the railways in Britain. 

However, when safety issues were mentioned spontaneously, it tended to be rail 

accidents that were referred to rather than personal safety.  

 

Once prompted to talk about safety, a rich and complex representation emerged 

containing many elements shared between participants. Very little positive was 

said. There was a major focus on the cause of rail accidents, particularly on the 

interconnectedness of organisational and individual failings as a precursor to 

accidents. Thus the sample had a strong sense of the railways as a system and 

generally saw the cause of accidents to lie in a failure of the industry to act in a 

co-ordinated, systematic fashion. The profit motivations that characterised this 

fragmented system were believed to feed the cause of accidents, and a lack of 

investment and governmental guidance was believed to have undermined its 

power. Thus improved inspection, maintenance and supervision were proposed 

as a way of reducing future accidents, as were increased levels of staffing, 

better communication between the players in the railway system and improved 

management structures. It is noteworthy that improved technology was not the 

focus of the changes that were sought. Beyond the systems level, there was also 

a tendency to paint certain categories of people as complacent (e.g. operational 

staff), self-interested (e.g. “fat cats”) and malign (e.g. vandals) and for these 

qualities to be linked to the precipitation of accidents.  

 

Certain categories of people (e.g. train drivers) were sometimes seen to cause 

accidents but not to be responsible for them, often due to the attribution of 

ultimate responsibility to the organisations that run the rail service.  

Participants talked of a decrease in their trust and faith in those that run the 

service. Metaphors such as ‘finger-pointing’, ‘mud-slinging’ and ‘passing the 

buck’ were used to make vivid and concrete the ‘blame culture’ that was seen 

to be set in motion following rail accidents. Participants implied that they would 

have more faith, and therefore trust, in the organisations that run the railways if 
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they owned up to the role they played in accidents. Rather than taking 

responsibility, it was seen to be displaced, often onto scapegoats, such as train 

drivers. Many in the sample called for a more complex chain of responsibility to 

be forged. However, in the final analysis, participants tended to want a human 

agent, such as a high-ranking executive, to shoulder responsibility with the hope 

that this would prevent future accidents from occurring. The implications of 

shouldering such responsibility were not a primary concern for the participants, 

rather there was a call for transparency and it was felt that the industry and its 

chief executives should ‘do the right thing’. 

  

The media were regarded with a high degree of ambivalence. Their informative 

role was far less emphasised than their role of stoking blame and 

sensationalising the horror of accidents. Such sensationalism was seen to have 

increased since the privatisation of the rail industry. The media were seen not as 

the conveyors or authenticators of ‘what really happened in an accident’ but as 

highly interest-based, with their own profits and political stances shaping their 

reportage of events. Much of the talk about the media reflected upon their 

qualities, such as the view of it’s reporting being ‘here today, gone tomorrow’. 

However, in terms of the contents of media messages regarding rail accidents, 

participants felt that the media played a role in the blame culture as they set 

about identifying those individuals who could be seen to be ultimately 

responsible for the accidents taking place. While some participants mirrored this 

in their talk, many diverged from the media messages they felt they were 

exposed to by thinking that organisations and structures were to blame for 

accidents. 

 

Despite feeling sensitive to the horrifying nature of accidents, due to media 

reports, participants generally talked of feeling invulnerable to rail accidents 

and used a considerable number of strategies to buttress their sense of personal 

invulnerability. Comparisons to road travel, for example, were used as a way of 

pointing out how much more dangerous it is than travelling by train. Despite 

many participants mentioning the sense that one was more in control behind the 

wheel of a car than on a train, train travel was still seen as the less dangerous of 
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the two activities. It must be noted that the sheer quantity of strategies used in 

the sample to attenuate rail risk (including not thinking about accidents, 

ascribing to the ‘not me - others’ response and seeing involvement in such 

accidents as an issue of destiny and fate) may point to an underlying anxiety 

about the risks involved in this form of transport, which has been successfully 

controlled by way of such paths of reasoning. 

 

Underpinning many of the themes was reference to an incompetent, over-

fragile, fragmented rail industry that has been in decline since its privatisation, 

with increased numbers of accidents and fatalities as just one indication of this 

decline. The railway industry was also used as a symbol of the decline in British 

industry as a whole over past decades, often in comparison to other countries, 

which were not seen to have fallen prey to the problems introduced by 

privatisation. For many in the sample a privatised industry was seen 

pejoratively, as epitomised in it being headed by “lazy fat cats” who can get 

away with anything. The sinister nature of business, and the money and profit-

motivations often seen as inherent in it, were prevalent themes in the talk of 

many participants.  However, a minority of the sample saw the former public 

industries as fraught with problems of their own, such as the power of the unions 

to undermine their functioning.  
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2.4 Discussion 

2.4.1 Outcomes 

Regarding the four research questions proposed at the start of this study: 

1. The majority of the sample is not strongly concerned with the safety of the 

railways but rather with a host of other problems that the railways are seen 

to have, such as being unreliable and dirty. 

2. The majority of the sample does not feel personally vulnerable to rail risk 

and demonstrates a host of strategies to attenuate such risk. Alongside a low 

admission of risk, there is a considerable degree of blame for rail accidents in 

the sample. This is levelled primarily at organisations, but they are seen to 

be interconnected with individuals, and in the system-level failure of the 

railways to deliver a competent service to fulfil the public’s needs. While 

organisational and structural explanations of fault abound, participants often 

call for individuals, especially high-ranking executives, to shoulder 

responsibility for crashes. The strong critique of the ‘blame culture’ that 

appears in the data is based upon a sense that it cannot deliver answers that 

reduce future accidents whereas organisational reflection upon (and taking 

responsibility for) accidents would be more likely to lead to the 

understanding and reduction of future accidents. 

3. There is distrust of the mass media in terms of relaying biased, exaggerated, 

sensationalised readings of accidents to the public. The railway industry is 

also distrusted, primarily for its alleged incompetence and lack of 

transparency in the face of revealing to the public what chain of events 

caused a crash. 

4. The key widely shared representations that underpin much of the data relate 

to its profit orientation, its decline since privatisation, its inferiority in 

relation to other railway systems and its over-fragility and incompetence. 

The railways are seen to symbolise an area of decline in British society. 

 

In terms of existing conjectures within RSSB documents, the present study 

corroborates Sharpe’s (2002) sense that rail safety is not seen to be properly 
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handled, particularly in terms of the responsibility issues that Wolff (2002) 

reflects upon. There is certainly no sign of disproportionate fear of being 

involved in rail accidents and incidents in this sample, and the great majority of 

the sample had a reasonably ‘realistic’ understanding of the recent frequency of 

major train accidents. In fact, on the surface, little fear is apparent, as 

predicted by Wolff. The data seem to corroborate Wolff’s ideas that despite a 

lack of fear, there is a strong blame of the industry for creating and sustaining 

the risk of accidents. These are generally believed, within the sample, to have 

increased since privatisation, despite statistical evidence to the contrary. While 

not only the number of rail accidents, but the number of fatalities on the 

railways is widely believed to have increased in recent years, this does not 

appear to have impacted upon levels of fear in the sample. However, strategies 

widely used in the present study to attenuate participants’ personal sense of risk 

may well be motivated by high levels of anxiety, in the face of which these are 

coping mechanisms.  

 

As predicted by previous RSSB reports, participants feel that other countries are 

better at running their railways and that Britain used to be better at it. Yet the 

previous literature (e.g. Wolff, 2002) seems to have been incorrect in thinking 

that the public want more investment in technology. Rather, it is competent, 

well-trained people and management that the public sees as the solution to the 

problems that hinder the rail industry, as well as improved communication 

channels between the various actors in the industry. This is somewhat 

paradoxical in light of the strong sense that ‘human error’ has the consequence 

that no system is ever totally safe. One might have expected that technology 

would be seen as the way to resolve the fallibility of human-run safety systems. 

However, what seems most important to a large number of participants is what 

we can term ‘safety-assurance’: the assurance that there are no gaps, shortcuts 

or possible areas of oversight in the management and assurance of safety 

especially, for example, in such areas as track maintenance. 

 

The data suggest that participants’ views of the rail industry would also be much 

improved by people taking responsibility for accidents instead of what is seen to 
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be the current practice of ‘passing the buck’ and thereby never getting to the 

root cause of accidents. Essentially, what many participants call for is that 

human agents - often those with power in the rail industry but sometimes 

individuals such as operational staff - shoulder responsibility in the hope that the 

misfortune does not occur again. This is not primarily seen as a matter of pinning 

criminal liability on an individual, but more a matter of ‘doing the right thing’. 

This fits with what Douglas (1994) has proposed as a strategy with which a 

community copes with danger.  

 

Is rail risk amplified in this sample’s thoughts? In statistical terms, rail accidents 

are low prevalence events. Yet they do form a focus in the mass media. In 

assessing whether the public ‘amplifies’ them one is faced with a dilemma 

concerning what the term ‘amplification’ refers to. In terms of its definition as 

“cause for concern” it seems that participants certainly express concern about 

rail accidents when asked to talk about them, but less so in their spontaneous 

talk about the railways. Furthermore, there is certainly an amplified level of 

blame and accusation in the sample, if not solely in relation to rail risk, then in 

relation to what is experienced as a badly run service. In line with those 

qualities seen to amplify the sense of risk, the rail industry is certainly 

stigmatised. Taken together, the accusations of bad practice in terms of both 

the safety and non-safety aspects of the railways add up to a sense of violation 

of what is regarded as ‘right’ and ‘natural’ in that a public service has been 

taken over by profit-motivated “fat cats” whom the government has allowed to 

produce an incompetent rail network that does not act in the interests of the 

people who use it. Thus a moral tenor enters into and comes to pervade 

participants’ assessment of the railways. 

 

Rail accidents are certainly seen to be vividly reported and this is combined with 

claims of incompetence. According to the SARF, such a combination should lead 

to intensification of risk. Furthermore, the intensification of rail risk may well 

rest upon the high level of distrust of the industry and its managers, constituted 

by a strong sense of their incompetence in handling even the most expected of 

environmental events (e.g. snow in the winter, heat in the summer) as well as a 
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lack of faith that the industry acts in the public’s interests and provides it with 

useful information rather than that which ‘pulls the wool’ over its eyes. 

Nevertheless there is little sign of amplification in the sense of ‘excessive fear’, 

although as noted above this may be merely a ‘coping’ strategy. 

2.4.2 Reflection on method 

The advantage of the non-directive, first part of the interview is that it yielded 

a distinctive sense of what is spontaneously present in participants’ talk about 

the British railways (as well as what is absent). It revealed that safety was not 

top priority in participants’ unprompted reflections on the railways.  

 

In addition, throughout the interview, the participants had the opportunity to 

display what sometimes appears as a less than linear or ‘logical’ set of thoughts 

(e.g. feeling both vulnerable and invulnerable to rail accidents, often dependent 

on circumstances). Linearity where found in other studies may be a figment of 

certain research methods, which ask questions in such a way that ‘inconsistency’ 

cannot easily be revealed. If one does not search for linearity, one finds, in its 

place, complexity of thought. 

 

This complexity has not been sufficiently explored in this data. Even though the 

data reveal a remarkably even spread concerning most themes across the 

sample’s sub-groups, the thematic analysis to which the data have been 

subjected fragments the themes without tracing the systematic linkages 

between. Such linkages can be traced within groups of individuals’ paths of 

thought. Subsequent work will need to explore and determine such linkages, 

such as the patterning of beliefs that characterise the thoughts of those who feel 

more versus less vulnerable to rail accidents, and of those who are regular users 

of lines on which there have been recent rail accidents, as opposed to those who 

are only exposed to such accidents via the mass media. Indeed the patterning of 

responses among those who read the different newspapers would also be of 

interest, as would gender, educational level, age-related and geographical 

patterning. 
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2.4.3 Future work  

! Before fulfilling the long-term aim of being able to suggest an intervention to 

try to address public concerns about the railways, the existing data need to 

be further investigated to find pathways of thought among different sectors 

of the current sample, on the basis of which firm hypotheses can be 

postulated.  

! These hypotheses can then be tested using other types of data in a broader 

study aimed to be representative.  

! Beyond pursuing the accident-related aspects of this data, the nature of the 

other safety and non-safety related complaints (and occasional praise) need 

to be investigated, with a view to ascertaining their implications for the 

industry and the industry’s image. 
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2.5 What kind(s) of communications might work? 

In light of what has been reported in this study, what communications might 

work best directly after an accident? What might foster a changed, ongoing 

climate of less negative regard for the railways? 

 

The British railways are mired in profound levels of stigmatisation and distrust. 

Participants are concerned about the inadequacy and incompetence of the 

chains of responsibility that would potentially prevent rail accidents, particularly 

in the context of the industry’s fragmented nature. Any attempt to address 

these concerns in a way that can be seen by the public to rest solely in a public 

relations exercise is likely to fail. Such efforts are likely to be anchored to the 

‘spin’ expected of a government-led industry (i.e. the worst of both worlds - 

Labour spin and business’ fraudulence). If anything, every effort needs to be 

made to distance communications from ‘spin’. Instead, energy needs to be 

dedicated to improvement of the competence of the system and the actors 

within it. This work can then be relayed to the public. The public might also 

then be prepared to absorb messages about the ongoing improvement of the 

safety record within the industry. However, it may well be that the public will 

be more receptive to accounts of existing and new measures taken to improve 

safety, rather than with statistical accounts of the safety record, as statistics 

are both hard to absorb, and often distrusted as easily open to manipulation. 

Furthermore, if responsibility for accidents is more readily and transparently 

revealed, the public may begin to acquire faith in the industry. This may also be 

helped by transparency regarding where what are seen as large profits, are 

going. 
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2.6 Recommendations 

 

An interim version of this report was submitted in December 2003. The first two 

recommendation of the interim report were: 

1. That further work is undertaken to analyse the interview data, which is very 

rich. In particular it will be valuable to explore differences in attitudes 

between groups (readers of different newspapers; the young and the old; 

railway users and non-users) and to explore the clustering of beliefs (whether 

those who hold one belief also hold other particular views). For example it 

would be useful to know whether those who believe that safety is getting 

worse have much else in common. Finding such patterns in thought would be 

the first step towards identifying the possible belief structures, which in turn 

is necessary information if one is to design a possible intervention by means 

of a public relations campaign. This recommended first study may allow the 

formulation of hypotheses that can be tested in a future representative study 

which may lead to insights about beliefs and attitudes. It is also 

recommended that if this additional exercise yields interesting hypotheses 

then such a further study should be commissioned. 

 

2. That further work is undertaken to look at attributions of blame as it arises in 

the interviews, looking especially at the question of what precisely subjects 

find blameworthy, and whether, from a moral point of view, such 

attributions may be justified. This arises from the observation that although 

the public may blame the industry, it does not follow that the industry is 

worthy of blame, although it may be, in certain respects. This issue, which 

draws on Wolff (2002) as well as the current study has not yet been 

investigated in detail. 

 

These recommendations were accepted immediately by RSSB and two further 

pieces of work were undertaken. These are incorporated into this report as 

Sections 6 and 7. 

 

The further recommendations of this report are: 
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3. That the outcome of this report is compared to outcomes of other 

consultations with the public commissioned by RSSB and others. A number of 

other studies have now been commissioned and completed, and a survey of 

this work may generate some more robust conclusions. 

 

4. That a study is commissioned to draw out further details of changes to the 

industry which seem to be indicated by this report - i.e. greater integration 

of industry in safety-assurance measures, and in the handling of accidents - 

and to explore whether there are structural barriers within the present 

organisation of the industry to carrying out such changes. 

 

5. That no attempt is made to conduct a major public relations initiative at 

least until the work recommended above is completed, in order to avoid the 

risk of compounding the present distrust of the industry with further charges 

of ‘spin’. 
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3 Method 

3.1 Sample 

Interviews were conducted with a sample of 80 members of the British public in 
the South of England. Participants were purposively sampled to ensure equal 
numbers of: males and females, younger (adults 30 years old and under) and 
older (adults of over 30 years) people; those of lower (under A-level) and higher 
(A-level and above) educational attainment. The average age of participants 
who were in the ‘30 years and under’ age group was 24.2 yrs (s.d. 4.02) and in 
the ‘Over 30’ was 42.8 (s.d. 7.97). Furthermore, people from three types of 
geographical location were represented: inner London (N = 20), the commuter 
belt around London (N = 40) and rural areas in the South of England (N = 20) (see 
Appendix C - Sampling Rationale). The rationale for sampling across three 
geographic areas was to sample both those who used and did not use the 
railways. It was felt that, as the density of the railway network varied across the 
country, sampling geographically would draw a balanced mix of participants. A 
breakdown of the use of the railway by participants across these three areas can 
be seen in Table 1.  
 
Participants were recruited via a fieldwork agency, which was given detailed 
guidance on the nature of the study. Locally based individuals employed by this 
agency recruited the participants. 

3.2 Procedure & Measures 

Prior to the interview participants were informed that their ideas on the various 
issues concerning the British railways were to be explored and assured that the 
interview was anonymous and confidential. They were also asked whether they 
had been involved in any market research in the previous six months or had 
worked for the railway industry, and were excluded if they had.  
 
All participants were interviewed by the same researcher at a location near to 
where they lived either in the home of the recruiter, in their own homes, in a 
venue hired specifically for the occasion or at UCL, whichever was more 
convenient. All interviews were audio-recorded with the consent of the 
participants. After the interview, participants were asked to fill in a 
questionnaire. 

3.2.1 Interview 

A semi-structured interview, lasting between 45 to 60 minutes, was conducted 
with each participant (see Appendix D - Interview Schedule). Questions were 
open-ended and non-directive to facilitate the production of the participants 
meaning frame. The interview was designed to elicit the participants’ 
understandings or representations of British railway industry. Key questions and 
the explanation of what the interview entailed were held constant across all of 
the interviews to ensure comparability. 
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In order not to pre-structure the range of possible ideas and concerns that the 
participants might raise, the researcher elicited from participants their first 
impressions of the railways in Britain, and then the first images that came to 
mind in thinking about one’s typical rail journey. These were written or drawn 
by participants on a matrix. The interviewer then further examined the 
particular agenda of the participant, asking him / her to talk more about these 
first thoughts. The interview then shifted to subtle, more directive questioning 
regarding safety and responsibility issues concerning the railways. The interview 
topic guide and materials used during the interview were piloted before the 
main recruitment took place. 

3.2.2 Questionnaire 

Following the interview, participants were asked to complete a questionnaire. 
This ascertained, in addition to basic demographic details, participants’ use of 
the railway and other specific ideas / views. The questionnaire was reviewed by 
two statistical experts and also piloted before use.  

3.3 Analysis 

Thematic analysis, as specified by Joffe and Yardley (2003), was carried out on 
the interviews. Having transcribed the interviews, a coding frame was drawn up 
(see Appendix E - Coding Frame) and developed by way of close examination of 
the full set of transcripts. Categories were derived to systematise their content, 
reflecting the themes that emerged from the interviews. Having operationalised 
what content should be coded under a specific category, a second researcher 
checked reliability by coding 15% of the interviews (12 transcripts). The same 
codes were given in approximately two thirds of cases. In order to respond to 
the instances where different codes were assigned, the category was 
operationalised more carefully in the coding frame. Once this had been done, 
the entire set of interviews was coded anew using the computer package Atlas-
ti, which allows the prevalence and substance of each theme to be ascertained.  
 
The questionnaire data were analysed using SPSS. This provided descriptive 
statistics for sample characteristics as well as providing quantitative measures, 
reflected in the charts that link to each of the thematic areas of discussion. 
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4 Detailed Findings 

In presenting the findings the report begins with the sample’s representations of 
the cause of railway accidents. Since discussion of cause often evokes the 
attribution of blame and moral responsibility, this data is presented next.  The 
report distinguishes representations of where responsibility for an accident 
should lie from representations of how the attribution of responsibility is 
actually treated in the aftermath of an accident. It then explores how 
participants believe the media have influenced views of railway safety, and, 
further, whether or not participants feel personally vulnerable to rail risks. The 
changes that they would like to see regarding the railways are documented and, 
finally, the social representations or widely shared, underlying beliefs about the 
railways are examined. These tend to connect and underpin the different facets 
of the responses documented throughout the report. The findings are presented 
in a way that reveals the contents of what is said about each of these dominant 
representations. The concluding discussion then draws the data together and 
interprets them, reflecting upon the light they cast on the research questions 
and on previous literature. 
 
A central finding of the study is that safety issues are not mentioned by over half 
of the sample in their spontaneous conceptions of the railways in Britain (see 
Table 2.). Their spontaneous, first impressions and images are characterised by 
concerns and complaints, but these tend to be non-safety related (i.e. they 
pertain to unreliable, dirty, uncomfortable, expensive, old, slow and 
overcrowded trains with bad coverage, bad customer care, bad management, 
and the under-funding of the network). However, if participants do mention 
safety, it tends to be rail accidents that they refer to, though personal safety is 
also mentioned by a sizeable minority of the sample (see Table 3.). This report 
will focus on the nature of the safety-related complaint and, in particular, on 
the conceptions of accidents among the sample.  
 
The report excludes examination of non-safety related issues. As stated, safety, 
for this sample, pertains to both personal safety (e.g. being mugged on a train) 
and train accidents and incidents. Again, the report largely excludes the focus 
on personal safety in the interests of fully exploring public representations of 
accidents and the related issues of responsibility and blame.  
 
A further aspect of the responses that is excluded is the very small number of 
positive remarks made about safety. This is justified on the basis that these are 
of negligible occurrence. On the whole, when participants spontaneously 
mention safety on the railways, their talk pertains to accidents, and it is 
pejorative in nature. 
 
Finally, participants’ talk about accidents inevitably involved talk of emotions 
such as horror, shock, and sympathy, as well as of ruminating about what could 
have happened and thinking about potential connections to the accident (e.g. 
having taken a train on that line the day before). While such emotional 
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responses are widespread, they are not reported on in any depth as they 
permeate many of the other aspects of the responses that are covered in detail. 
 
Findings are reported in sections that indicate the main issues that arose in 
relation to accidents: their cause, responsibility for them, the media’s coverage, 
how at risk people feel, the changes they wish to see and social representations 
of the railways in Britain. Each section begins with a summary chart that depicts 
the ideas most frequently mentioned in the interviews. The first level of 
categorisation in the chart illustrates the relative frequencies with which the 
particular themes were represented. That is, it is arranged in an hierarchical 
order, with the most prevalent theme situated at the highest relative position in 
the chart. Subsequent branches demonstrate the sub-themes within the 
overarching categories, and are not ordered in terms of their frequency of 
occurrence in the interviews. 
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4.1 Cause of railway accidents 

This section examines the causal thinking that arose in the sample concerning 
railway accidents. Such thinking is often, though not always, linked to issues of 
responsibility (see section 4.2 - Responsibility for accidents). The section is 
structured according to the major entities linked to their cause: individuals, 
organisations and structures. 
 
To provide further context to the contents of the talk, the questionnaire asked 
the participants to “estimate the number of railway accidents with multiple 
fatalities that there have been in the last two years”. Out of 76 participants who 
completed the item, the mode response was 3 (see Figure 1.), however there 
was seen to be considerable variance as answers ranged from 0-200 (Mean = 7.4 
s.d. 23.57). To gauge whether safety is seen to be getting worse or better it also 
asked a number of questions concerning trends in rail safety over the past 
decade. Responses to these questions appear in Figures 2 - 4. They demonstrate 
a consistent trend in which the number of accidents and number of fatalities is 
seen to have increased since privatisation. The way in which the causes of 
accidents were conceptualised by participants is illustrated in Chart 1 below. 
 
Chart 1  Cause of railway accidents3 

 

CAUSE OF ACCIDENTS

Individual 

Organisational 

Structural 
Train 

Drivers 
Operational 

Staff 
Car 

Drivers
Vandals High paid 

Executives 

Technology Management Industrial

Investment Business Government Disorganisation

 

4.1.1 Individual, organisational and structural causes of railway accidents 

Causes of accidents featured as a major theme of the interviews. Organisational 
causes were most subscribed to and generally pertained to management issues. 
Individuals were also widely implicated as the causes of accidents, while 
structural causes were least subscribed to and concerned more abstract entities 
such as government under-investment or the nature of business (see Tables 5 & 
6).  

                                             
3 For a detailed description of the codes used in each chart, please refer to Appendix - coding frame. 
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While each cause will be discussed separately, it is important to note that they 
are not generally mentioned in isolation. Many of the participants proposed a 
chain of causality, dependent on particular circumstances such as: 
 

“it’s normally a culmination of factors really isn’t it? It’s not one thing 
that’s triggered it off. …4 it’s difficult to say without knowing the exact 
accident…” 

Interview 14 
 
“I just thought that it is someone's massive mistake, you know, or 
several people, I don't know whether it was one or whatever… Because 
if you think of it like that, well how could something like that have 
happened?... It couldn't have been just one thing, I think it's got to be a 
group thing but maybe one, the one thing that's, you know, the 
dominoes, it's, it's all gone, you know…” 

Interview 41 
 
Factors that comprise this ‘domino effect’, of which the accident was the end 
point, ranged from the more proximal (usually individual) to the more distal 
(usually organisational and structural) causes. Thus while an individual (e.g. a 
train driver) may be seen as the immediate ‘cause’ of the accident, 
organisational matters (e.g. bad training of staff) may underpin the individual’s 
failings. Indeed, this combination of individual and organisational factors was 
the most common interconnection between the causal themes, elucidated 
below.  

4.1.1.1 The individuals seen to cause accidents 

When talking about circumstances surrounding a crash, participants often began 
by implicating certain groups of individuals, whose failures, malice and/or greed 
caused accidents. The following five groups were most commonly implicated. 

! The failure of train drivers 

Train drivers were often implicated in the cause of an accident, due to the 
missing of signals or the jumping of red lights: 
 

“The driver goes through a red light, that's, that's obviously the first 
thing that people think of a train accident” 

Interview 28 
 
Circumstances surrounding the missing of signals are important, the first of 
which is drivers being under the influence of alcohol or drugs:  
 

“I think that… there might be occasions where the driver has made a 
mistake and…you know that he may be under the influence of drink or 
something…I'm not saying that that's the only reason why an accident 
could happen but it is, it has been known that, um, it's been said that, 

                                             
4 Excerpts of the interviews have been selected to illustrate the substance of the themes mentioned. When 
‘…’ appears, it indicates that a piece of text from a participant's interview has been excluded. The material 
is generally not included as it moves on to a different theme to that being explained. 
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er, you know, train drivers have been under the influence of alcohol and 
there's drugs, aren't there?” 

Interview 41 
 
In addition to this, drivers were seen to lack concentration, and to be careless, 
lazy or blasé about their jobs: 
 

“Some of the drivers have been a bit careless, you know, I think one of 
them, one of the drivers was asleep or something or drinking, I don't 
know, something like that… obviously the man wasn't doing his job” 

Interview 52 
 
“The drivers have not, they've gone past the signal light or whatever, 
that's what you hear… It's always at the back of your mind. Is the driver 
giving you a 100% of his attention? … That is the worrying thing.” 

Interview 54 
 
They were also seen to run through signals as a result of being inexperienced or 
untrained: 
 

“The new driver went through the signals. OK, yes, he was technically 
to blame, but there were so many complaints from experienced drivers 
about how difficult it was to see that signal… so it was, like I say, an 
accident waiting to happen. Um, it's just a build up of events… I don't 
think that the drivers are necessarily to blame” 

Interview 14 
 
The excerpt above demonstrates that naming an individual as the cause of an 
accident was not necessarily synonymous with blaming him for it. Thus 
responsibility issues are handled in a separate section. Furthermore, the excerpt 
illustrates that connections are established between the proximal and the more 
distal causes, such as drivers ‘jumping’ signals due to signals not being made 
sufficiently visible by the industry. 

! The failure of other operational staff 

The role played by maintenance, engineering workers or other operational staff 
is similar to that of train drivers with respect to their attitudes towards work, 
which can ensure or stymie the safety of rail users:  
 

PARTICIPANT I guess people taking shortcuts… that kind of thing. 
 
INTERVIEWER You use the word shortcuts in what sense? 
 
PARTICIPANT Well if you have to lay down the track and you have to 
put down a nail every 6 inches and it gets to midnight and you, you've 
had a long day, you know, the guy who puts it 8 inches apart instead of 
6, those kind of things.. 

Interview 21 
 
“I think sometimes, I just think maybe the controllers, they're all up 
there, having a cup of tea and a chat and a cigarette and that, and they 
don't always remember to change the red lights, you know, the lights 
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that they use, er, to control the trains. And they're not always up to 
scratch, this is what the impression I get, as well” 

Interview 52 
  
“I wouldn't say all of the time but I would think listening to some of the 
reports that come out of these disasters, it's usually down to negligence 
on somebody's behalf… if it is some signalman who's just merrily sitting 
there with a screwdriver putting in wires, not really thinking about 
what he's doing…” 

Interview 25 
 
These extracts illustrate how maintenance or engineering workers are 
conceptualised as careless or blasé about their work and how this can result in 
accidents.  

! The failure of car drivers 

Participants also talked of accidents resulting from the failure of car drivers 
whose vehicles land on rail tracks: 
 

“… there's one where the, where a man fell asleep at his driving wheel I 
think and went into the train, um, because he'd been up all night or 
something on his computer. I thought that was awful. I thought it was 
awful for the people but I felt ever so sorry for that driver, he must 
have been devastated.” 

Interview 24 
 

“I suppose the most common train accident would be actually cars 
getting stuck on the track which can cause derailments and stuff. And 
there's several of them happen a year…we have a lot of, um, roads 
which go over railway tracks which haven't got automated arms which 
come down, they just have lights, and sometimes people go on and their 
car's broke down and then the cars hit, the trains hit them and that can 
cause major accidents and derailments… Um, I think more can be done 
for that. There is an awful lot of those open things” 

Interview 65 
 

Cars on tracks were seen as common causes of rail accidents and derailments. 
Yet this was not linked to drivers alone but also to a lack of automated 
protection systems. All three categories of individuals mentioned above cause 
accidents by what they omit to do, rather than by intentional, volitional acts. 
This is not so for the two categories below. 

! The malign intentions of vandals 

Vandals, often associated with naughty children, were seen to cause accidents. 
Their aim of being destructive was seen as malicious, though they were not 
necessarily seen to be trying to precipitate an accident: 
 

“I think again I've read about other more minor rail accidents where 
there's actually been sabotage of some part of a rail by you know, 
members of the public mucking around or whatever” 

 Interview 16 
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“I know it's very hard to police all railways, but there's a lot of 
vandalism that causes train crashes and stuff, I believe, kids throwing 
things on the lines, leaving things on the lines. I still believe that's down 
to the, er, the actual company to actually police, you know, the tracks” 

Interview 49 
 

The last extract demonstrates that participants often feel that although vandals 
may be directly responsible for an accident, it is ultimately the responsibility of 
the rail organisation to ensure that measures are taken to reduce their ability to 
tamper with the tracks. Similar links were made regarding train and car drivers. 
Measures should be taken, at an organisational level, to prevent their actions 
from causing accidents. 

! The neglect/greed of highly paid executives 

The final group of individuals whose actions lie at the root of rail accidents were 
the “fat cats” or highly paid executives who played a role in accident causation 
via greed or a lack commitment to their work. These select few were regarded 
as the end of a chain of incompetence and were seen as the individuals who 
should, ultimately, be in charge of ensuring that work is done well by those 
whom they supervise: 

 
“… you get fed up with hearing ‘oh we need this much more money’. 
There are simple little things they could do which would probably cost 
nothing. You know, I mean how much money do they need all the time 
to save a life? I just think sometimes the managers are getting greedy, 
the ones that run the rail, they are getting greedy” 

Interview 24 
 
“I don't think that the big boys would be there saying, ‘you know what, 
safety is a paramount, we're going to put all our funding toward safety. 
I don't really believe it's like that’. I do think probably along the way, 
they're probably like, ‘well we'll have to kind of overlook that’. I, I 
believe, that it probably works like that” 

Interview 55 
 
The extracts above allude to circumstances in which “fat cats” are held 
responsible either because they do not ensure that work is done appropriately or 
because greed is their ultimate focus. A strong theme that emerged in relation 
to managers of rail organisations was that profit and safety are mutually 
exclusive. Indeed this surfaced as a key representation that underpinned much 
of the talk about accidents (see section 4.6 - Social Representations of the 
Railway Industry). 

4.1.1.2 The organisations seen to cause accidents 

Organisational causes consisted of technological, management and industrial 
failures and deficits. 

! Technical and technological failures and deficits 

Technical and technological failures, such as signal failures and broken tracks, 
were closely linked to the circumstances of a crash: 
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“Signal failures, not so much the signal, the, um, can't remember what 
they're called, splits in the tracks, track splitters not working properly, 
because that has been known before that a track splitter hasn't worked 
properly and the train's derailed…” 

Interview 22  
 

As alluded to earlier, participants also pointed to the absence of measures such 
as safety railings or fences along tracks, which minimise the risk of objects being 
placed on the rails: 
 

“I suppose it's partly to do with the train company because they should 
make it harder for the kids to get on to the tracks, but there's only so 
much they can do. And if they, I mean, I don't know, if they make it 
totally, totally, totally secure, then the prices would be so high and 
nobody wants to travel on them anyhow. It's difficult…” 

Interview 66 
 

As well as these specific causes of crashes respondents commented more 
generally on a lack of measures to reduce crashes in the industry. Many 
mentioned a need for speed limits, safety belts and safety instructions that 
explain to users what should be done in the unlikely event of an accident:  
 

“I mean thinking about it, you wouldn't even know what to do if there 
was accident. I mean there's no safety procedure on a train, there's no 
rules about wearing seatbelts, there's no um, ‘emergency exits are here, 
here, here and here’ as on air travel. Perhaps we're rather lax in our 
approach...” 

Interview 27 
 
Thus organisations are linked, often implicitly rather than explicitly, to failure as 
they are unable to provide the necessary safety measures to prevent accidents. 

! Management failings and deficits 

More distant from the circumstances of the crash, organisational causes 
encompass issues to do with bad or failing management. These included not 
following up on reports of problems, not investing in maintenance of the tracks, 
understaffing, and not providing the necessary training to staff: 
 

“I think it's probably where repairs need to be done and they're not… 
where there's a bolt that's gone missing and that's caused the track to 
come apart or, yeah, I think it comes down to perhaps […] cutbacks with 
staff. That there isn't the manpower to check these, the way things are 
running and to make sure that the line is safe…” 

Interview 9 
 
“…there's something wrong with the train or the railway, like the 
engineer, maintenance, whoever deals with maintenance, people like 
that, um, and if there is a fault and it wasn't checked then it's down to 
like, like if the railway, if the engineer didn't check it over properly 
then it's down to him at the end of the day for not making sure it's 
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correct.  But then there should be like his manager or something 
checking over him…” 

Interview 24 
 
A central finding concerning participants’ conceptualisations of the cause of rail 
accidents was the interconnectedness of organisational and individual failings. 

! Industrial failures and deficits 

The lack of skills and complacency within the rail industry were also linked to 
the cause of accidents: 
 

“And you've not necessarily got the skilled people who know what 
they're looking for certainly with track maintenance I don't know…” 

Interview 30 
 
“Personally I would say complacency… Um, the railway companies who 
actually run the stock but also the people in charge of the track and the 
routing, um, are complacent in that they've got an outmoded system … 
there was problems, faults, electrical faults for instance, 
communication problems, um, which happen all the time and it just so 
happened that one of those incidents led to an accident but any one of 
them could have, because of a complacency in the system…” 

Interview 76 
 

Accusations of this nature cut across the organisational and individual causes of 
accidents with both the rail industry, and the people working in it, being viewed 
as complacent. 

4.1.1.3 The structures seen to cause accidents 

Structural causes tended to be those most distant from the circumstances of a 
crash.  These represented the ‘bigger picture’ of what lies behind a crash and 
included a general lack of investment in the railway industry, its current 
structure as a business and government involvement. These were sometimes 
referred to in combination with organisational causes of train crashes. 

! Lack of investment 

A common structural cause of a crash was the reference to a chronic lack of 
investment in the railway industry over a period of time: 
 

“I think it's numerous things. I mean one is perhaps a lack of 
investment, um, I know they are investing money in it but to turn round 
and say ‘well this, this and this train are fitted with the safety device, 
but we haven't got round to doing this, this and this one’ is probably 
unacceptable you know.” 

Interview 30 
 
This theme related to other structural causes such as the workings of business.  
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! The nature of business 

The privatisation of the railway industry has meant that it is seen to have a 
profit motivation. This also plays a role in causing accidents: 
 

“um, I think it's numerous things. I mean one is perhaps a lack of 
investment, … I think the fact of um, selling off different bits probably 
or possibly hasn't helped because at the end of the day, it all used to be 
in-house… you sometimes wonder that when they start selling off 
different bits, those companies are trying to make as much money, er 
and someone said to me, he said ‘there's a difference between profit 
and greed’” 

Interview 30 
 
Participants tended to view companies as not only motivated by profit, which 
was sometimes seen as legitimate, but by greed, which was not. A damning view 
of businesses emerged, and linked to other structural causes, via concerns about 
money and how the relationship to it can undermine rail safety. It seems that at 
the root of much of the thinking about structural causes of accidents is a 
conception of how money operates in the rail industry, either in terms of the 
Government not making enough available, or private companies being chiefly 
concerned about their profit margins. 

! Disorganisation of the railway industry 

The lack of correct organisation of the rail industry or a lack of co-ordination 
between its different parts is also cited as a cause of railway crashes: 
 

INTERVIEWER So what, what is it that you think leads up to these 
accidents? 
 
PARTICIPANT  it's, I think it's a lack of, a lack of sort of linking between 
all the, all the different aspects of running the railway. Um, you know, 
engineers don't do their jobs properly or there's somebody not checking, 
there's someone not taking full responsibility for overseeing that all 
the, all the different aspects are completely you know, meshed 
together. So I think that would be, it's not, you know, it's a bit like sort 
of … the right hand not knowing what the left hand is doing, so you 
know, but somewhere in the middle there's something going wrong  

Interview 27 
 
The fragmented nature of the rail industry was a major theme cutting across 
much of the interview material, as will be developed in section 4.6 (Social 
Representations of the Railway Industry). 

! Government under-investment or lack of guidance  

The Government was seen as a structure that had some influence on the 
circumstances surrounding a crash. It acted either via under investment in the 
industry or via a lack of guidance and standards: 
 

“I think there should be stricter guidelines on them, I don't think you 
can make them, um, I don't think you can take them back, you can, you 
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know, non-privatise them again. Um, the Government just need to set 
up closer, closer watches on what they're doing…” 

Interview 14 
 

Thus there was a call for the government, at the very least, to keep tabs on the 
fragmented system that it has set in motion and cannot revoke. 
 

In sum, the ‘cause of railway accidents’ section has shown that: 

! Causes can be divided into those of an individual, an organisational and a 
structural nature, along a continuum from the more proximal to the more 
distal. 

! It is not necessarily the safety record of the British railways that is the 
problem for participants but the management of safety, particularly at an 
organisational level, that is. 

! Individual and organisational causes, and to some extent those of a structural 
nature, are often linked to complacency and negligence. 

! Structural and organisational causal factors are most often linked to money 
issues - such as lack of investment on the part of government or profit 
motivations on the part of institutions.  

! This applies to the individual “fat cats” too, though not to the other 
categories of individuals who tend to be seen as careless rather than greedy, 
under-performing rather than milking the railways for profit. 
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4.2 Responsibility for accidents - culpability, fault and blame 

This section is structured around the two major components that emerged when 
participants raised issues of responsibility: what actually happens after an 
accident, in juxtaposition to what should happen following an accident (see 
Tables 6 & 7). 
 
The cause of accidents (see section 4.1 above) was inextricably linked with the 
attribution of blame and responsibility. Those linked to the causes of accidents 
were also those held responsible for ensuring safety, at least to some degree. 
Organisational and structural causes, in particular, seemed to be framed in the 
language of responsibility, fault and blame. The trend was to see those who run 
the railways as having “little” or “no” responsibility for accidents with multiple 
fatalities linked to the actions of terrorists and of vandals (see Figures 5 - 19). 
However, “a fair amount” to “full” responsibility was attributed to those who 
run the railways when there were multiple fatalities due to foreign objects on 
the track, driver error, and most pronounced, signal failure and broken tracks. A 
key view concerning responsibility therefore took the form of pinpointing who 
should be held accountable for accidents. 
 
Participants talked of the blame culture that emerged after an accident. They 
disapproved of what they saw as the `pass the buck’ ethos that has developed 
around the railways. The section begins by elaborating this, followed by an 
account of the public’s sense of what individuals, organisations or structures 
should take responsibility. The way in which responsibility for railway accidents 
is conceptualised by the participants is illustrated in Chart 2 below: 
 
Chart 2  Responsibility for accidents 
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4.2.1 What actually happens after an accident - The ‘blame culture’ 

The majority of participants felt that responsibility for accidents was not taken 
and that instead, rail organisations tended to place blame away from 
themselves. This formed a major aspect of what was seen as a ‘blame culture’ 
described by way of metaphors such as ‘passing the buck’, ‘finger pointing’, 
‘mud slinging’ and ‘scapegoating’: 
 

“I feel that the companies may be trying to pass the buck, it took a 
while to actually establish whose responsibility it actually was for the 
accident, it was passed from person to person … I just think no-one 
wants to take responsibility…” 

Interview 50 
 
One of the consequences of the blame culture that surrounds accidents was that 
participants felt that rail companies were ‘covering up’ or ‘pulling the wool over 
the public’s eyes’ which resulted in a diminished sense of trust in the rail 
system. These issues will be dealt with in this section, which examines, firstly, 
the motivations that underpin the blame culture, followed by its repercussions 
and consequences. 

4.2.1.1 Motivations for blame 

! Blaming as a ‘natural response’ 

The reluctance to accept responsibility for negative events was seen to occur in 
society at large, but was especially pronounced in the case of rail accidents due 
to their grave nature and the magnitude of deaths that subsequently needed to 
be accounted for. A minority of participants were somewhat sympathetic to this 
and described it as something that was ‘natural’ and therefore a response that 
all people would have: 
 

“if you kill loads of people you're not going to want to own up… it's 
everyone trying to pass the buck to someone else… if I was in that 
situation, I don't know, I'd probably do the same thing and try and blame 
it on someone else. Because it's, it's a big thing and if it was your fault 
or your company's fault, you're gonna feel, you're gonna feel hurt inside 
if loads of people have got hurt, but yeah I'd probably, I'd probably pass 
the buck as well…” 

Interview 46 
 
“Immediately everybody's like saying oh it wasn't me, wasn't me… I think 
most people, when they're accused of something, the first thing they 
say is ‘no didn't do it’… but it's a natural thing for most people to, if, 
especially if you know that something is, is going to be fairly heavy, um, 
it's a natural response to say ‘oh, oh no I'm not sure about that there, 
I'm not sure, it probably wasn't me’, you know, until you can prove 
otherwise. It's a natural human response...” 

Interview 71 
 

Humans are seen to naturally avoid blame for misfortunes, and this forms a key 
underpinning of the blame culture. 
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! Blaming as sinister 

The majority who referred to the blame culture had sinister representations of 
the rail organisations. Motivated by profit, rail organisations were seen to shift 
responsibility away from themselves in order to keep insurance premiums low, 
avoid compensation payouts and to avoid any loss of income that would result 
from reduced rail use: 
 

“… it's always someone trying to blame somebody else… it's passing the 
buck… It wasn't me, it was them… No one I think initially takes 
responsibility… I suppose they're not allowed to because of insurance… 
well if you have a car crash you don't, you don't take the blame do you? 
So I imagine that would be with companies would probably do the same 
… because it boils down to money… At the end of the day, the way I see 
it is yeah, it comes down to finances…” 

Interview 9 
 
“We live in a world which is very much a blame culture if you want to 
put it that way. … I think a lot of that is based round obviously claims, 
compensation claims and all that lot. Because if someone is responsible, 
well ‘they can pay for it, because we're not going to pay any money for 
it’” 

Interview 30 
 
“There’s a bit of … trying to find a scapegoat all the time for these 
accidents… that's life isn't it, it's like it everywhere… they're trying to 
pull the wool over the public's eyes so they don't stop using the trains…” 

Interview 70 
 

Contrary to the blame culture being underpinned by something acceptable, it is 
more often seen as supported by something sinister: an attempt to avoid the 
legal and profit ramifications of shouldering blame. 

! Blaming as reducing complexity 

Blame was also considered to be motivated by a desire to find a way out of a 
complex or uncertain situation:  
 

“You want to blame someone for something… you want to know why and 
if you can't find out why then you, then you just blame somebody… you 
want to know why so you have to lay the blame, you have to find a 
reason somewhere just to sort of get your own peace of mind…” 

Interview 69 
 
The need to get to the bottom of the factors leading up to an accident was 
deemed important for peace of mind. This generally involved identifying 
someone as responsible and gave people a sense that justice would be done. 

4.2.1.2 Repercussions of the “blame culture” for the individual 

Identifying an individual as responsible for an accident was considered the 
harshest form of blame in terms of its consequences. It was often stated that it 
was the innocent who became victims of blame, in line with the notion of 
scapegoating:  
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“You always feel a bit sorry for the people in that situation… look what 
happens like with this Dr Kelly stuff and Iraq and all the rest of it. I 
mean its not quite the same I know but you know, if you're actually 
naming an individual as being responsible for something, then they 
become a massive target. And if you got it wrong, they end up doing 
what he did…”  

Interview 6 
 
Train drivers were seen to be the ‘innocent’ and “fat cats” ‘guilty’ due to being 
motivated by profit:   
 

“What, what tends to, um, I think annoy people, or it certainly annoyed 
me was that, um, initially the railway companies, the management, the 
owners, what have you, are all sort of saying ‘oh well it's not us, not 
us’, you know and, and invariably they always, I think they always try 
and put it on to the driver first, always seems to be the way that they 
say ‘oh it must be human error, can't possibly be anything to do with 
our machinery’… they try and wriggle to start with…  that's the 
perception that I get from, you know, whenever these things happen…” 

Interview 71 
 
When asked to talk about railway accidents, those with multiple fatalities 
tended to come to the minds of the participants. As well as experiencing a 
personal sense of shock regarding the accidents and sympathy for passengers 
involved in the accident, participants also felt for the drivers and their 
respective families and friends: 
 

“I thought of the train driver and how awful that must be for the person 
driving the train, because it was out of their hands with what they 
could do. Um, I just felt bad for the whole situation really…” 

Interview 12 
 

It is important to note the language with which participants described blame. 
Organisations were portrayed as sly or sinister, wriggling out of responsibility. 
This lent a sense that they were snake-like in their motivations, evil in nature.  
It also illustrated the extent to which the organisations involved were less 
trusted.  

4.2.1.3 The consequences of blame  

Paradoxically, one major consequence of the blame culture surrounding 
accidents was that participants felt they never got an answer regarding how, 
what or why something went wrong in the first place:  
 

“There was a lot of blaming, wasn't there? Everyone was blaming… it 
was like passing the buck…You never sort of got a proper answer… no-
one ever sort of took the blame…” 

Interview 54 
 
Furthermore, blame prevented the situation from being rectified or dealt with, 
the consequences of which were ultimately borne by rail users themselves. The 
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zeal surrounding the blame culture and the reluctance to claim responsibility 
was described with the vivid imagery of ‘pointed fingers’, ‘hot potatoes’ and 
‘mud-slinging’:  
 

“A lot of it is you feel they're all trying to blame each other… you 
always feel that everybody's passing the buck you know, ‘it's not us, it's 
them’ you know, it's, you know, and the passenger… is always caught in 
the middle… it's like a hot potato… you get the feeling of buck-
passing…” 

Interview 27 
 
“[It's] fairly typical actually, of a lot of situations when something 
doesn't work. Instantly there's a lot of finger pointing, blame… What 
there doesn't appear to be until such time as a full inquiry report is 
released, which normally takes several years, is a determined look to 
say ‘ok what actually caused this, and how do we stop it happening 
again?’” 

Interview 5 
 
“They [accidents] happen so frequently… and you think oh here we go, 
see what happens now.  Nothing.  Big inquiry, and who's blamed… you 
know, mud slinging but at the end of the day has the maintenance 
improved? Give it a year, probably … There'll be more… 6 months down 
the line, you know, 30 people have lost their lives or however many 
people, they've left families and loved ones, nothing changes…” 

Interview 51 
 
Here passengers were the innocent victims, with organisations being the guilty 
parties. Finger pointing stopped society from getting to what actually caused the 
crash.  
 
When the blame culture eventually yields an “answer” it tends to be regarded as 
over-simplified since the complexity of the circumstances leading up to an 
accident is lost. Participants often called for the need to look at the larger 
picture in order to avoid accidents in the future:  
 

“I get annoyed when they try and blame certain people, I think its not 
fair… going ‘oh it was this person, it was this person’s fault’, instead of 
looking at it as a whole, just trying to blame one person… you know, it’s 
a company at the end of the day, you all work together, its not just one 
person's fault… its going to be everyone's fault because you work as a 
team…” 

Interview 24 
 
“Everyone tries to point the finger at somebody or one specific thing 
but I think it’s the whole bigger picture that people need to look at a 
little bit more to work out what really was the cause of it…” 

Interview 26 
 
The above-mentioned factors resulted in participants feeling as though rail 
organisations had something to hide or were trying to “cover up” their mistakes, 
which resulted in less trust or faith in the rail system: 
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“At the moment, it seems nobody wants to take responsibility. I think 
people would have a lot more faith if they said ‘yep, it was our mistake’ 
and obviously correct it… don’t sort of hide behind, put the blame on 
other people..” 

Interview 15 
 
“The overall image I've got… is the aftermath of people turning round 
and trying to get out of the blame and not saying ’this is what 
happened, this is what we need to improve it’… they were all distancing 
themselves from the blame… I haven't got the confidence that that [an 
accident] would not happen again…” 

Interview 17 
 

For these participants, after an accident a whole blame culture kicks into 
action, with the evasion of responsibility as its central element. It is invoked by 
various means such as scapegoating the innocent and results in no-one getting to 
the bottom of the chain of causality. Participants also pointed out that blame is 
made worse by the media (see section 4.3 - Accidents and the mass media). 

4.2.2 What should happen after an accident - Responsibility should be taken 

Participants in the study made it clear that for the most part they were not 
satisfied with the response to railway accidents. They had a conception of what 
they would rather see happen after these events and who should take 
responsibility. A good proportion of the participants wanted the process of 
responsibility to be much more clear-cut and for specific individuals and/or 
organisations to take it. They also wanted the orientation towards the aftermath 
of an accident to be different. 

4.2.2.1 Responsibility should be taken and lessons should be learnt 

Participants made clear that they would like to see responsibility for an accident 
taken without the present “blame culture”. In tandem with this, they wanted 
the industry to make a concerted effort to ensure that similar accidents would 
not happen again. They laid out a series of visions of what should happen both 
by reference to what does not happen, as well as what they would like to see 
happen: 
 

“…And so, as I say it's a blame culture but I think there should be you 
know, an equal amount of blame for all of them, but instead of trying 
to blame each other, is look to solve the problem to stop it happening 
again… 

Interview 30 
 

Participants identified different individuals and organisations whom they felt 
should take responsibility for accidents (outlined below). They also laid out a 
series of changes, which they felt would ensure that accidents did not happen 
again. The location of responsibility for accidents lay with individuals, 
organisations and structures, in an analogous way to the location of cause. As 
with the complexity involved with cause of accidents, participants pointed out 
that the location of responsibility was usually dependent on the circumstances of 
the crash.  
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4.2.2.2 Individuals 

There were several different groups of individuals identified by the participants 
as those who should be held responsible for railway accidents. 

! The incompetent driver 

Some participants felt that the train driver who was involved in the accident 
should be the held responsible for it. This was often associated with an 
understanding of the driver being incompetent in some way: 
 

“I think it depends, I think it depends on the cause of the accident. I 
mean if it's a driver going too fast and that's what causes the train say 
to derail or whatever, then that's the driver, I feel that's the driver's 
fault for going too fast because you've got a speed limit and that's there 
for a reason…” 

Interview 37 
 

So there are times when responsibility should lie with drivers of the trains.  

! The incompetent operational staff 

Other participants felt that those who held a supervisory capacity over those 
who were involved in the accident should be held responsible: 
 

“Well it's, ultimately the supervisor is paid to sign off a piece of paper 
that says the guy did his job correctly so therefore the supervisor who 
signed that piece of paper should be at fault, by default…” 

Interview 21 
 

Thus individuals who oversee operational staff were sometimes held responsible 
for accidents. 

! The elusive chief executive 

Other individuals that ‘ought to’ take responsibility were chief executive officers 
and other senior executives of the private companies involved in the railway 
industry: 
 

“But, um, I think you know, the buck has to stop with someone and you 
know, I've done gross negligence, manslaughter on my course and 
vicarious liability and things like that and, you know, this, this 
manslaughter, corporate manslaughter, it's a good thing, because these 
people have to, the buck has to stop with someone, you know…if you 
are responsible for running a railway network every day you're 
responsible for the lives, whether you like it not, of tens of thousands 
of people, possibly a hundred thousands, so, you know, they should face 
responsibility. The buck stops with them…” 

Interview 11 
 
“I would still see that as coming back through to the senior individuals 
in Network Rail. Because as far as I'm concerned it's their responsibility 
to ensure that any company they contract is maintaining safety 
standards at the appropriate level” 

Interview 5 
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These individuals should be held responsible for accidents due to their position 
in the organisations in which the accidents happen. Issues to do with pecuniary 
reward mediated participants’ thinking on the issue: 
 

“… we should stop giving them big bonuses, big pay rises, shares and all 
that bollocks, and they should be on a standard salary… I don't think this 
director who sits in an office picking his nose who really doesn't give 
two stuffs about the rail, because I don't suppose he even uses it 
because he's driving around in his Jaguar or whatever, should be 
entitled to the money he's on… a lot of the maintenance on the rail, it's 
done by contractors, the contractors are workers, above them is a top 
director who's sitting on his arse doing fuck all. He doesn't know what 
the contractors are doing, I don't suppose he's ever got his hands dirty, 
so yeah I think the whole rail system should be prosecuted for every life 
that suffers…” 

Interview 20 
 
Despite the heavy responsibility placed upon “fat cats”, identification of such 
individuals was not without dispute and some felt that these individuals should 
not be held responsible: 
 

“To say to the chief executive of Railtrack you are responsible for Joe 
Bloggs train driver failing to stop at a red light, to my mind, is 
ludicrous. If Joe Bloggs failed to stop at that red light it was Joe Bloggs' 
fault…” 

Interview 73 

4.2.2.3 Organisations 

The organisations involved in running the industry were most widely held 
responsible for railway accidents. Some participants picked out particular 
organisational players for specific responsibility, such as Network Rail, Railtrack, 
Balfour Beatty and Jarvis. It was often argued that even though the 
circumstances surrounding the accident related to individuals, the companies on 
whose behalf these individuals were working should bear some responsibility for 
their actions. This is reflected in the workings of an organisation by making sure 
that there were adequate checks on employee’s work and that the employees 
were trained to a certain standard and were of a sufficient quality: 
 

“it's got to lie with the management, er because even if the 
management um, in my business, if something went wrong at the lower, 
at the lower end, I couldn't just point the finger and say ‘it's their 
fault’. It's my fault for hiring them, or it's my fault for making sure 
they're not trained or that the system we have in place has not checked 
it. Um, if, if an accident happens the management say it was the fault 
of the deterioration of the rail, then surely it must be somebody's job to 
check the deterioration of the railway safety throughout…” 

Interview 25 
 
For some of the participants the lack of adequate checks and recruitment 
procedures also related to the nature of the railway industry, in that 
subcontractors were brought in to operate it and the organisation then suffers 
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from a lack of communication between the different strata. Those in positions of 
responsibility are cut off from those lower down in the company. 

4.2.2.4 Structures 

Government lack of involvement and the monetary motivations of those involved 
in the railways lay at the root of the structural elements seen to be responsible 
for rail accidents. 

! Government 

Where participants identified a structural element as the location of 
responsibility for an accident they tended to mention the  ‘government’: 
 

“But again no one seems to be doing, I don't know, the Governments 
seems to be really getting… down to the actual reasons the accidents 
happened and sorting it out and finding someone who is responsible for 
it. I don't think they seem to have a great deal of involvement or doing 
anything useful…” 

Interview 59 
 

The Government’s lack of involvement made it responsible since it repeatedly 
gave contracts to the undeserving, or failed to penalise errant companies:  

 
“I mean I think ultimately the Government.  If a company is seen to be 
not doing its job, why does it keep getting, you know, why does it keep 
getting the job of running it…”  

Interview 51 
 

“…because there's so many shoddy trains out there that aren't 
maintained properly, you know the rails aren't being maintained 
properly, these are just accidents waiting to happen. And the 
Government don't do enough to penalise the companies involved…” 

Interview 14 
 
The extracts above illustrate how the Government’s lack of care is implicated in 
rail accidents. 

! Privatisation, business and money 

Like their reasoning about the cause of accidents, for some respondents the 
responsibility for accidents was intimately linked to the fact that the railways is 
a privatised industry and is run for profit: 
 

“I think it lies with the Government, or whoever decides that they 
would privatise it and, and make profit above people…That's it in a 
nutshell. Somebody is actually making a buck. Because it's privatised, 
it's a business…nothing wrong with business if business is safe. Business 
is wonderful and if somebody is making a big buck, one doesn't mind if 
they use part of that big buck and actually make the railways safe. But 
if they're using that big buck and pocketing it and going off to the South 
of France or to the Caribbean where, people are dying or people have 
died, to me that is an insult…” 

Interview 10 
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As illustrated in this excerpt, privatisation, business and profit tend to be 
invoked in a pejorative manner. However, it must be noted that while 
participants wished for more clear cut measures with which responsibility be 
taken for accidents, many recognised that resource issues often complicate this 
process: 
 

“as much as you do want a system that's 100% safe, realistically the 
system they've got or maybe the service they've got, can they actually 
do that? … I don't know if they can, if money's always going to be an 
object, because it, it ultimately is, isn't it.  If they had all the money in 
the world they'd be able to provide a, a much safer service…” 

Interview 50 
 
Not only were resources seen to limit the ability of the railways to be ‘100% 
safe’. So too did what was referred to as ‘human error’.  

4.2.3 ‘Human Error’, causation and responsibility. 

‘Human error’ was conceptualised as a reason for why accidents were inevitable 
in nature and not always preventable:  
 

“You wonder how much of it is down to human error… there is nothing 
to sort of back that up if a human error is made…” 

Interview 30 
 
“It’s most likely going to be some sort of human error… I would say it’s 
probably something that I don’t think it can always be prevented…” 

Interview 59 
 
Accidents seen to result from ‘human error’ were viewed somewhat 
sympathetically. Invoking human error seemed to diminish attributions of 
responsibility as the misfortune was seen as something that could not have been 
controlled:  
 

“When an accident happens, I don’t always necessarily think that’s down 
to them not looking after the trains because things do happen and 
human error occurs and things, no matter how well you look after, stuff 
goes wrong, so I don’t tend to blame straight away, the railway or 
whatever else when I hear about these crashes. Although the media 
push you towards that but you’ve got to think, accidents do happen…” 

Interview 26 
 
The difference between negligence and human error in terms of the emotions 
experienced or blame ascribed was further illustrated in the extract below: 
 

“I think it would probably have been better if it had been more of like a 
human error than mechanical… human error is understandable… 
mechanical error just shows negligence…” 

Interview 49 
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From another angle, human error was also invoked to not waste time worrying 
about feeling safe. At the very least it left all parties without the ability to 
control accidents and thereby mitigated responsibility: 
 

“I think they [trains] must be safe, well as safe as you can be, nothing is 
ever fool proof is it? I mean there’s human error… we haven’t created 
the perfect person yet so there will always be human error…” 

Interview 70 
 
“My impression is they [the railway industry] take safety very seriously… 
but human error causes systems to slip up… there is risk, we know 
that…” 

Interview 68 
 

In sum, the ‘responsibility for accidents’ section has demonstrated that: 

! There is a discontinuity between what is seen to happen after an accident, 
and what is thought should happen. 

! Many participants feel that a ‘blame culture’ is set up following accidents. 

! This is not acceptable for many, and there is a major desire for organisations, 
in particular, to take responsibility and to demonstrate that they have learnt 
from the accident. 

! Participants require that the fault in the system, which is seen to have 
elicited the blame, be rectified. 

! There is a general sense of a lack of transparency following an accident, with 
organisations failing to provide the full picture, and instead seeking to 
oversimplify the cause, often by way of scapegoating an individual. 

! Some participants mention the inevitability of ‘human error’ as a way of 
mitigating the responsibility of individuals or systems, but they tend to state 
that management should still take all possible steps to stop it from having 
tragic consequences. 
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4.3 Accidents and the mass media  

This section is structured around the two ways participants raised the mass 
media: reference to its portrayal of the railways industry as a whole and of 
railway accidents in particular (see Table 8). Some of the participants felt that 
the media shaped their personal reactions and expectations of the railways and 
informed their opinions of it: 
 

“Because as I said I haven’t really experienced consistently late trains 
but when I think of it, that’s because of all the bad publicity, you 
automatically think oh yeah “British Rail, trains are always running 
late’, ‘leaves on the line’, that sort of thing…” 

Interview 41 
 
Other participants positioned themselves as explicitly uninfluenced by the mass 
media, portraying it as a discredited institution. The section points more to 
participants’ reflections on the role of the media in portraying the industry and 
its accidents, than on where participants get their ideas from. The way in which 
the media were represented by participants is demonstrated in Chart 3 below. 
 
Chart 3  Accidents and the mass media 

 

“Bad 
Press” 

Newsworthy

Vivid

“Here today 
- gone 

tomorrow” 

Exaggerated

ACCIDENTS AND THE MASS MEDIA

 

4.3.1 The media’s portrayal of the railway industry 

4.3.1.1 ‘Bad press’ 

‘Bad press’ was seen to surround the railway industry as a whole and was seen to 
be a chronic problem: 
 

“… you're always hearing, um, that South West trains particularly seem 
to be affected quite a lot and I mean it's, it's, equally you would hear 
bad press about the, the roads but, um, you know, they're not actually, 
you hear more bad press than you hear good press really…” 
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Interview 70 
 
“…the news make a big thing about anything that's a disaster and 
anything that's bad news. They never have anything nice to say….” 

Interview 20 
 
The term ‘bad press’ encompasses both unfortunate incidents on the railways 
(such as the problems experienced during the heat wave last summer or reports 
of lack of maintenance) and also reports of accidents: 
 

“So some people, was it on the news, they smashed the glass because 
there's no air conditioning, I don't know if you saw that. It was one of 
the journeys from I think, Southampton up to London, what is it, nine 
hours, because there was trouble with the lines and then troubles with 
the train, and there's no air conditioning, so they had several stop off 
points and people were refusing to, to continue travel and trying to get 
off the train and smash the glass to get some air in…” 

Interview 15 
 

Participants had different orientations to this phenomenon of “bad press”. Some 
felt that the media was only interested in reporting bad news and that this was 
due to the fact that “bad news sells”: 
 

“People like bad news, they don’t really like good news …” 
Interview 11 

 
As well as seeing the “bad press” agenda as driven by the audience, participants 
identified some media above others as being more responsible for the ‘bad 
press’ agenda (e.g. The Daily Mail, BBC News, the ‘tabloids’). They suggested 
that these media overplayed the negative aspects of the railways: 
 

“I suppose it depends on which channel you’re watching, I think the BBC 
are anti-British Rail anyway. I don’t know why, they seem to go, go 
more for the jugular than ITV…” 

Interview 51 
 
The ‘rubbishing’ of the British railways was seen almost as a habit of certain 
media.  

4.3.2 The media’s portrayal of railway accidents 

4.3.2.1 Newsworthiness of railway accidents 

When prompted to talk about railway accidents in particular, participants stated 
that they were “newsworthy” events due to their large scale, rare and ‘loud’ 
nature. They tended to strike many people at the same time. Their widespread 
and drawn out coverage was often contrasted to that of car accidents, which 
were seen as small scale, common events and ‘silent’ in nature as they do not 
tend to strike a lot of people at the same time: 

 
“… the other day I crossed Seven Mile Lane and there's two cars 
completely smashed up and because it happens so often it's not 
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reported, nobody knows about it… it's not newsworthy, but a rare 
accident is newsworthy because it is, you know they are infrequent… I 
mean you have to you know, they highlight them because it affects 
thousands of people” 

Interview 27 
 
As demonstrated above, rail accidents were not generally seen as common 
events, yet were still viewed as newsworthy due to their scale, when they did 
occur. The public nature of the rail service also contributed to rail accidents 
being newsworthy (also, see section 4.6.2 - The unwritten social contract): 
 

“… whenever one thing happens on a train… they really focus on it 
because it's a, you know, a big thing. But I think it's only because it's 
public transport… you know, maybe like if a double-decker bus crashed 
in London they would go to that, but if a car crashed they wouldn't. I 
don't think they would mind… you know, it's this thing about, you know, 
if you pay for your public transport you take it for granted that… 
nothing should happen, you should get there safely” 

Interview 1 
  

Here a public service should serve the public and when it is hit by misfortune it 
breaks its unwritten social contract to do so. The media were seen to be central 
in highlighting this for the public: 
 

“… you read in the media about you know, this track was thirty years 
old and it was held together with a piece of sellotape and a bit of blue 
tack of whatever…” 

Interview 16 
 

This participant’s account also held that the media were responsible for stirring 
feelings of blame: 

 
“we kind of live in a bit of a blame culture society where somebody's 
always looking to lay the blame at somebody's feet and whilst that's 
good because I believe people should take ownership for their actions, 
um, you know you can't ultimately say … ‘oh it's due to the driver not 
having stopped at a red light or whatever’ because there's more to it 
than that… I think there's always a bit of a media frenzy to kind of you 
know, find out the name and address and you know, the picture of the 
absolute person responsible, it's like the Dr Kelly thing you know, it's 
like the media kind of keep hunting down and hunting down and it all 
becomes like a bit of a pressure pot…” 

Interview 16 
 
While the media were largely seen as the ‘bad guys’ in the ‘bad press’ and 
‘newsworthy’ themes, such themes were also shot through with appreciation of 
the media for bringing issues to the public’s attention. 

4.3.2.2 Vividness of railway accidents 

Participants described how the modern news media made the reality of railway 
accidents especially vivid for them: 
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“… I suppose the media exposure that they get, the fact that they're 
happy to film quite, er, explicitly, the effects of it, people feel very 
conscious of the, the horror of the effects of that sort of crash, that 
sort of impact… you see the results of these crashes now, and you can 
physically see what a train looks like after an impact and it makes it all 
a lot more, er, real…” 

Interview 42 
 

Participants made many references to seeing ‘images’ and ‘pictures’ of the 
railway accident when talking about media coverage and it seemed that this 
aspect of the news media made railway accidents especially vivid: 
 

“I think it was more seeing the pictures than hearing the news reports, 
um, that sort of gave me the shivers about it… it's when you see that… 
the train can sort of end up going on to the platform and you sort of 
think about the people on the platform, what they must have thought, 
this train coming at them, um, and I think it was more like the visuals 
than like what the news, what the news reporters were actually saying 
about it. I think it's the visual aspect that sort of makes you stand back 
and think, oh… you can imagine the fear factor going through the 
people standing on the platform…” 

Interview 43 
 
Thus participants described how the horror of railway accidents was brought to 
mind and authenticated by the image-rich mass media. 

4.3.2.3 Media exaggeration of railway accidents 

Given the vivid nature of some of the media reports, participants felt that in 
some instances the circumstances of the railway accidents were exaggerated and 
sensationalised (see Figure 20). For instance, they referred to media coverage 
being “blown out of proportion”: 
 

“I think the British media are great at kind of picking up on something 
and then they just kind of run with it again and again and again… there 
is like a grain of truth in a story, but it just gets blown up and recycled 
and every paper takes a different angle on it and before you know it, 
it's all over kind of front pages day after day after day… the coverage 
just blows everything out of proportion…” 

Interview 16 
 
Although participants felt that details of the accidents were important, many 
felt that media coverage was intrusive or inconsiderate. Specifically, 
participants felt that more consideration should be paid to the victims of the 
crash and their families: 
 

“it also is very manipulative because the press basically take a human 
story and just roll with it and roll with it and roll with it to make you, 
so that it presses every button to work on your level, to make you feel 
as emotional as possible about the rail crash… I think they owe it to the 
families of the victims to be slightly less intrusive… it's like waving 
everybody's dirty laundry around afterwards and saying you know ‘this 
person was killed in a rail crash but we're just going to expose all the 
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bare bones of this family's life, um, to satiate the appetite of all the 
readers who kind of, who have read about this rail crash’… it's a terrible 
thing, but give them their dignity and kind of, let them be alone…” 

Interview 16 
 
In their exaggeration of the railway accidents, the mass media were seen to play 
into the “blame culture”. However, this was seen to be true of their reporting of 
any ‘newsworthy story’, since it was always politicised in one or other way: 
 

“It's very difficult to deduce all this from the media because there's, 
there's always so much talked about and, and they all have political 
stances on it… I think the reporting of the any, any newsworthy story, 
um, often has a, a political slant on it. So, so it depends which account 
you read as to, to what you deem. Especially something like 
apportioning blame…” 

Interview 45 

4.3.2.4 The “here today, gone tomorrow” effect 

In talking about the media coverage of railway accidents, participants described 
a phenomenon in which there is an initial high level of media coverage of the 
event that then ebbs over time: 
 

“But anything like that in the news doesn't stay in the news for very 
long, you know, it's, its the tragedy and the shock horror for a week and 
then something else takes over so, but I feel that about news reporting 
about lots of things…” 

Interview 48 
 
Not only does the level of coverage of the accident ebb and flow, so too does 
blame, which tends to be made worse by the media: 
 

“Media hype for the most part. Everybody's sorry that somebody's lost a 
life, however, um, they spend so much time trying to point the finger at 
each other that I find that ludicrous. I mean they keep pointing the 
finger until they find some poor sod that's just going to take it on his 
shoulders. I don't think you should apportion blame like that to any one 
person… they're over reported, they need to be reported I grant you, 
but they're over reported and they're sensationalised. Don't know why 
really, well because obviously it sells papers and puts up the ratings on 
a TV programme…” 

Interview 73 
 
In some ways this aspect of the media’s portrayal of the railway accidents was 
linked to the fact that responsibility does not seem to be taken for the 
accidents. This process was reflected in their own responses to the railway 
accidents: 
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“I don't want to sound horrible, but you sort of forget about you know, 
sort of a month afterwards say, you asked me that question then I'd be 
like very worried using the railways but as time goes on your confidence 
gets restored, you start using the railways again more often or not and 
you know, unfortunately it gets kind of forgotten…” 

Interview 39 
 

Participants seemed fairly stoical about this sort of reaction and had a sense of 
regret about this state of affairs. They described a sense of desensitisation to 
railway accidents where in many ways they were seen as events that were easily 
forgotten. 
 

In sum, the ‘accidents and the mass media’ section has demonstrated that: 

! Participants in the study reflect upon the role played by the media in 
representing the railway industry and rail accidents, rather than just on the 
stories they create. 

! They appear to detach the imagery available to them from how they feel 
about and experience the railways, though the fact that there had not been 
any recent rail accidents may have fed this separation. 

! The media are seen to take a grain of truth and to elaborate upon it. 

! They are seen to be manipulative in focusing on one side of a story, with the 
motivation for this focus being the seeking out of profit in the place of truth. 

! The political stances of the various media are seen to influence how they 
report on accidents. 
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4.4 Accidents and risk 

Highly striking is that in participants’ spontaneous talk about safety and when 
asked about accidents they immediately jump to disavow personal vulnerability. 
This section documents their sense of invulnerability and the strategies used to 
maintain this stance. It also lends insight into ways in which people feel 
vulnerable, circumstances associated with vulnerability and those who construe 
themselves as ‘worriers’ in a general sense, across all of life’s risks (see Table 
9). 
 
The vast majority of participants stated that they felt invulnerable to railway 
accidents. Not surprisingly then, most were not worried about railway safety 
(see Figure 21.). A proportion of those who felt invulnerable also stated, at some 
point in the interview, that they felt vulnerable to such accidents as well (see 
Table 10). However, only a small number of individuals solely stated that they 
felt vulnerable to railway accidents. The way in which risk was conceptualised 
by participants is illustrated in Chart 4 below. 
 
Chart 4  Accidents and risk 

 

ACCIDENTS AND RISK

‘Measured 
vulnerability’

Recent 
accidents

Speed Untoward 
events 

‘Generalised 
vulnerability’ 

Rare Destiny‘Not me –
others’ 

Other 
transport 

Don’t think 
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Other 
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Invulnerable 

Vulnerable

 

4.4.1 Invulnerability to railway accidents 

4.4.1.1 Strategies participants use to feel invulnerable  

The majority in the sample felt invulnerable to accidents, largely as a result of 
invoking a number of strategies to buttress a personal sense of invulnerability. 
The following were frequently used in combination: 

! Accidents are rare events 

A sizeable minority mentioned that it did not feel at risk because railways are a 
safe form of transport since accidents are rare events: 
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“I've never felt like something's going to happen on a train or I could be 
really badly hurt or anything… because it seems like it doesn't happen 
that often… If it was happening all the time then I definitely wouldn't 
go on the train. I don't know, it just seems really safe” 

Interview 66 

! Comparing rail risk to that from other forms of transport 

Participants also attenuated risks from the railways through comparisons to 
other forms of transport such as air travel, travel by roads and travel on the 
Underground. These comparisons were often used in a form that seemed to 
justify participants’ orientation to rail risks: 
 

“I think getting in a car or getting on an aeroplane, getting on a bike, 
you're at risk all the time doing stuff like that so it doesn't even sort of 
enter my head really… 

Interview 69 
 
Participants seemed to use the aspects of comparison to the various forms of 
transport differently. In comparison to travelling by car, train accidents were 
seen to happen less often by participants. However, this did not deter them 
from their use of cars: 
 

“…I know that I'm more likely to have an accident in my car than I am on 
a, on a train. It certainly doesn't stop me going in, in my car…” 

Interview 59 
 
There was some reference to the increased personal control over accidents that 
one has in car, when compared to on the railways. Thus even though there were 
seen to be more accidents on the roads than on the railways, one, personally, 
was low in vulnerability: 
 

“I would rather use a car because I'm in control, and on the train, you're 
not in control. You're sitting on something that is moving at a very fast 
speed controlled by other factors, not controlled by you. And I know 
you're not in total control when you're in a car because there's other 
people that can crash into you and stuff, but you feel you've got a part 
of it haven't you, you feel that even if someone did come flying, you've 
still got a chance to get out the way, or you've still got a chance to 
react…” 

Interview 3 
 
As this quotation demonstrates, control of the car was not seen in absolute 
terms, as one important factor was that drivers were not in control of other road 
users.  
 
Plane accidents, however, were seen to be similar to train accidents in terms of 
implying low control.  
 

“…once you're on the train, your safety's in other people's hands you 
know, it's not in your hands anymore, same as being on an aeroplane 
really isn't it? You know, your safety is down to the person who is in 
control of the train…” 
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Interview 32 
 
Yet both train and plane accidents were seen to be rare: 
 

INTERVIEWER …and you said earlier that maybe you don't necessarily 
feel at risk from these accidents? 
 
PARTICIPANT No, it's the fact that they don't happen often I think. 
Same as aeroplane crashes. It's, these things, they can always happen, 
but they hardly ever happen, it's a, you know, safe… 

Interview 3 
 
However, qualities of plane accidents, in comparison with train accidents, were 
regarded as more fear inducing: 
 

“… it sounds stupid but I'm more scared getting on a plane and they 
have less accidents but I'm not, but, because it's up in the air I suppose 
and I feel trapped. Whereas a train, I feel it's, it's on the ground, it 
sounds stupid, and it's longer so if it does crash you're not going to get 
crushed, I don't know, just, um, I've never really thought about it…” 

Interview 24 
 
Some participants also compared the vulnerability to accidents on trains to that 
felt in relation to the underground. However, less can be said about this as in 
the opening introduction of the interview participants were specifically asked 
not to make comment about the underground and so this might have accounted 
for the lesser mention of it. 

! Comparing rail risk to other activity 

Invulnerability was also linked to the idea that there are risks in anything that 
one does, risks that one takes in order to get on with life:  
 

“I think that's kind of you know, kind of healthy to kind of be aware of 
safety factors or possible things which can happen to you in everyday 
life, but you can't worry about them all the time otherwise you'd never 
get anything done… you'd never leave the house would you? If you were 
kind of in fear of a rail crash or a child being abducted or a car crash or 
whatever, you would kind of stay wrapped up in cotton wool forever so 
you know, it's kind of good to be aware of what's out there, but you 
have to kind of keep a sense of proportion. I am lucky enough to not 
know anybody who's ever been involved in a rail crash, so to me it's kind 
of a disproportionate fear. But I know probably ten people who have 
contracted or who have had or who had died from cancer so that to me 
would probably be a bigger fear, because it's kind of closer to home…” 

Interview 16 
 
As alluded to by the extract above, participants stated that they had other 
priorities in life, that diminished their concern about the railways. 
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! Not thinking about it 

A further strategy used to attenuate the sense of risk was not thinking about the 
possibility of being involved in an accident: 
 

“I mean, I don't know, I think we've all got a sense of like immortality, 
especially my generation… I think it's just the, the way that we're just 
exposed to quite a lot of animosity and, and apprehension and stuff and 
fear all the time, but I think it's inevitable for people to feel that 
they're slightly… immortal to a certain extent… you don't think that's 
going to happen to you…” 

Interview 44 

! “Not me - others” response 

Linked to the representation of accidents as a rare misfortune was the “not me - 
others” response. This referred to the idea that if accidents were to happen, 
they would be much more likely to happen to others rather than to oneself:   
 

INTERVIEWER Do you feel at risk? 
 
PARTICIPANT No… It's that ‘somebody else’ mentality, you know, it 
always happens to somebody else, so I'm fine it will happen to somebody 
else… unless something terrible has happened to you, you don't really 
think about it, something terrible happening to you, unless it's 
happened before. Unless you've been in an accident you don't worry 
about accidents, I don't think... 

Interview 23 
 

“It's always the other, oh it'll happen to someone else…”  
Interview 73 

 
Thus participants felt invulnerable to rail accidents because they were 
seen as uncommon events that they could not easily imagine being 
involved in themselves.  

! Accidents as bad luck or destiny 

The “not me - others” response was sometimes linked to “destiny” by 
participants. As accidents were seen as rare events, unlikely to affect oneself, 
participants felt that being involved in an accident was the result of bad luck, 
being in the wrong place at the wrong time. Once risk was reconstrued as 
uncontrollable, as a matter of destiny or fate, worrying about accidents was 
seen as futile: 
 

“I don't think you can kind of live your life going around being 
disproportionately frightened that anything could happen to you at any 
time, you know… Fate plays a part in it doesn't it? And you know, it's 
just whether you're unfortunate enough to be in that place at that 
time…” 

Interview 16 
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4.4.2 Vulnerability to railway accidents 

4.4.2.1 ‘Measured vulnerability’ 

Permeating participants’ recognition of the possibility of railway accidents was a 
sense of ‘measured vulnerability’. This asserted itself as a feeling of risk “at the 
back of the mind” or in the “background” or in participants “just not feeling 
safe”: 
 

“Um, and there isn't, there, I don't think there's an irrational  feeling of 
it's likely to happen when I get on a train, but there's an awareness that 
it could happen…” 

Interview 42 
 
This sense of vulnerability was linked to the media by some participants:  
 

“I've never had any experiences though that have made me feel in fear 
of that but it just goes back to the kind of stuff that you read in the 
media about you know, this track was thirty years old and it was held 
together with a piece of sellotape and a bit of blue tack or whatever…” 

Interview 16 
 
This feeling of vulnerability seemed to come to the fore in particular 
circumstances and tended to be more salient for particular types of participants. 

4.4.2.2 Circumstances in which participants felt more vulnerable 

The possibility of an accident on the railway was more to the fore of 
participants’ thoughts under particular circumstances: 

! After recent accidents 

Several participants said that they felt more aware of railway accidents during 
the time directly after them: 
 

“…Um, usually straight after there's been some nasty disaster I'm very 
conscious of safety and you can see everyone else is, just by their 
attitude. Like it's usually conversations are around, a lot softer. People 
are probably thinking very much ‘oh, that's a horrible train crash last 
week or yesterday or whenever’…” 

Interview 25 
 
This combined with some participants thinking that there had been more 
accidents in recent times: 
 

“And I do, now and again, I do think to myself shall I go by train or shall 
I go by car and, er, yeah it's just total, I think how they're performing at 
the moment they've got a license to kill people at the moment and I 
don't think it's, you know, very good…”  

Interview 77 
 
Given that no participants had ever been involved in any railway accidents it 
seems likely that participants had come to an awareness of these ‘recent 
accidents’ via the media. However, personal experience also seemed to be 
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important. There were particular moments during travelling when they felt more 
aware of the possibility of crashing. 

! Speed 

Some participants recounted that when trains were going at a high speed they 
felt they were more aware of the possibility of crashing: 
 

“Um, but when the train's picking up and it's going fast, and you're, and 
I'm daydreaming, I don't really worry too much about it, but to be fair, 
to be honest, when you daydream, the thought does, the thought does 
go in my mind that you know, you're going at some speed. Something 
could go wrong. You know…” 

Interview 13 

! Untoward events during a journey 

In addition, if there were untoward events during a train journey participants 
might start to feel more vulnerable to accidents: 
 

 “…if we were delayed in a, in a tunnel or something, you wouldn't like 
that, if a train stopped in one of those tunnels just north of London and 
you were delayed there for a long time, you'd be, you'd rather worry 
‘well is something going to run into the back of us?’ you know, or 
‘what's going on, is it going to fill up with smoke?’ you know, I don't 
tend to panic but, um, that would be a circumstance where I would 
start to think about it more…”  

Interview 68 

4.4.2.3 Those who feel more vulnerable - ‘Generalised vulnerability’ 

Some participants stated that their vulnerability to railway accidents was based 
on a generalised vulnerability that they felt they had: 
 

“I always feel at risk, but I always feel at risk walking down the street, 
that some car is going to career off the road, I'm just paranoid anyway. 
Um, I'm always looking at ways out, as I walking into this room I noticed 
that door, thinking ‘well OK, if there's a fire there is that door locked?’. 
That's just the way I think…” 

Interview 25 
 
Many of those who were attuned to a recent “spate” of accidents also stated 
that they felt vulnerable to railway accidents. This may indicate that a 
conception that the (probably media-led) conception that there had been a 
recent spate of accidents fed feelings of vulnerability. 
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In sum, the ‘accidents and risk’ section has shown that: 

! Participants tended to feel invulnerable to rail accidents. 

! They use a large number of strategies to convince themselves that their 
personal danger from such accidents is low. 

! A sense of vulnerability to accidents occurs under particular circumstances 
for many of the respondents, but, for a small number of participants is seen 
as a part of their personalities, as ‘worriers’. 
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4.5 Changes required of the railway 

This section documents responses that arose when participants were asked what 
changes they would like to see on the rail system. It must be noted that answers 
to this question generally called for a “well run” rather than a “safe” service. In 
addition, the safety required of the service often pertained to personal security 
rather than to accidents (see Table 11). Yet, in line with the aims of this study, 
safety, and accident-related safety in particular, will form the focus in this 
section. The way in which participants conceptualised change is illustrated in 
Chart 5 below. 
 
Chart 5  Changes to the railways 

 

Well Run 

Technology 

People

Consolidation

Investment 

CHANGES TO THE RAILWAYS

 

4.5.1 The appeal for a well-run service 

Participants’ calls for improved service interconnected with their safety-related 
concerns. For example, calling for the complete renewal of trains, tracks and 
platforms spoke to both the desire for improved safety and of service, and 
pointed to the need for long term planning in the place of the existing short-
termism:   
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“What I'd like to see done… To stop, look at what you're actually trying 
to achieve and work out the best way to achieve it and then work out 
how to change what you have into what it is you want. What we do at 
the moment, presumably simply for a lack of er, um, an alternative is 
to keep tinkering at the edges, sticking plasters, change this, change 
that…. they try and do things to improve them, but … because you're 
tinkering at the edges and trying to tweak things all the time, you're 
never going to get anywhere significantly different to where you are, 
unless you stop and say ‘ok what is it I actually want this to be?’ rather 
than ‘how can I change what I've got to improve it slightly?’. You're 
talking about a huge plan… But if you don't start it, you're not even 
going to finish it…” 

Interview 5 
 
Participants felt the need for guidelines to be drawn up and adhered to and 
specifically felt there was a need to monitor and evaluate maintenance and 
staffing aspects of all organisations involved in the rail system: 
 

“having stricter guidelines… Because these are people we're talking 
about… it's a service, not a product, so you have to make sure you stick 
to these guidelines, safety wise primarily… the reason why I say that is 
… because it's unlike a product because you can't take it back, you can't 
get your money back on it if something's wrong with it…” 

Interview 49 
 
There was limited reference to a desire for feedback to the public, regarding 
any such implementations. Problems on the railways, including accidents, were 
felt to occur due to a lack of communication with the public:  
 

“I would just like to see some kind of progress, or at least feel like I'm 
being reassured that that progress is on its way and that they know 
which direction they should be focused. Do you know what I mean, if it 
was just the compilation of an action plan, of what will be done, what 
the timetable for it is, and why it's being done, shows some respect for 
the people that you're servicing…” 

Interview 42 

4.5.2 The appeal for more investment 

Many participants felt that more investment in the railways was necessary. In 
fact, many of the changes required were linked to this. Investment was required 
for the training of staff, improvements to stations, new track, and increased 
safety features. When talking explicitly about more investment some 
participants assumed that this would improve the safety record: 
 

“if they put more money into it, surely they would have they could have 
er, you know, safe- er, more safety checks, more, more safety um, you 
know like, if someone was asleep, instead of blaming the person, the 
driver falling asleep or you know, missing a red light or whatever, then 
surely there should be a um, backup safety plan that happens. And 
there probably is actually, but I just feel that surely if you put more 
money into it, the it must make the railway safer. Surely…” 

Interview 13 
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4.5.3 The appeal for consolidation 

In talking about changes, several participants expressed a desire that the rail 
network should be brought back into public hands. For them, a ‘well run’ 
service, was a consolidated one. Of these some suggested that the rail system 
should be renationalised: 
 

“I would like to see them re-nationalised. I don't see what was wrong 
beforehand. Um, having used it before compared to now…” 

Interview 19 
 
Wishes for consolidation of the railway system seemed to be based on a dislike 
of the ‘fragmented’ nature of the current industry: 
 

“I'm very uncomfortable with the idea of so many companies running or 
seeming you know, seemingly running the railways. Um, you know I'd 
rather that you know, I just don't like the idea that there are a lot of 
different companies with different interests… and some of them 
seemingly, seemingly conflicting interests, not thinking about actually 
you know, what you should be thinking about is the customer going from 
a to b safely and comfortably and on time…” 

Interview 27 
 
Others were more sceptical about the prospect of bringing the railways back into 
the sole control of the State and instead said that they wanted the Government 
to take a stronger lead in accountability for the railways: 
 

“Possibly, I think if the railways were renationalised. I think, I think at 
least then they would come back, um, shall we say under Government 
control as such. Um, I'm sure the Government have, you know, there are 
watchdogs and things that oversee the railways now but, er, I'm sure 
that if, if they're under one, you know, if they were accountable to 
central Government for whatever reason, you know, that they … would 
have to be better…” 

Interview 71 

4.5.4 The appeal for people 

A salient aspect of the safety-related changes called for was that participants 
wanted the industry to invest primarily in people, rather than technology:  
 

“I think checking, and checking and double checking and using some of 
the profits that they make. They keep saying that they don't make any 
and that they're at a loss and every winter, twice a year they put the 
fares up, and I don't see that the service is getting any better. And I 
actually feel that they use some of the profits to actually do more 
investigation and research into, and making the place, the railways 
safe, making the stations safe and stop relying on wretched computers 
and have more manpower in the place and do things properly. And I 
don't feel it's been done properly…” 

Interview 10 
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Participants felt that more dedicated and well-trained staff were needed to 
monitor or maintain tracks as well as drive trains: 
 

“… skilled staff on track maintenance because every day the train gets 
faster, there's a company going to bring out faster and faster trains so 
track maintenance is a high priority. Plus drivers that can shall we say 
speak English and understand the signs…” 

Interview 77 
 
They also felt a need to have customer-oriented staff on trains and platforms 
ensuring the personal safety of passengers:  
 

INTERVIEWER Are there any changes in particular that you'd like to see 
on the railways? 
 
PARTICIPANT Um, yeah, security guards. On the platform. It might cost 
them money but it gives people a better, er, aspect of feeling safer, 
and also having one on the train as well, instead of a normal guard just 
have security as well. It's the day and age we live in 

Interview 22 

4.5.5 The appeal for technology 

Interestingly very few participants felt the need to invest in technological 
aspects of safety. Most regarded the human element of ensuring safety to be the 
most important: 
 

“I think I would be comforted to know that there was regular inspection 
of all mechanical, um, and automatic signals and points. That they, they 
really were checked out on a very regular basis, because when they go 
wrong it's big, big trouble, isn't it… you have to do real hands on checks 
on those. If, if I knew that was happening and I mean I don't, I just 
assume it does, um, then I would feel more comforted…” 

Interview 68 
  
When technology was mentioned, it tended to be of the form that ensured 
personal safety rather than accident safety. Participants called for CCTV and 
panic buttons: 
 

“You'd need staff. We don't have any staff … a button that you can press 
at the machine and know that you can talk to somebody… a camera 
somewhere that's looking perhaps, yeah a camera, CCTV on all stations. 
I don't know if that's economically possible, but for safety, yeah, I think 
that's very important…” 

Interview 9 
 

“They, they probably do everything they have to and more, but it, the 
bits they probably work hard at and to make you feel secure is, is the 
cameras, you know, the panic buttons on the stations, you know, we've 
always got a guard on hand if you've got a problem and all the rest of it. 
They're the bits you can see, you know, that's, that's the flowers you can 
see…” 

Interview 51 
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Only 4 participants mentioned signalling technology in changes wanted:  
 

“I don't know, I would like to think that they would like to install kind 
of more automatic automated systems for safety and stuff like that. 
And, again, a tiny bit more reliable in the process, and that's probably 
it, you can't really ask for much more than that. So that's about it…” 

Interview 44 
 
“if they can improve maybe the signalling, the equipment within the 
cabs to actually stop the train or to have trip mechanisms which can 
actually be put in place … So there's some kind of, whether it be 
computerised or whatever, where the system can be actually shut down 
completely in a safe and controlled manner. How it's done, I don't know. 
I mean it's like basically if you take a pillar drill for example, if you're 
operating a pillar drill, just inject a DC current into it and a trip 
mechanism sort of trips and saves you getting tangled up in, in the 
pillar drill for example, so the trip mechanisms in… if there was an 
object on the, on the, on the track, um, maybe some sensors built into 
the train can actually see that and take the information in and work out 
whether it's actually ok to pass or whether the train needs to stop…” 

Interview 67 
 

In sum, the ‘changes to the railway’ section demonstrates that: 

! Participants suggest many different changes that they require for the 
railways, some of which are safety related. 

! The most salient themes are that safety will be changed by way of 
investment in people such as having more staff, better training of those 
already employed and improved management, as well as putting checking 
systems in place. 
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4.6 Social Representations of the Railway Industry 

Unlike the previous sections, this section presents those beliefs that seem to cut 
across those documented separately above. The ideas presented may therefore 
appear repetitious, but are worthy of note since they underpin much of the more 
explicit content of the interviews documented above. The section is structured 
in terms of talk about the public versus private nature of the railway industry, 
the strong sense of incompetence regarding this industry, as well as some 
aspects that characterise the British rail industry, in the eyes of the participants 
of this study (see Table 12 and Figures 22. - 24). Each of the themes will be 
highlighted below with reference to safety issues and to the complexity of 
orientations towards them. The way in which the railways are represented is 
illustrated in Chart 6 below. 
 
Chart 6  Social representations of the railway industry 

 

SOCIAL REPRESENTATIONS OF THE RAILWAY INDUSTRY
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4.6.1 Private Industry / Public Industry 

Most of the participants recognised that, at the moment, the railway industry is 
a privatised one run by many different companies and that previously it had 
been a nationalised one under British Rail. Related to this theme was a discourse 
about nationalisation and privatisation of the rail industry. Participants varied in 
relation to whether they thought the current system of private companies 
running the trains was a good or bad idea. 

4.6.1.1 The railways as a public industry 

For many participants it was salient that the railway industry used to be publicly 
run. Participants referred to the system as it was run under British Rail (BR) both 
positively and negatively. Some participants felt that the railways had been 
safer under nationalisation: 
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“British Rail engineering, they went though apprenticeships, um and 
served their time before they got their tickets to say they could do this 
and that, so. I think the perception was it was safer in the past…” 

Interview 35 
 
This conception seemed to be associated with a sense of the stability of the 
organisation and its greater accountability to the Government. However, there 
were those with more negative views of the publicly run rail system. These 
participants felt that privatisation had brought good changes to the system and 
held negative views towards the old BR, in relation to its staff and the power of 
the unions: 
 

“I first started travelling to London in 1981… the trains were always 
overcrowded, they were always late, always filthy. And it didn't matter 
how much you complained or who to, it was ‘nothing to do with me’… it 
was all Trade Union run, they didn't care, they were getting paid etc... 
They work for themselves to get their money at the end of the month, 
which most people do, but we didn't come into the equation. They were 
quite happy to walk out in strikes and leave people in the lurch…” 

Interview 25 

4.6.1.2 The railways as a private industry  

With the privatisation of the railway industry participants saw both positive and 
negative consequences. With privatisation came a certain overcoming of the 
negative aspects of the BR system. However, in relation to the negative 
comments permeating the interviews and which constituted the majority of 
responses, there seemed to be a somewhat negative conception of the operating 
of the privatised system at the moment. This was based on issues concerning the 
structure of the industry and the motivations of those who were in charge. What 
follows is an examination of some of the main themes that characterise this 
point of view. 

! Fragmentation 

The concept of a fragmented system lay at the heart of much of the negative 
representations of the current structure. The involvement of a number of small, 
private companies was central to much of the criticism surrounding safety 
aspects of the industry: 
 

“…Well, since they privatised it and broke it up into little units. It’s just 
got worse. It weren’t good in the beginning but it was not as bad as 
what it’s got now…” 

Interview 20 
 
With a fragmented structure came a lack of communication, a diffused sense of 
responsibility in the industry and lack of a clear line of accountability. 

! Money 

The current orientation towards money in the privatised railway industry also 
underpinned negative representations of the industry. Some participants felt 
that ‘money was not being spent on what it should be’: 
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“They seem to spend, worry about spending more money on, I'll give you 
a for instance. Er, Chatham railway station has just had a refit, they 
spent more money … making a nice little kiosk and a coffee shop and 
everything else, what about some trains? We don't want to stand in a 
coffee shop, we want to get on a bloody train. Let's waste money on 
doing up and painting the station and making it pretty, what's the 
point…” 

Interview 20 
 
Furthermore money made in profits or spent on paying executives could be 
better spent on the railways themselves. In the extreme, this was expanded on 
in comments about profit and safety being mutually exclusive: 
 

“…in the last 15 years, it's the fact that they've become, the train 
companies have become much more profit-orientated than um, safety-
conscious if you like. It's like, it was widely publicised a few, maybe 
even a year something like that, ago that they wouldn't fit safety 
devices to trains because they'd cost them half of their profits or 
something like that um, and they didn't want to do that because they'd 
lose their profits. Well it's like, well if it's going to save however many 
lives then do it, but they seem to be much more profit-orientated than 
safety-conscious…” 

Interview 31 
 
Sentiments concerning the mutually exclusive nature of a profit motivation and 
the highest of safety standards were voiced by over half of the sample. Some 
participants went on to make comments about capitalism in general in this 
respect: 
 

“Everything's to do with money, it's like oh if we had more money then 
we could do this, and you think, it's never going to be enough, you 
know, there's always going to be something else and then there'll be 
another life lost and then it'll be like, oh we need more money.  And it 
shouldn't come down to that at the end of the day, you know, it should 
already be there, it should already be in place, it shouldn't be allowed 
to run if they haven't got it in place…” 

Interview 24 

4.6.2 The unwritten social contract 

Participants often referred to the notion of an unwritten social contract, which 
related to the level of shock and public outrage experienced once rail accidents 
occurred. This was exacerbated in that responsibility for accidents was never 
taken: 
 

“Everyone tries to pass the buck don't they, and they were saying well 
it's, the track wasn't maintained or whatever and you, you tend to think 
well, you know, um, then that should be something that's done 
automatically, I mean you expect a certain amount of standard, don't 
you, and safety when you're using, using, when you use any transport 
you do expect, you know, it to be maintained to a certain level” 

Interview 75 
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Participants felt that, since one pays for a far-reaching public service, one 
should be delivered safely and that accidents should not happen: 
 

“… it’s public transport isn't it? You're paying for a journey. I mean, I 
suppose you take it for granted that you expect to be you know, kept 
sort of safe… it's like a taxi driver, or a bus driver or something…” 

Interview 1 
 

“when you're dealing with um, like huge amounts of people and so many 
lives then it, it has to be 100% or otherwise it shouldn't really be there…  
if you're dealing with loads of lives it should 100% safe. There's no real 
excuse…”  

Interview 12 
 
Another aspect related to the unwritten social contract and outrage was that 
participants assume that those working in the industry have done their work 
properly, and accidents suggest that this has not been the case:  

 
“Because you take it as read that, you know, you jump on a train, it's 
going to work… it's going to take you from… from your start to your 
destination and that's why you pay, you know, you pay the ticket man 
and that's what you expect them to do. Um, you don't pay him in order 
that you are the person that then has to think about safety, you don't 
have to pay him and then you're the one who has to think about whether 
or not he's had a tea break. You pay for that seat and you go on that 
train, don't you? I pay enough money not to have to think about that, 
that's why I pay them to think about safety for me. I pay, I pay the 
railwayman to run his railway when I buy my ticket, same as you, if you 
go for a cab, you hail a cab, you pay the cabdriver to know his, you 
know, the routes to take you to your destination. You pay him to not be 
drunk at the wheel. So therefore by buying, buying a ticket, you're 
paying essentially for them to do their job, not to have to worry about 
safety”  

Interview 21 
 

Outrage and shock resulted not only from the fact that the accident itself was 
seen as gruesome or horrific in nature but also its contravention of the 
expectation that the rail service is a safe form of public service. Thus public 
services were conceptualised as those the public should be able to rely upon. 
Not only were they seen to have failed in this respect but to have done so 
repeatedly: 
 

“So it's just shock and then you think "oh" and then after that you sort 
of think "oh no, not another train crash" sort of thing because um, 
there's been quite a few recently, so you think "oh it's happened again" 
sort of thing so…” 

Interview 29 

4.6.3 Incompetence 

Many participants referred to their sense of the incompetence of the railways. 
This related to the individual level as well as organisational and structural 
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levels. Incompetence was seen as a chronic problem that led to a disruption in 
the lives of those who used the train. This produced a general lack of trust or 
faith in the system:  

 
“… there always seems to be something that isn't quite right. So you're 
always, the feeling in the back of your mind is always that there 
potentially is going to be an issue with me getting to where I'm going on 
time, if I use this service” 

Interview 5 

4.6.3.1 The lack of competent staff 

The lack of competent staff generally referred to the lack of trained or skilled 
staff but also to the lack of pride in workers currently employed by the railways. 
The individuals implicated in the cause of accidents, for example, were often 
seen to be not only complacent but under-skilled: 
 

“I don't know, all the drivers and, you look at drivers and the staff, I 
don't think they look. I don't know, actually that worries me a little bit… 
to look at them and think they're um, thinking yeah I'm putting my life 
in their hands" basically. They don't look like, they don't look that 
competent.” 

Interview 13 

4.6.3.2 Poor management of staff 

The poor management of staff was an overarching concept and related to the 
inability to plan ahead or tailor for the needs of those using the railways. This 
was especially the case in ensuring that there were enough trains during rush 
hour:   
 

“… they don't seem to have the men or the capabilities to adapt their 
service to the actual needs of the customer, whereas some business, it's 
like you go into a pub - a pub has more staff on at ten o'clock at night 
than it does at two in the afternoon and I don't see why trains can't 
adapt that, but they don't seem to be able to do that... they neglect the 
needs of the traveller…” 

Interview 11 
 
Some participants felt that there was always something wrong with the railways 
and that mistakes or errors were made even in tasks that were simple or 
straightforward: 

 
“Trains never seems to run smoothly, um, when you need to get 
somewhere, there's always a problem or it's always running late, or 
there's always some, something that doesn't quite go right in my 
personal experience of um British railways, so, um, that's something 
they could sharpen up on…” 

Interview 12 
 
“They're in a mess aren't they? They're always, there's always a problem 
with them isn't there?... constantly. They are in a bit of a mess…” 

Interview 13 
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4.6.3.3 The lack of infrastructure 

Many participants referred to the lack of infrastructure surrounding the railways 
and the need to update the limited infrastructure that was already in place. As 
is evident in the extracts below, the lack of infrastructure was intrinsically 
linked to the lack of ability to plan ahead:  
 

“The system is at fault. Essentially the entire infrastructure of the 
British transport system is a joke, because no funds have gone into it for 
the last 30 years… it seems to be one minor problem and everything just 
falls out of sync…” 

Interview 21 
 

Although some felt that efforts were being made to tackle such issues, the 
majority felt that the changes were not happening fast enough: 
 

“I get the feeling that the general running checks that they obviously do 
to ensure that everything's done, doesn't seem to be happening as quick 
as most people would like…” 

Interview 11 
 
This left participants with a lack of trust or faith in the system as changes or 
improvements were not noticeable: 
 

“I think that it doesn't inspire confidence in the system as a whole, the 
way it's run now and the way it appears to be run and the way that 
public image doesn't inspire confidence…” 

Interview 11 
 
“… it seems like it's never going to change, whoever takes it over. 
Unless it's majorly transformed…” 

Interview 13 

4.6.3.4 An overloaded fragile system 

Related to the conception of incompetence was the inability to adapt to or 
handle the slightest change in weather conditions. Participants spoke of the 
railways as an overloaded, fragile system whose services were easily disrupted 
by environmental change:  
 

“They do things wrongly all the time and you get the same excuse 
rolling out time after time. Its something to do with the lines, its cold, 
its warm, there’s leaves, there’s ice, there’s water… It doesn’t matter 
what time of the year it is, there’s always something wrong with the 
rails…” 

Interview 32 
 
“If a leaf falls on the railway the trains get cancelled…” 

Interview 24 
 

The inability to handle change not only disrupted the lives of those who used the 
rails but extended into issues of safety: 
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“The first thing that springs to mind whenever you talk about the 
railway system in this country is always kind of their track record of 
safety… I’ve heard so many reasons for delayed service, snow on the 
line, leaves on the line, heat expanding the track, that kind of thing 
adds to your whole kind of concept of safety on the rail…” 

Interview 16 

4.6.4 The inferiority of the British railways, when compared to other countries 

Linked to incompetence and the inability to handle change was the notion of a 
substandard service. Participants often felt that the British rail system was 
inferior to those in other countries in terms of reliability, efficiency and safety: 
 

“I don’t know much about the rail industry in other countries but they 
do seem to be a lot more efficient... just generally you seem to get a 
much better image of railways in other countries…” 

Interview 4 
 
“People are not safe on the railways any more. They don’t feel safe. 
They don’t have any confidence in the railways… You can’t trust them 
any more… You don’t hear of that in other countries. I mean, Britain has 
had far more rail crashes for a first world country in comparison to 
America or Canada or even Germany. In India you hear it all the time 
because they’re overcrowding the train and they’re rough and rundown 
anyway. But these trains are supposed to be in top shape and they’re 
not doing what they’re supposed to do…” 

Interview 10 
 
“… you hear of rail accidents like that in India but maybe that's not such 
a, their safety should, not shouldn't be less but is, is likely to be less. 
But a country like Britain should have very good safety records…” 

Interview 57 
 
The final extract above resonates with how many participants felt: the British 
rail system was deemed inadequate for a developed country. By comparing the 
British rail system to that of developing countries participants pointed to their 
unacceptable nature, in terms of both service and safety. Comparisons were also 
made to the relative technological advancement of the French, Germany and 
Japanese railways: 
 

PARTICIPANT You can see it all the time. Crap service… you go to 
France, it’s a different world … you know we can’t even, simple things 
like a bit of sun, we stop. Wrong leaves, wrong snow, this that and the 
other, every excuse under the sun apart from we’re crap… 
 
INTERVIEWER Is there any way that you feel that we could be protected 
from accidents? 
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PARTICIPANT Well yeah, we could have, um, some of the technology 
that France have got. Again, I hate the French but they seem to have 
got their rail system right. The Japs seem to have their rail system 
right. Every, every other country that are poorer than us seem to have a 
better system than we've got. Why? Because we're too busy spending our 
money on crappy things instead of looking after the important things… 

Interview 20 

4.6.5 Wider British Culture 

In many interviews patriotic feelings regarding the British railways were 
expressed and many felt that the rail system reflected British society at large. 
The sense of pride that accompanied the establishment of the first rail system in 
the world, accompanied by a sense of loss, was one example of the rail industry 
reflecting the wider British culture: 
  

“we're just no good at railways in this country any more. We've lost the 
ability, a bit like ship building, we can't build ships anymore…” 

Interview 17 
 
A strong sense of patriotism penetrated much of the talk of participants, this 
was especially salient in those who felt that Britain should be the best at 
everything it does as a nation of pioneers. The rail service in this respect, 
represented a blow to national pride: 
 

“I suppose it's sort of national pride, really. I suppose personally I, 
would always like to think that my country's very good at products, you 
know, good at these things. Um, and it's, if yours does something in a 
bad, in you know, that would show, show, I suppose show, not show you 
in a bad light, but shows itself up in some way, you kind of could feel 
quite embarrassed..” 

Interview 57 
 
“I’m disappointed in our rail system. We're supposed to, you know the 
UK is supposed to be the best at everything you know, we're supposed to 
have the best hospitals, the best universities, the best rail systems, and 
we just haven't. We haven't…” 

Interview 34 
 
Moaning or complaining was considered part of being British, and there was seen 
to be a desire to avoid confrontation, naming or blaming. Thus many participants 
were averse to the idea of the “blame culture” surrounding the railways. 
Blaming was seen as something North American, something with which they did 
not identify with. A consequence of the aversion to confronting the problem, 
however, was that it was also felt that little was ever done to rectify the dire 
situation on the railways: 
 

“I think it's a very British thing to moan…” 
Interview 7 

 
“Nobody says anything because again, it's difficult British you know, 
culture. We all very much don't want to upset anybody…” 

Interview 10 
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“Saying the trains don't run on time, it makes you furious if they don't, 
but we don't ever do anything about it. Do we? We just let it go on from 
year to year, moaning about it, but that's the English way, stiff upper 
lip, we'll moan about it but we won't do anything. We won't employ 
anyone who can sort it out…” 

Interview 51 
 
The result was that the British were tolerant of shortcomings: 
 

“I kind of see the sense of when people say we're very, we're like a 
country, we like tolerate quite a lot, I think as a, as a society we 
tolerate a lot… I think that's, that's kind of like you know when they say 
like, like the British are used to queuing, I think that, you know, I don't 
get annoyed when I'm in a queue anymore, I just get a book out and read 
or whatever…” 

Interview 44 
 

In sum, the ‘social representations of the railways’ section has shown that: 

! A major aspect of the safety-related talk in these interviews is underpinned 
by judgements concerning the private versus public nature of the rail 
industry. 

! Monetary and profit issues loom large in the pejorative judgements that 
surround the railways. 

! The industry is regarded as incompetent and unable to withstand both its 
load and environmental vagaries such as weather changes. 

! There is a strong sense that the British railways should be something that 
British people can be proud of, but falls seriously short of such expectations. 

! There is a sense of powerlessness to change this, partly attributed to being 
British, a culture regarded as ineffective in forcing such changes. 

! Although these ideas are often widely shared, there is a degree of 
differential positioning in relation to them, such as those who see 
privatisation as advantageous, as opposed to those who see it as deleterious. 
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5 Tables & Figures 

 
Table 1  Percentage of Participants in each Sampling Area by Use Category 

Use5 Sampling Area 
 London Commuter Belt Rural 
High 40.0% 25.0% 0.0% 
Medium 45.0% 67.5% 45.0% 
Low 15.0% 0.0% 50.0% 
 
NOTE Columns do not add up to 100% as there were some respondents who did not report their use. 
 

                                             
5 Participants’ use of the railway was calculated from information supplied by the participant on the 
questionnaire. Use was categorised into three categories: ‘High’ use was conceptualised as those who used the rail 
network ‘more often than once a week’; ‘Medium’ use was conceptualised as those participants using the railway 
network ‘once a week or less, but more than once a month’ or ‘once a month or less, but more than once in six 
months’; ‘Low’ use were those participants who used the railway network ‘once every six months, or less’. 
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Table 2  Concern & Safety - Code presence in interviews across groups 
Code Names TOTAL Gender Age group Education Sample Area Use Newspaper6 

  Male Female 30 or 
under 

Over 
30 

A level 
or over 

Under 
A level 

Comm
uter London Rural High Med Low Tabloid Broad-

sheet Mixed None 
N 80 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 18 45 13 33 16 21 10 
                  
* 1st Impression - Negative - Non-Safety 96% 98% 95% 98% 95% 100% 93% 100% 100% 85% 100% 98% 92% 100% 100% 95% 80% 
* 1st Impression - Negative - Safety - Accidents 36% 45% 28% 40% 33% 38% 35% 43% 40% 20% 39% 36% 38% 36% 56% 38% 0% 
* 1st Impression - Negative - Safety - Personal 19% 20% 18% 23% 15% 13% 25% 28% 10% 10% 17% 24% 8% 18% 25% 19% 10% 
                  
* 1st Impression - Positive - Non-Safety 65% 60% 70% 60% 70% 75% 55% 60% 70% 70% 50% 69% 62% 55% 69% 67% 90% 
* 1st Impression - Positive - Safety - Accidents 4% 8% 0% 8% 0% 3% 5% 3% 5% 5% 6% 4% 0% 6% 0% 0% 10% 
* 1st Impression - Positive - Safety - Personal 4% 3% 5% 3% 5% 3% 5% 8% 0% 0% 6% 4% 0% 3% 0% 10% 0% 
                  
* Safety - Spontaneous - Accident 60% 68% 53% 55% 65% 63% 58% 55% 55% 75% 61% 58% 69% 45% 69% 76% 60% 
* Safety - Spontaneous - Personal 56% 43% 70% 60% 53% 60% 53% 60% 55% 50% 67% 56% 54% 58% 56% 57% 50% 
                  
Accident - Description - Horrific 71% 78% 65% 68% 75% 70% 73% 70% 80% 65% 61% 76% 62% 64% 81% 71% 80% 
                  
Accident - Personal Response - Identification 58% 58% 58% 55% 60% 58% 58% 60% 65% 45% 67% 62% 38% 64% 56% 57% 40% 
Accident - Personal Response - Sympathy 49% 40% 58% 48% 50% 45% 53% 40% 50% 65% 44% 42% 85% 45% 44% 48% 70% 
Accident - Personal Response - Shock 36% 35% 38% 35% 38% 43% 30% 38% 30% 40% 33% 38% 31% 30% 56% 33% 30% 
Accident - Personal Response - Ruminating 33% 30% 35% 45% 20% 23% 43% 35% 25% 35% 39% 29% 31% 30% 38% 29% 40% 
 
NOTE: Percentages refer to number of individuals within each sub group that have talk coded under each code. For a fuller description of the meaning of each code please see the coding frame in 
section 10. 

Table 3  Co-occurrences of '* 1st Impressions - Negative - Safety...' codes in interviews 
Code Name N 
  
‘* 1st Impressions - Negative - Safety - Accidents’ ONLY 22 
‘* 1st Impressions - Negative - Safety - Personal’ ONLY 9 
Both 6 
Neither 43 
Total 80 

                                             
6 Newspaper readership of participants was calculated from information supplied on the questionnaire. Participants were seen as ‘Tabloid’ readers if they had read one or more of the following 
newspapers in the month previous to the interview: Daily Express, Daily Mail, Daily Star, Mirror, Sun. Participants were classified as ‘Broadsheet’ readers if they had read one or more of the 
following newspapers in the month previous to the interview: Daily Telegraph, Financial Times, Guardian, Independent, Times. Participants who read combinations of tabloid and broadsheet 
newspapers were classified as ‘Both’ and those who read none of the these newspapers were classified as ‘None’. 
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Figure 1 Estimate of the number of railway accidents with multiple fatalities in 

the last two years 
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Figure 2 “Which of the items best describes what has happened to safety of the 

railways since privatisation?” 
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Figure 3 “Compared with before privatisation, how many ACCIDENTS WITH 

MULTIPLE FATALITIES have there been since privatisation?” 
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Figure 4 “Compared with before privatisation, how many PEOPLE HAVE DIED IN 

ACCIDENTS since privatisation?” 
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Table 4  Causes of Railway Accidents - Code presence in interviews across groups 
Code Names TOTAL Gender Age group Education Sample Area Use Newspaper 

  Male Female 30 or 
under 

Over 
30 

A level 
or over 

Under 
A level 

Comm
uter London Rural High Med Low Tabloid Broad-

sheet Mixed None 
N 80 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 18 45 13 33 16 21 10 
                  
Accident - Cause - Organisation 79% 73% 85% 83% 75% 75% 83% 80% 75% 80% 72% 84% 69% 82% 81% 71% 80% 
Accident - Cause - Individual 68% 70% 65% 73% 63% 55% 80% 70% 55% 75% 61% 69% 69% 70% 56% 57% 100% 
Accident - Cause - Structure 28% 28% 28% 18% 38% 30% 25% 23% 20% 45% 11% 31% 38% 18% 25% 48% 20% 
                  
Accident - Lack of measures 44% 50% 38% 50% 38% 43% 45% 53% 25% 45% 39% 47% 46% 33% 50% 48% 60% 
 
NOTE: Percentages refer to number of individuals within each sub group that have talk coded under each code. For a fuller description of the meaning of each code please see the coding frame in 
section 10. 
 

Table 5  Co-occurrences of 'Accident - Cause...' codes in interviews 
Code Name N 
  
‘Accident - Cause - Organisation’ ONLY 10 
‘Accident - Cause - Individual’ ONLY 6 
‘Accident - Cause - Structure’ ONLY 1 
‘Accident - Cause - Individual’ & ‘Accident  - Cause - Organisation’ 34 
‘Accident - Cause - Organisation’ & ‘Accident - Cause - Structure’ 7 
‘Accident - Cause - Individual’ & ‘Accident - Cause - Structure’ 2 
All three codes 12 
None of the codes 8 
Total 80 
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Table 6  Responsibility for Accidents - code presence in interviews across groups 

Code Names TOTAL Gender Age group Education Sample Area Use Newspaper 

  Male Female 30 or 
under 

Over 
30 

A level 
or over 

Under 
A level 

Comm
uter London Rural High Med Low Tabloid Broad-

sheet Mixed None 
N 80 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 18 45 13 33 16 21 10 
                  
Responsibility - “Blame culture” - Explicit 44% 40% 48% 38% 50% 50% 38% 48% 45% 35% 67% 31% 69% 45% 44% 52% 20% 
                  
Responsibility - Accidents - Not taken 50% 58% 43% 38% 63% 55% 45% 55% 55% 35% 61% 53% 38% 52% 50% 62% 20% 
Responsibility - Not satisfied with the response 35% 33% 38% 33% 38% 33% 38% 30% 65% 15% 39% 33% 38% 27% 56% 38% 20% 
Responsibility - Accidents - Taken 5% 3% 8% 5% 5% 3% 8% 0% 15% 5% 11% 0% 15% 9% 6% 0% 0% 
                  
Responsibility - Should - Organisation 69% 68% 70% 65% 73% 65% 73% 60% 85% 70% 72% 64% 77% 64% 69% 81% 60% 
Responsibility - Should - Individual 41% 43% 40% 45% 38% 35% 48% 43% 30% 50% 50% 38% 38% 39% 31% 38% 70% 
Responsibility - Should - Structure 30% 30% 30% 20% 40% 40% 20% 23% 50% 25% 33% 33% 23% 21% 56% 38% 0% 
                  
Accident - Cause - “Human Error” 33% 40% 25% 25% 40% 38% 28% 35% 30% 30% 22% 38% 23% 27% 44% 33% 30% 
 
NOTE: Percentages refer to number of individuals within each sub group that have talk coded under each code. For a fuller description of the meaning of each code please see the coding frame in 
section 10. 
 

Table 7  Co-occurrences of 'Responsibility - Should...' codes in interviews 
Code Name N 
  
‘Responsibility - Should - Individual’ ONLY 7 
‘Responsibility - Should - Organisation’ ONLY 19 
‘Responsibility - Should - Structure’ ONLY 6 
‘Responsibility - Should - Individual’ & ‘Responsibility - Should - Organisation’ 20 
‘Responsibility - Should - Individual’ & ‘Responsibility - Should - Structure’ 2 
‘Responsibility - Should - Organisation’ & ‘Responsibility - Should - Structure’ 12 
All 3 4 
None 10 
Total 80 
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Figure 5 A person kills himself or herself by jumping in front of a train 
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Figure 6 An adult trespasser dies after being hit by a train 
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Figure 7 A passenger dies through leaning out of a window on a moving train 
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Figure 8 A child trespasser dies after being hit by a train 
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Figure 9 A passenger dies after being attacked by another passenger on a train 
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Figure 10 A passenger dies after falling / slipping at a station 
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Figure 11 A passenger dies whilst boarding a train at a station 
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Figure 12 A maintenance worker dies after being hit by a train 
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Figure 13 A passenger dies by being hit by an open door of a moving train 
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Figure 14 The accident was caused by a terrorist attack 
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Figure 15 The accident was caused by vandalism 
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Figure 16 The accident was caused by a foreign object on the track 
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Figure 17 The accident was caused by driver error 
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Figure 18 The accident was caused by a signal failure 
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Figure 19 The accident was caused by a broken track 
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Table 8  Media - Code presence in interviews across groups 
Code Names TOTAL Gender Age group Education Sample Area Use Newspaper 

  Male Female 30 or 
under 

Over 
30 

A level 
or over 

Under 
A level 

Comm
uter London Rural High Med Low Tabloid Broad-

sheet Mixed None 
N 80 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 18 45 13 33 16 21 10 
                  
Media - “Bad Press” 30% 38% 23% 25% 35% 35% 25% 28% 30% 35% 22% 29% 54% 30% 13% 48% 20% 
                  
Media - Accidents - Exaggerates 45% 45% 45% 43% 48% 53% 38% 38% 60% 45% 56% 40% 62% 42% 56% 43% 40% 
Media - Accidents - Newsworthy 41% 45% 38% 45% 38% 45% 38% 38% 25% 65% 28% 44% 46% 33% 44% 38% 70% 
Media - Accidents - Makes vivid 34% 38% 30% 38% 30% 33% 35% 18% 55% 45% 33% 36% 38% 30% 50% 24% 40% 
Media - Accidents - “Here today, gone 
tomorrow” 20% 18% 23% 20% 20% 25% 15% 30% 5% 15% 22% 24% 8% 18% 25% 19% 20% 
                  
Accident - Rare 41% 48% 35% 43% 40% 55% 28% 43% 35% 45% 50% 44% 23% 36% 44% 48% 40% 
Accident - Common 14% 15% 13% 13% 15% 15% 13% 8% 20% 20% 6% 16% 23% 12% 25% 5% 20% 
 
NOTE: Percentages refer to number of individuals within each sub group that have talk coded under each code. For a fuller description of the meaning of each code please see the coding frame in 
section 10. 
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Figure 20 "Since privatisation do you think that the media's reporting of rail 

accidents / incidents has become..." 
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Table 9  Risk of Accidents - Code presence in interviews across groups 
Code Names TOTAL Gender Age group Education Sample Area Use Newspaper 

  Male Female 30 or 
under 

Over 
30 

A level 
or over 

Under 
A level 

Comm
uter London Rural High Med Low Tabloid Broad-

sheet Mixed None 
N 80 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 18 45 13 33 16 21 10 
                  
Invulnerability - Accidents 85% 88% 83% 85% 85% 90% 80% 85% 80% 90% 89% 84% 77% 79% 75% 95% 100% 
Vulnerability - Accidents 44% 45% 43% 48% 40% 40% 48% 53% 40% 30% 50% 42% 31% 45% 56% 33% 40% 
                  
Vulnerability - Comparison - Roads 70% 68% 73% 68% 73% 75% 65% 73% 70% 65% 67% 78% 62% 70% 69% 71% 70% 
Vulnerability - Comparison - Planes 55% 55% 55% 55% 55% 53% 58% 63% 55% 40% 56% 58% 46% 42% 69% 67% 50% 
Vulnerability - Comparison - Other Activities 30% 30% 30% 23% 38% 33% 28% 30% 40% 20% 39% 31% 15% 18% 44% 38% 30% 
Vulnerability - Comparison - Other Countries 15% 20% 10% 13% 18% 20% 10% 10% 25% 15% 11% 18% 15% 9% 31% 19% 0% 
Vulnerability - Comparison - Tube 13% 8% 18% 8% 18% 15% 10% 3% 40% 5% 11% 11% 23% 12% 6% 19% 10% 
                  
Safety - Salience - Recent Accidents 16% 18% 15% 13% 20% 15% 18% 18% 20% 10% 17% 16% 15% 9% 31% 14% 20% 
 
NOTE: Percentages refer to number of individuals within each sub group that have talk coded under each code. For a fuller description of the meaning of each code please see the coding frame in 
section 10. 

Table 10  Co-occurrences of 'Invulnerability - Accidents' and 'Vulnerability - Accidents' codes in interviews 
Code Name N 
  
‘Invulnerability - Accidents’ ONLY 45 
‘Vulnerability - Accidents’ ONLY 12 
‘Invulnerability - Accidents’ &  ‘Vulnerability - Accidents’ 23 
Neither 0 
Total 80 
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Figure 21 "Do you worry about your safety on the railways?"
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Table 11  Changes - Code presence in interviews across groups 
Code Names TOTAL Gender Age group Education Sample Area Use Newspaper 

  Male Female 30 or 
under 

Over 
30 

A level 
or over 

Under 
A level 

Comm
uter London Rural High Med Low Tabloid Broad-

sheet Mixed None 
N 80 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 18 45 13 33 16 21 10 
                  
Changes - “Well Run” 66% 63% 70% 63% 70% 78% 55% 60% 85% 60% 72% 64% 62% 52% 75% 81% 70% 
                  
Changes - More investment 54% 48% 60% 58% 50% 55% 53% 58% 45% 55% 50% 58% 62% 58% 63% 48% 40% 
Changes - Consolidation 16% 23% 10% 3% 30% 15% 18% 15% 25% 10% 28% 7% 31% 9% 25% 24% 10% 
Changes - None 6% 5% 8% 8% 5% 10% 3% 5% 5% 10% 6% 7% 8% 6% 0% 10% 10% 
                  
Changes - Safety - Other 34% 28% 40% 35% 33% 25% 43% 30% 25% 50% 22% 40% 31% 30% 25% 38% 50% 
Changes - Safety - People 29% 23% 35% 28% 30% 18% 40% 33% 30% 20% 22% 33% 23% 36% 19% 24% 30% 
Changes - Safety - Technology - Other 15% 15% 15% 10% 20% 5% 25% 20% 10% 10% 11% 18% 15% 15% 19% 19% 0% 
Changes - Safety - Technology - Signalling 5% 8% 3% 5% 5% 3% 8% 3% 5% 10% 6% 7% 0% 0% 13% 5% 10% 
 
NOTE: Percentages refer to number of individuals within each sub group that have talk coded under each code. For a fuller description of the meaning of each code please see the coding frame in 
section 10. 
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Table 12  Social Representations - Code presence in interviews across groups 
Code Names TOTAL Gender Age group Education Sample Area Use Newspaper 

  Male Female 30 or 
under 

Over 
30 

A level 
or over 

Under 
A level 

Comm
uter London Rural High Med Low Tabloid Broad-

sheet Mixed None 
N 80 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 18 45 13 33 16 21 10 
                  
Railway - Institution - Private 64% 73% 55% 60% 68% 70% 58% 65% 60% 65% 56% 64% 69% 58% 69% 71% 60% 
Railway - Privatisation 33% 38% 28% 25% 40% 38% 28% 30% 45% 25% 33% 27% 54% 21% 50% 48% 10% 
Railway - Institution - Public 19% 25% 13% 18% 20% 23% 15% 15% 20% 25% 28% 18% 8% 18% 31% 14% 10% 
Railway - Nationalisation 13% 18% 8% 5% 20% 13% 13% 5% 20% 20% 17% 4% 38% 9% 13% 19% 10% 
                  
Railway - Money not spent on what it should be 63% 68% 58% 63% 63% 70% 55% 75% 65% 35% 72% 67% 31% 61% 63% 76% 40% 
Railway - Profit / Safety Mutually Exclusive 54% 48% 60% 45% 63% 58% 50% 63% 45% 45% 44% 49% 69% 45% 56% 62% 60% 
Railway - Fragmented 34% 43% 25% 15% 53% 35% 33% 33% 45% 25% 28% 33% 46% 24% 44% 43% 30% 
Railway - Comment on Capitalist Society 28% 28% 28% 28% 28% 33% 23% 35% 20% 20% 39% 27% 23% 24% 38% 29% 20% 
                  
Railway - Complexity of Cause / Responsibility 31% 28% 35% 30% 33% 33% 30% 40% 20% 25% 39% 29% 31% 24% 31% 43% 30% 
Railway - “Destiny” 20% 18% 23% 15% 25% 28% 13% 18% 30% 15% 28% 20% 15% 18% 38% 19% 0% 
                  
Railway - Incompetent 43% 45% 40% 33% 53% 45% 40% 48% 50% 25% 50% 42% 46% 33% 56% 52% 30% 
Railway - Inferior 34% 40% 28% 25% 43% 35% 33% 25% 45% 40% 33% 31% 38% 30% 31% 48% 20% 
Railway - Wider British Culture 28% 33% 23% 25% 30% 28% 28% 30% 45% 5% 33% 33% 8% 27% 50% 14% 20% 
Railway - Unwritten Social Contract 25% 25% 25% 28% 23% 25% 25% 23% 40% 15% 28% 24% 23% 30% 38% 14% 10% 
Railway - Overloaded / Fragile 20% 23% 18% 13% 28% 18% 23% 25% 15% 15% 22% 20% 15% 12% 13% 33% 30% 
 
NOTE: Percentages refer to number of individuals within each sub group that have talk coded under each code. For a fuller description of the meaning of each code please see the coding frame in 
section 10. 
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Figure 22 Rating of management of the railways 
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Figure 23 Description of the way money for the railways is spent 
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Figure 24 Change in cost of rail travel since privatisation 
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6 Appendix A – Further Investigation  

6.1 Executive Summary 

 
1. The recommendations of the interim report suggested further examination of 
the current data in two specific areas.  

! Two quite distinct issues of safety emerged in the interviews; accidents 
and personal security. Further work was needed to identify the 
circumstances in which one or other of these issues was more salient 
(section 6.3) 

! A detailed examination of differences in response between members of 
different groups may be significant in its own right, and could also provide 
particular hypotheses for future research (section 6.4) 

 
2. More participants referred to railway accidents than personal safety concerns 
in their first impressions of the railways. However, when prompted to talk about 
their sense of their own safety later on in the interview, roughly the same 
number of participants talked about either and many also mentioned both. 
 
3. Personal safety issues on the whole did not seem to be as high on 
participants’ agendas as railway accidents. However, participants did elaborate 
a particular conception of personal safety mostly concerning images to do with 
female victims and male aggressors under circumstances where there was a lack 
of authority. Participants stated that they felt as vulnerable to personal safety 
infringements as railway accidents although a precise comparison is limited due 
to the fact that the interview was focused around accidents. The way in which 
the interview was constructed seemed to make either issue more salient at 
different times in the form of a framing effect. 
 
4. A number of group differences appeared in the sample. These should be 
treated with extreme caution, given that the sample size is very small and the 
methodology of the study was not designed to generate statistically significant 
results. However a number of interesting initial hypotheses were generated 
which could be tested in future work: 
 
5. Gender: 

! More men are concerned about accidents than women. 
! More women are concerned about personal safety than men. 
! More women are trusting of the media than men. 
! More women are accepting of privatisation than men. 
! More women want additional security staff while more men want 

consolidation within the industry. 
 
6. Age: 

! More older participants are concerned about structural factors leading up 
to accidents compared to younger participants. 
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! More older participants are concerned about privatisation than younger 
participants. 

! More older participants use risk attenuation strategies than younger 
participants. 

! More younger participants are concerned over personal safety than older 
participants. 

 
7. Education: 

! Those who are less educated implicate proximal causes of accidents 
whereas those who are more educated implicate distal factors. 

! Those who are less educated feel more vulnerable to railway accidents 
than those who are more educated.  

! Those who are less educated make less use of attenuation strategies 
compared to those who are more educated. 

 
8. Sample Area & Use: 

! The area in which participants live and their use of the railways are highly 
related. 

! More of those living in the Commuter Belt and Londoners (high and 
medium users) are concerned with accident related safety compared to 
rural dwellers (low users). 

! More of those living in the Commuter Belt and Londoners (high and 
medium users) are concerned with personal related safety compared to 
rural dwellers (low users). 

! More rural dwellers (low users) are sympathetic to condemning media 
reports concerning the state of the railways compared to those living in 
the Commuter Belt and Londoners (high and medium users). 

! More of those living in the Commuter Belt and Londoners (high and 
medium users) use attenuation strategies compared to rural dwellers (low 
users). 

 
9. Newspaper Readership: 

! More broadsheet readers and those that are “mixed” readers are 
concerned about accident related safety compared to tabloid readers or 
those that read neither. 

! More tabloid readers and those that read neither implicate proximal 
causes of accidents compared to broadsheet readers and those who are 
“mixed” readers. 

! More broadsheet and “mixed” readers are concerned about the distal 
causes of accidents compared to tabloid and those that read neither. 

! More broadsheet and “mixed” readers are concerned about the 
privatisation of the railways compared to tabloid and those that read 
neither. 

! Overall, more broadsheet and “mixed” readers hold negative or 
pessimistic views about the state of the railways compared to tabloid 
readers and those that read neither. 

! More broadsheet and “mixed” readers trust media reports regarding the 
railways compared to tabloid readers and those that read neither. 
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6.2  Rationale for further investigation 

The recommendations of the interim report suggested further examination of 
the current data in two specific areas.  
 

! Two quite distinct issues of safety emerged in the interviews; accidents 
and personal security. Further work was needed to identify the 
circumstances in which one or other of these issues was more salient 
(section 6.3) 

! A detailed examination of differences in response between members of 
different groups may be significant in its own right, and could also provide 
particular hypotheses for future research (section 6.4) 

 
These two areas will be taken in turn below. 

6.3 First impressions and prompted thoughts about safety on the railways 

At the beginning of each interview, participants were asked to write down or 
draw the impressions and images that they associated with the railways, all of 
which were then picked up and expanded upon during the first half of the 
interview. The aim of this exercise was to gain insight into which issues were 
considered important by the participants themselves. In order to put the 
following in context it should be noted that the majority of what was said by 
participants in the first part of the interview was concerned with non-safety 
aspects of the railway such as the organisation of the railway system and issues 
concerning the experience of travelling on the railway. This talk was 
overwhelmingly negative. In terms of issues that they raised which were 
specifically concerned with safety issues, it was found that more participants 
referred to railway accidents than personal safety concerns in their first 
impressions of the railways. However, when prompted to talk about their sense 
of their own safety later on in the interview, roughly the same number of 
participants talked about either and many also mentioned both (see Table 13 
below). 
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Table 13 - Percentage of safety-related responses in First impressions and when prompted 

 % of participants 
N 80 

  
Talk in first impressions7:  
 Negative talk about railway accidents 36% 
 Negative talk about personal safety 19% 
 Positive talk about railway accidents8 4% 
 Positive talk about personal safety 4% 
  
Response to specific question on safety9:  
 Concerning railway accidents 60% 
 Concerning personal safety 56% 

 
This was seen to be an interesting pattern of findings, firstly in relation to which 
particular aspect of safety was seen to be the most salient to participants. What 
does it mean that when asked about general impressions participants talked 
more about railway accidents than other safety issues but when prompted 
specifically about safety on the railways both accidents and personal safety 
issues were mentioned equally? This was explored by looking at the responses of 
participants in both parts of the interview in greater detail. 

6.3.1 Method of investigation 

In order to analyse the pattern of differences of safety talk in the two parts of 
the interview it was first felt necessary to understand the content of 
participants’ thoughts about the two aspects of safety. How participants 
conceived of railway accidents and how they related it to themselves has been 
explored in great detail in the main report (see Section 4) and so it was not felt 
necessary to repeat this analysis. As the content of participants’ talk about 
personal safety issues had not been examined before the majority of the 
additional analysis was concerned with delineating these issues. Other codes 
which were related to personal safety issues were also examined – these related 
to perceptions of risk and measures to combat the risk. Having provided a 
description of the content of the issues to do with personal safety the 
differences between the talk at different parts of the interview could be then 
examined. 

6.3.2 Content of concerns about personal safety on the railways 

Overall 16 (20%) participants talked about personal safety in their first 
impressions of the British Railways and 45 (56%) talked about it when asked the 
question ‘What is your sense of you own safety when you are travelling by 
train?’. 
 

                                             
7 The codes examined here were ‘1st Impression – Negative – Safety – Accidents’, ‘1st Impression – Negative – 
Safety – Personal’, ‘1st Impression – Positive – Safety – Accidents’ and ‘1st Impression – Positive – Safety – 
Personal’. 
8 Very few participants said anything positive about safety, either concerning personal safety or accidents in 
their first impressions about the railway. As far as accidents were concerned, any positive comments were 
mentioned in passing and usually stated within a wider context of negative statements about the railways. 
There was one participant of interest who mentioned that the railways were safe. He had lived in South 
America for a long period of time and had mostly experienced the railway system there. 
9 The codes examined here were ‘Safety – Spontaneous – Accident’ and ‘Safety – Spontaneous – Personal’ 
(not previously reported in Coding Frame). 
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Overwhelmingly, the focus of the participant’s talk about personal safety was to 
do with criminal activity. One participant mentioned a fire on the train but it 
was hard to clarify whether this might be conceived as a personal safety issue or 
a railway accident. The content of the talk about personal safety revolved 
around a set of related issues: the type of crimes that were possible; the 
circumstances under which they could occur; the nature of the perpetrator; the 
nature of the victim; the perceived lack of measures in some quarters to counter 
these crimes; and the ways in which participants prepare themselves for these 
different eventualities. 

6.3.2.1 Type of Crime 

Those participants who mentioned personal safety issues mentioned them in 
relation to the possibility of two types of crime – crimes against property and 
crime against the person. In the first case, participants were concerned about 
the safety of their personal possessions when travelling by train:  
 

“I'm always hesitant about getting on a train with any significant 
amount of luggage. Um, security. Rightly or wrongly it concerns me 
slightly…” 

Interview 5 
 

“And, and the fact that the luggage is not even kind of locked, so 
basically someone could just come over and take it if, if someone’s 
asleep and they’ve left their bag there, it’s just gone, you know, 
because it could get stolen…” 

Interview 28 
 

Some participants were also worried about the possibility of being physically 
attacked whilst travelling by train: 

 
“You hear on the news all the time about different rapes or beatings, 
stabbings, at train stations, I know it’s everywhere but train stations, 
because you travel on them, it’s got to make you a little bit worried.” 

Interview 22 
 
“I haven't experienced but I've heard of it that they, gangs that actually 
zoom through the trains and sort of rob people and that should not, 
that's totally unacceptable… it does worry me um, to go into London…” 

Interview 10 
 
Few participants stated unambiguously that they were scared of being attacked 
on their journey. This fear of abuse and attack seemed to be mentioned in an 
implicit way by participants. As in the quotation above this sometimes was 
apparent in the statements that “it is well known that” or “it has been in the 
news” that there is the possibility of attack. Instead, this underlying fear in 
some people could be deduced from their mention of times when they would 
feel unsafe travelling and the types of people with whom they would feel unsafe 
travelling. These are expanded upon below. 
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6.3.2.2 Circumstances of Crimes 

When talking about the possibility of crime on the railway in relation to personal 
safety, participants highlight particular instances when they would feel more 
vulnerable. Travelling on one’s own, late at night was a common image of a time 
when people would feel more vulnerable. 
 

“Especially late at night, um, because you hardly see anybody, like 
ticket conductors on there and, you know, it can be quite scary if you’re 
by yourself…” 

Interview 79 
 
“I wouldn’t ever travel by myself lat at night on a train. Um, I don’t , I 
don’t know, you just have a perception of it being quite rough and I 
don’t know, I feel quite unsafe by myself, so I probably wouldn’t ever 
get on a train by  myself late at night…” 

Interview 29 
 
The environs in which people felt vulnerable were more varied. Some 
participants saw deserted platforms as being the places where they would be 
vulnerable: 
 

“…I expect if I went very late at night and I went down on to a platform 
that was very dead and quiet and there wasn’t anybody there, that 
would most probably be a bit wary, because you get strange noises and 
that, but no, most of the time when I’m travelling it’s normally quite 
busy, there’s people around so, no, I don’t have a problem with it…” 

Interview 20 
 
Whereas other participants saw deserted carriages as being unsafe: 
 

“…if you’re just sitting in a carriage by yourself you think ‘well perhaps 
I might [move] at the next, at the next station and come into the 
carriage’ and you’re there sort of just the two or you or just by yourself 
you know, and if no-one else is in that carriage with you, who’s going to 
know what’s going on?…” 

Interview 34 
 
The times and places where a crime might occur seemed to be inextricably 
linked to the presence of the type of person who would commit such a crime and 
the absence of authorities which could intervene: 
 

“…I feel I guess in the daytime I feel really safe. In the evenings, um, 
not so safe, just purely because there tends to be er, less people on the 
train, or you’ll get strange characters on the train. Um, during like the 
evening, but normally I feel fine…” 

Interview 12 

6.3.2.3 Victims and Perpetrators of Crimes on Trains 

There seemed to be quite clear representations of the victims and perpetrators 
of crimes on the railways. The victims of crimes are conceived as being 
predominantly female. This is clearly verbalised by several men: 
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“…it doesn’t so much bother me as an individual because I feel that I’m 
quite capable of looking after myself but I’m sure that there’s a lot of 
people that, um, would probably feel insecure travelling, particularly 
later at night on trains. Um, should certainly, as I say again females and 
elderly people, vulnerable people, you know, not perhaps fairly big guys 
like me, I mean I’m, you know, I’m not too bothered, but I’m sure for a 
lot of people it is a concern…” 

Interview 71 
 
Women themselves would sometimes admit feeling as if they were potential 
victims of crimes: 
 

“… I like the reassurance of knowing someone’s there. I like to be able 
to see them. Um, and I think it’s probably just because I’m a female 
travelling on my own…” 

Interview 15 
 
“I’ve had a couple of drunks just come over, not even, not even drunks, 
you know, maybe they’re not quite with it, and it just scares me, it’s 
just like, er, I get very, because I’m, you know, I’m a young female I 
think oh God, you know, I just get very uncomfortable…” 

Interview 24 
 
In terms of assailants, there seemed to be quite a strongly shared conception of 
a stereotypical perpetrator of a crime on the railways. These were 
(predominantly younger) men: 
 

“…you do often see, I’ve often seen kind of, and I hate to generalise, I 
hate stereotypes, but often you see kind of generally young men sort of 
charging up and down the train trying to avoid the ticket collector and 
that can sometimes be a bit threatening because they tend to always be 
quite loud and sort of charging and you know, quite sort of young 
athletic blokes and you sort think well perhaps there could be a threat 
of some sort of mugging whatever there…” 

Interview 16 
 
Certain participants also related the stereotypical assailant as being drunk: 
 

“Drunken young men. Quite often when I, again, it’s Saturday night I’m 
talking about when I’m coming home, I always seem to get on the 
carriage with drunk men and I want to move, but I don’t, I’m rooted to 
the spot. Not all the time, but of an evening there’s a few, I seem to 
get on the carriage or they get on after me, where they’re drunk and 
they’re swearing and they’re shouting and they’re throwing their chips 
at one another and I just, I don’t like that one bit basically…” 

Interview 33 
 
Participants seemed to be producing quite a strong constellation of images - a 
deserted train carriage at night with a single young woman as the victim and 
drunken young men as the assailants was a potent image in the group. 
Unfortunately, in some instances this was more than just an image as some 
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women could relate actual experiences where they felt threatened or were 
actually abused by men on the train. 
 

“You do feel intimidated, you don’t want to move… because the one 
time I did get up and move, I got abused… so generally when that 
happens I just keep still, sit there and don’t move… I look at everyone 
around me and they’re looking at you and you look away and you catch 
them looking at you, and I just feel very intimidated.” 

Interview 33  

6.3.2.4 Lack of Security Measures 

When talking about issues of personal safety many of the participants felt there 
were inadequate measures to protect themselves and their property when they 
were using the train. Some participants mentioned the lack of figures of 
authority on the train: 
 

“…Um, on the overground particularly um, there doesn’t seem to be 
anybody concerned with security on the trains. You can sit there on a 
three hour train journey and not see a member of staff at all, even a 
ticket checker, let alone somebody walking around making sure there’s 
nobody causing trouble…” 

Interview 31 
 
Other participants felt that there were deficits in the technology employed to 
combat threats to personal safety: 
 

“Everybody’s got to get to the train, sometimes you have to go through 
a gate to a train don’t you? I mean, why not have security, I know 
security because it’s more money and that, yeah but why not have 
security there to stop people boarding the train with alcohol, especially 
late at night… Um, and and I feel they could do that, ban alcohol, they 
ban it from everywhere else aren’t they?…” 

Interview 37 
 

“…there’s no, as far as I know, there’s no CCTV on trains um, it’s just 
there doesn’t seem to be anything to, to reassure you, to put you at 
your ease…” 

Interview 31 

6.3.2.5 Precautions taken by participants 

In contrast to the reactions that participants had to the prospect of being 
involved in a railway accident, participants felt there were things that they 
could do to avoid being a victim of crime on train journeys. One of the most 
common strategies was to avoid situations where they would feel vulnerable: 
 

“…but then if I did feel worried about anything I’d move carriages, you 
know, and I always sit by the engine or where the driver would be 
anyway, just because I think that’s probably the best place to sit I think 
if you’re a female travelling by yourself, whether it’s during the day or 
at night, so I generally head towards that bit of the train…” 

Interview 29 
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“Um, me personally, I wouldn’t, I wouldn’t get the train past a certain 
like say 10 or something like that, because I don’t feel safe on some of 
the trains…” 

Interview 46 
 
Other strategies included ensuring that they didn’t take much luggage: 
 

“…I think you’re always aware, you’re always aware that anything could 
happen. So I’m especially because of what’s happened over the last 
couple of years um, I tend to take the smallest bag possible, the least 
amount of money that I can carry, I never take my credit cards, I will 
only take a switch card um, and I will just keep everything tight, tight 
to my body…” 

Interview 18 
 

6.3.3 Sense of vulnerability to personal safety issues 

Table 14 - Percentage of participants stating that they are vulnerable or invulnerable to 
safety issues. 

 
% of participants 

N 80 
  
Vulnerability - Accidents 44% 
Vulnerability - Personal Safety 45% 
Invulnerability - Accidents 85% 
Invulnerability - Personal Safety 25% 

 
Just as many participants stated that they felt vulnerable to personal safety 
issues in one way or another as those that said they felt vulnerable to railway 
accidents. Perhaps more tellingly fewer participants stated explicitly that they 
felt invulnerable to personal safety issues. This might suggest that overall 
participants may feel more vulnerable to infringements of personal safety than 
railway accidents. However, it needs to be borne in mind that the majority of 
the interview was spent talking about the nature of railway accidents and so 
participants had more of an opportunity to state their feelings of vulnerability 
towards this. The reduced number of participants stating that they felt 
invulnerable to infringements of personal safety may simply be a reflection on 
the fact that they were given less opportunity to do so. 
 
In examining the content of what the participants said it is common to find that 
they quite explicitly state that they are afraid to use the rail network due to 
personal safety concerns: 
 

INTERVIEWER Thinking more generally, what’s your sense of your 
own safety on the train?… 
 
PARTICIPANT During the day fine. I have got a problem during the 
day. Evening time I don’t feel very safe. 

Interview 33 
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“Um, just generally I think safety, I just don’t always feel safe. 
Um, I don’t like travelling on my own and that’s probably why. 
Not that there’s anything particularly wrong with the trains or 
the people, I just don’t feel same. Um, especially if you’re 
travelling sort of towards the evening and sort of late at night I’m 
very on my guard…” 

Interview 15 
 

6.3.4 Differences between first impressions and prompted talk about ‘safety’ 

Through an examination of the codes, it seems that the actual content of the 
concerns about accidents and personal safety does not change dependent on 
where is it brought up in the interview. The fact that railway accidents came up 
more frequently than personal safety in the unprompted part of the interview, 
but when asked about their own sense of safety the two issues were mentioned 
in equal measure is likely to be the result of the way the latter question was 
framed. This framing effect is, thus, highly significant for future work.  

6.3.4.1 Railway accidents are higher on participants’ own agendas 

The fact that more participants mention railway accidents in the initial part of 
the interview suggests that they were more salient issues in terms of the railway 
in general than personal safety issues. However, it should be remembered that 
non-safety issues (such as reliability, efficiency, cleanliness, customer and 
service orientation of staff etc.) were even more salient for the majority of the 
participants. 
 
The initial part of the interview was based on words and images in response to 
the statements ‘Your impressions of the British railways’ and ‘Images you have 
during your typical railway journey’. These two items were designed to tap into 
the discourse surrounding the railways and participants’ own experience of using 
the railway. It was recognised that railway accidents had been high on the public 
agenda around the time of the data collection for the study and so it is of little 
surprise that participants mentioned this. Indeed, in some of the participants’ 
talk it was obvious that they had been influenced by the media: 
 

“…um, well quite often you sort of read in the newspapers, see in 
the news, er you hear stories about trains nearly derailing or 
obviously you had the past accidents in the past few years of 
Paddington and Hatfield…” 

Interview 39 
 

“Um, the first thing that springs to mind whenever you talk about 
the railway system in this country is always kind of their track 
record of safety um, is probably blown up out of all proportion by 
the British media…” 

Interview 16 
 
It is likely that that issues concerning railway accidents were more frequently 
cited by participants than issues to do with personal safety initially as they 
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featured more in public discourse. To this extent, this attests to the efficiency 
of the particular interview methodology used which was aimed at eliciting a 
wider discourse. 

6.3.4.2 Facilitation of personal safety issues by specific ‘safety’ question. 

However, it seems that in the part of the interview when participants were 
specifically asked about safety the question made more salient issues to do with 
personal safety. 
 
This is likely to do with the fact that the specific question highlighted issues to 
do with the participants’ own experience and safety in general (“What is your 
sense of your own safety when you’re travelling by train?”). 
 
It was not uncommon for participants to ask for clarification of what particular 
form of safety was being referred to in the question asked or to respond to the 
question by taking each type of safety issue in turn: 
 

INTERVIEWER A couple of those things I'll come to later actually, 
but just thinking more generally, what's your sense of your own 
safety when you're travelling by train? 
 
PARTICIPANT Um, safety from, from a personal point of view or 
place my trust in the railway?  Um, I think on the whole that, that 
the railways, they're a reasonably safe form of transport. I mean 
yes there have been some horrendous, um, incidents over the last 
few years but then when you really take those into account, the 
number of incidents that have happened and ok, I, I presume that 
they've been properly investigated, um, but on the whole I would 
think that it's, it's a reasonably safe form of transport, the same 
as flying.  You know, I mean occasionally, yes, a plane crashes but 
it's a rare occurrence. Um, from a personal level, um, as I've 
stated earlier, the, um, I perceive there to be a lack of security 
on the trains in general.  Er, it's not, it doesn't so much bother me 
as an individual because I feel that I'm quite capable of looking 
after myself but I'm sure that there's a lot of people that, um, 
would probably feel insecure travelling, particularly later at night 
on trains. 

Interview 71 
 
It seems likely here that given the nature of the question, issues concerning 
personal safety became more salient to the participants and hence was reported 
by a larger number. 
 
As no participants had been involved in railway accidents themselves any safety 
issues which they might have experiences “when travelling by train” are likely to 
be personal safety related. It seems likely that there was something about the 
question that meant that participants were more prone to talk about safety 
issues in response in response to it. 
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6.3.5 Summary 

Personal safety issues on the whole did not seem to be as high on participants’ 
agendas as railway accidents. However, participants did elaborate a particular 
conception of personal safety mostly concerning images to do with female 
victims and male aggressors under circumstances where there was a lack of 
authority. Participants stated that they felt as vulnerable to personal safety 
infringements as railway accidents although a precise comparison is limited due 
to the fact that the interview was focused around accidents. The way in which 
the interview was constructed seemed to make either issue more salient at 
different times in the form of a framing effect. 
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6.4 Group differences 

Thus far the report has focused on prevalent thinking present in the sample as a 
whole as this is taken as an indication of the more consensual, socially 
circulating aspects of social representations. The present section deals with 
thinking particular to certain subgroups as this is taken to reflect socially 
positioned representations. 

6.4.1 Method of investigation 

The differences across the groups are provided by theme in the Appendices (see 
section 5 Tables & Figures). However, the following analysis starts from the basis 
of groups to show how they differ across themes. Differences between sub-
groups were considered if there was either a) at least a 50% relative difference 
or b) a 20% absolute difference in code occurrence. Where appropriate the 
content of these codes was examined and reported on if the nature was 
noticeably different. Questionnaire items relating to privatisation were also 
analysed where the content of the appropriate codes was noticeably different. 
 
It must be noted that the differences dealt with in this section should not be 
thought of as statistically significant, or predictive in nature. It should also be 
borne in mind that other interpretations of these differences are possible, but 
that the following analysis constitutes one understanding given the theoretical 
orientation of the study. The aim is to illustrate the subtle complexity 
surrounding common sense thought that was not brought to the fore in the 
previous analysis, which was concerned with the shared meaning across the 
whole sample. It is attempted to show how these different groups can position 
themselves in relation to the overall conception of the railways. The groups 
analysed for differences were: gender (male, female), age (30 or under, over 
30), education (under A-level, over A-level), sample area (commuter belt, inner 
London, rural area), use of the railway (high, medium, low) and newspaper 
readership (tabloid, broadsheet). 
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6.4.2 Gender 

6.4.2.1 Safety Issues 

The main differences between the genders in their conceptions of safety are 
illustrated in Table 15 below: 

Table 15 - Percentage differences in safety concerns across gender 

 Gender 

 Male 
N 40 

Female 
N 40 

   
1st Impression - Negative - Safety - Accidents 43% *28% 
1st Impression – Negative – Safety – Personal 20% 18% 
Safety – Spontaneous - Accidents 65% 53% 
Safety - Spontaneous - Personal !*43% !70% 
Safety - Salience - Absence / Presence People !*35% !*80% 
Safety - Salience - Time !*43% !70% 
Safety - Personal Safety - Lack of Control *3% *8% 
Safety - Personal Safety - Lack of Measures *15% 23% 
Media - “Bad Press” 38% *23% 
Vulnerability - Personal Safety !*35% !55% 
Vulnerability - Comparison - Tube *8% *18% 
Vulnerability - Fear *13% *28% 
Vulnerability - Non-Specific *5% *10% 
Accident - Personal Consequence - Don’t think about it !*10% !*30% 

! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 

 
As can be seen in the table above, more men appeared to be concerned with 
accidents in their impressions of the railways compared to women. Not only did 
more men mention accidents over personal safety issues, but the nature of their 
responses differed slightly to that of women. In talking about accidents in their 
first impressions of the railways, men often draw on their own personal 
experiences in using the railways: 
 

“Nearly all the trains are rocky bumpy like, jerky, rickety… I don't know. 
I don't enjoy it…some are worse than others… I've been on, um, there's 
one particularly bad one that goes from Chesham, it's like a link 
railway, and that is so bad it's feels the train's going to fall off the 
tracks, and you're almost sitting there in horror, because it really does 
feel like the train's going to fall off the tracks, so that can be rather 
unpleasant, especially when you see how fast you're going through the 
window” 

Male, Interview 3 
 
In addition to their own experiences, some men were able to justify their 
impressions and images of rail accidents by their work related experiences on 
the railways:  
 

“I think it's just them being unreliable, because of poor maintenance to 
tracks…I mean, um, I know for a fact because I used to work for a 
company called Balfour Beatty, I was doing training for them …” 
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Male, Interview 22 
 

“I worked for British Rail on the ferries and we used to bring the trains 
across from Europe and every piece of rolling stock that entered this 
country was inspected in Zeibruger or in France before it was allowed 
into this country, every single wheel was rung by one of these wheel 
tappers, every axle box was checked to make sure it had oil in it, so 
they wouldn't have a problem…” 

Male, Interview 38 
 
In contrast to men, women often talked of their first impressions and images of 
accidents in terms of media and other sources of information such as friends and 
family:  
 

“I'm sure you read it in the press - quite a lot of accidents and deaths 
travelling on the railways. Um, and that really bothers me… It is 
negligence… I don't have first hand evidence for that, but certainly 
reading from the press and certainly reports that came out of it at that 
time…” 

Female, Interview 10 
 

“I personally don't commute, but I have at times and I have got friends 
who do um, and I've heard so many reasons for delayed service, i.e. 
snow on the line, leaves on the line, heat expanding the track, that that 
kind of adds to your whole kind of concept of safety on the rail” 

Female, Interview 16 
 
The fact that men and women talk about accidents drawing on different sources 
may account for the small difference evident between the two groups in their 
reference to the media’s “bad press” portrayal of the railways industry as a 
whole and of railway accidents in particular. Perhaps more women trust the 
media compared to men which is why more draw on stories they hear about in 
their talk about safety related concerns, whilst men talk of their own 
experiences. This possibility could be investigated in future studies. 
 
There was also (as mentioned in the previous section) a striking difference 
between the genders in relation to talk about personal safety. These related to 
talk about the types of crimes committed on trains, the circumstances under 
which they occurred, the nature of the victim and their lack of control, the 
nature of the perpetrator and lack of measures put in place to counter such 
crimes. Although men and women talked about personal safety the same amount 
in their first impressions, more women talked about such issues when prompted 
to talk about “safety”. The way in which women’s sense of personal 
vulnerability was related to the presence or absence of certain groups of people 
and the time of travel is also evident as more women talk of both these issues 
than men. More women spoke about the lack of control over personal safety and 
lack of measures put in place to ensure personal safety, than men. Both these 
themes often occur in conjunction with each other and illustrate the different 
levels of importance placed on personal safety: 
  

“…there's sort of a feeling of containment between stations where you 
don't have anywhere to go, um, so when you're put in a position … 
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where there are people who are, um, being, er, socially irresponsible, 
um, or aggressive or  confrontational or whatever, I think probably 
more than in other circumstances you can feel, um, fairly helpless or 
trapped in that situation… there's that sense of powerlessness… because 
there doesn't feel like there's anyone who's going to come to your rescue 
in an official capacity and you don't feel like you can, there's no option 
of ejecting people off the train or you yourself getting off. You are 
trapped in that kind of tin can. So I suppose it is different from, from 
buses or walking or whatever, because your personal freedom is, is sort 
of restricted slightly, I suppose.” 

Male, Interview 42 
 
The combination of the lack of control and the lack of measures to counter 
violations of personal safety is seen to culminate in an increased sense of 
vulnerability in relation to personal safety issues in women. Such aspects 
perhaps also account for women’s increased comparisons of vulnerability on the 
tube. The extract below illustrates the way in which women think similarly 
about the two forms of transport:  
 

“… with the underground, maybe certain times of night, I probably 
wouldn't feel as safe because, let's say for instance if it's quite late… 
you might be travelling by yourself and it could be club or pub closing 
hours, or what have you, and if you're by yourself… you don't know what 
you might encounter… I could be in a carriage and then six men who've 
just strolled out of a pub, who're a bit worse for wear, could be in that 
same carriage with me, by myself… You're more likely to see that on a 
train late (at night).”  

Female, Interview 55 
 
More women talked of the fear associated with vulnerability than men but this 
related both to personal safety and accident related safety. It also related to a 
generalised sense of vulnerability (one that didn’t necessarily relate specifically 
to accidents or personal related safety – see section 4.4). Interestingly, more 
women talked about this than to men. Although men and women both talked of 
being prone to misfortune generally and worrying about other types of threats 
(such as terrorism) to themselves, more women than men did this. Another 
distinguishing feature was that only women talked about the concerns of their 
children’s vulnerability: 

 
“… If it was just me, I wouldn't care. I'm not so worried. But when I've 
got my kids, definitely. Then you think, hang on a minute, it 's ok for 
me but no, not with them… Imagine being on a train and you have an 
accident, how would you explain it? Oh, the driver wasn't looking where 
he was going, or, you know… Even getting on a plane, I'm like, oh my 
God, hope it's ok.”  

Female, Interview 54 
 
The fact that more women than men talk about feeling vulnerable generally may 
also account for why they choose not to think about accidents once they have 
occurred.  
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6.4.2.2 Privatisation issues 

In talking about safety related issues (see section above), much of what both 
men and women talked about alluded to issues related to privatisation of the 
railways such as the lack of maintenance or measures to ensure accident related 
or personal related safety. Other themes such as money not being spent on what 
it should be, that profit and safety may be mutually exclusive and the 
competitiveness of the industry also featured extensively but no noticeable 
differences occurred in the quantity or quality of these codes. The main 
differences between the genders that were related to privatisation are 
illustrated in Table 16 below:  
 

Table 16 - Percentage differences in privatisation related codes across gender 

 Gender 

 Male 
N 40 

Female 
N 40 

   
Railway – Fragmented 43% *25% 
Railway - Institution – Public *25% *13% 
Railway – Nationalisation *18% *8% 
Responsibility - Accidents – Taken *3% *8% 
Accident - Cause - “Human Error” 40% *25% 
Vulnerability - Comparison - Other Countries *20% *10% 

! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 

 
The first of these differences was that more men mentioned aspects of 
privatisation such as fragmentation than women. More men also appeared to be 
concerned about privatisation as more talked about what the railways as a 
public means of transport:  
 

“If you pay for your public transport you take it for granted that you, 
you know, nothing should happen, you should get there safely etc… I 
think it's just because it's… something everyone relates to isn't it I guess? 
Everyone's used it or everyone will use it in their life so.” 

Male, Interview 1 
 
Privatisation was seen to play an increased role in precipitating accidents which 
resulted in the violation of an unwritten social contract. More men also spoke 
about what it was like when the railways were a public industry and also as 
something that should remain public: 
 

“I think the more stability you get throughout the rail company, the 
more benefit you get, or you should get. And I think that's one thing 
that when it was British Rail… at that time, many industries, 
companies, service industries had, it was a bit more jobs for life, where 
obviously you can't say anything about that nowadays um, even for the 
poor old civil servants um, but I think it was in that era where it was 
jobs for life and people were trained up to certain standards and went 
away and, and did their work” 

Male, Interview 35 
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“…something like the railways should be run on a public level… 
honestly, when you're a private company, cost is the main issue, and 
when you're a public company who are dealing with public service then, 
then safety would be one of the primary issues… I believe that a lot of 
the companies will work it out like this: they will work out the cost of 
repair or the railways is x; and then they will work out the cost, the 
amount of people that are going to die on the railways say over the next 
five years, which is say a; if a, now and then they work out how much 
it's going to cost to pay off each family because of their negligence, say 
it's b; so if a times b is less than x, I don't think they'll go x. If a times b 
is more than x… it's more cost effective, and that's when I believe they'll 
do it. But in the meantime I think they'll just coast along, and, which is 
obviously wrong…” 

Male, Interview 11  
 
Privatisation was widely believed not only to result in fragmentation but also in 
the lack of unity and lack of dedication to work as competition and profit were 
seen to take over the priority of service and safety. In looking at questionnaire 
items that related to privatisation, an interesting finding emerged which showed 
that men and women thought similarly about the changes in safety related to 
privatisation (see Table 17 below): 

Table 17 - Frequency (%) of safety changes related to privatisation across gender10 

 Gender 
Change in safety of railways since privatisation Male 

N 40 
Female 

N 40 
   
Rail safety has improved 2 (5.0) 2 (5.0) 
Rail safety has stayed about the same 17 (42.5) 13 (32.5) 
Rail safety has worsened 17 (42.5) 17 (42.5) 
Don't know 3 (7.5) 7 (17.5) 

 
The main finding to note was that more men and women thought safety had 
worsened than improved. However, bearing in mind that more men had been 
condemning of certain aspects of privatisation than women, it is interesting to 
note that no differences emerged between men and women in thinking that rail 
safety had worsened. This could however be due to the fact that it is not 
specified whether one is referring to personal or accident related safety. A 
second question in the questionnaire related to the number of accidents with 
multiple fatalities that had occurred since privatisation. Here, a more clear 
trend was seen (see Table 18 below): 

Table 18 - Frequency (%) of accidents with multiple fatalities related to privatisation across 
gender 

 Gender 
Number of accidents with multiple fatalities since privatisation Male 

N 40 
Female 

N 40 
   
More per year 14 (35.0) 11 (27.5) 
About the same per year 14 (35.0) 7 (17.5) 
Fewer per year 5 (12.5) 3 (7.5) 
Don't know 6 (15.0) 18 (45.0) 

                                             
10 It should be noted that responses to questionnaire items presented in tables may not add up to the total 
number of participants in each sub-group as not all participants responded to each question. 
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Not only did more participants feel that there had been a greater number of 
accidents since privatisation, but a larger portion of these were men. A large 
proportion of women said that they did not know whether the number of 
accidents with multiple fatalities had increased, stayed the same or decreased 
since privatisation. Furthermore, more men than women felt that rail travel had 
become more expensive since privatisation (see Table 19 below): 

Table 19 - Frequency (%) of cost changes related to privatisation across gender 

 Gender 
Change in cost of rail travel since privatisation Male 

N 40 
Female 

N 40 
   
Rail travel had become more expensive 28 (70.0) 24 (60.0) 
The cost of rail travel has stayed about the same 5 (12.5) 8 (20.0) 
Rail travel has become less expensive 2 (5.0) 0 (0) 
Don't know 4 (10.0) 7 (17.5) 

 
Bearing these overall trends in mind, it is perhaps not surprising that more men 
talked about nationalisation than women. 

6.4.2.3 Changes 

Differences were also noted in the changes advocated by men and women (see 
Table 20 below): 

Table 20 - Percentage differences related to change across gender 

 Gender 

 Male 
N 40 

Female 
N 40 

   
Changes – Consolidation *23% *10% 
Changes - Safety – People *23% 35% 
Changes - Safety – Technology – Signalling *8% *3% 
Changes - Other  !*45% !70% 

! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 
 
Following on from the previous section, more men than women called for the 
consolidation of the railways. Women’s increased concern for personal safety 
linked into the call for security staff to ensure the personal safety of passengers 
using the service. More men called for technological changes than women but it 
is noted that the number of participants who mentioned this were minimal. 
Future studies could investigate this in more detail. Finally, more women called 
for other changes than men. This related to aspects of cleanliness, reliability 
and efficiency of the service and was not related to any type of safety.  
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 Initial hypotheses suggested by this study for future investigation 

! More men are concerned about accidents than women. 
! More women are concerned about personal safety than men. 
! More women are trusting of the media than men. 
! More women are accepting of privatisation than men. 
! More women want additional security staff while more men want 

consolidation within the industry.  
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6.4.3 Age 

In examining age differences, comparisons were made between people who were 
30 or under and over 30. The majority of differences noted followed the same 
direction with more older participants referring to a theme compared to younger 
participants.  

6.4.3.1 Causation of, and responsibility for, accidents 

The main pattern of thought that emerged between older and younger 
participants concerned the cause and responsibility for accidents (see Table 21 
below): 

Table 21 - Percentage of cause and responsibility codes across age groups 

 Age 

 

30 or 
under 
N 40 

Over 30 
N 40 

   
Accident - Cause - Structure !*18% !*38% 
Responsibility - Accidents - Not taken !*38% !63% 
Responsibility - Should - Structure !*20% !*40% 

! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 
 
More older participants talked about accidents occurring due to structural 
factors such as the general lack of investment in the industry, its current state 
as a privatised business and the governments’ lack of involvement in guiding or 
investing in the industry. Much of this was attributed to aspects related to the 
privatisation of the industry as the extract below illustrates:  
 
 

“The privatisation of the railways I don't necessary think was a good 
thing. Um because you know, people, you know, they'll have 
shareholders who will demand to know why they aren't getting a return 
on their money. Um, and they're going to have a certain limit where 
they are going to need profits… and if that means using cheaper 
materials or paying their staff less, which is why we get to train 
strikes… I don't think the Government do enough to keep control of 
these companies… I think there should be stricter guidelines on them… 
and maybe even pump money into it… Because the Government 
generally haven't put enough into the railways to begin with, you know, 
over the years…” 

Older, Interview 14 
 
The extract demonstrates the way in which older participants implicate 
structural factors such as the governments’ privatisation of the railways in 
causing accidents. Participants also talked of responsibility not being taken for 
accidents and saw structural acceptance of responsibility as necessary. Both 
these issues were more prevalent in older participants. 

6.4.3.2 Privatisation and Nationalisation of the Railways 

The main differences relating to privatisation of the railways between younger 
and older participants can be seen in Table 22 below: 
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Table 22 - Percentage of privatisation related codes across age groups 

 Age 

 
30 or under 

N 40 
Over 30 

N 40 
   
Railway – Privatisation *25% 40% 
Railway – Fragmented !*15% !*53% 
Railway – Incompetent !*33% !53% 
Railway – Inferior *25% 43% 
Railway - Overloaded / Fragile *13% *28% 
Railway – Nationalisation *5% *20% 
Changes – Consolidation !*3% !*30% 
Changes - Safety - Technology – Other *10% *20% 
! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 

 
In looking at privatisation in particular, not only did more older participants 
mention it, they also held more condemning representations of it:  
 

“I actually feel with these privatisation of whatever else it is, I think 
there's a lot of shortcuts that is made and risk to people's lives and I 
think that's totally unacceptable… profits come before lives and I think 
that is not good… It never used to be like this and it's not getting any 
better. There's no improvement, although the statistics are telling you 
that "oh yes" you know "the railways are better and this"… People are 
more excluded from taking cars and they have to rely on the train. And 
it is suppressing the public… Government is at fault” 

Older, Interview 10 
 
Such negative views of the Government and privatisation are seen to contrast 
with younger participants views: 
 

“I would imagine that most people at some level have a connection in 
their minds between when the railways were privatised and when these 
accidents seemed to get more prolific. And that sort of halcyon memory 
of trains being cleaner, and safer and, er, more reliable, is probably 
connected to when British Rail was still a, um, nationalised industry. So 
I think, I think that's probably sort of the general, very generalised split 
in people's minds, that it's the privatised companies that are running it 
for profit rather than for reliability or safety. And it's not surprising 
either that, you know, I mean of course they're running it for profit, 
because it's their privatised company” 

Younger, Interview 42 
 
The way in which this younger participant talked of privatisation was more 
understanding in nature compared to those referred to by older participants 
above. Furthermore, more older participants talked of the fragmentation, 
incompetence, inferiority and fragility of the system compared to younger 
participants. In order to investigate whether these themes were specifically 
related to privatisation, an analysis was conducted looking at these themes co-
occurrence to privatisation across both groups. This involved looking at 
interviews where sections of text which were coded simultaneously for 
privatisation and fragmentation/incompetence/inferiority/money not spent on 
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what it should be/profit and safety mutually exclusive/overloaded/fragile. Table 
23 below illustrates a break down of the co-occurrence of such themes across 
both younger and older participants: 

Table 23 - Co-occurrence of privatisation code and negative themes 

 Age 
 30 or 

under 
N 40 

Over 30 
N 40 

   
Fragmentation 27.5% 2.5% 
Incompetence 20% 10% 
Inferiority 17.5% 2.5% 
Money not spent on what it should be 30% 15% 
Profit and safety mutually exclusive 30% 15% 
Overloaded / Fragile 15% 2.5% 
! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 

 
As can be seen above, the combination of such negative themes and 
privatisation featured was more common in older participants. Perhaps the most 
striking difference presented above is the disparity in younger and older 
participants mentioning of both privatisation and fragmentation themes.  
 
Older participants were also seen to have more positive views of nationalisation. 
This was reflected not only as they mentioned this theme more frequently than 
younger participants but also in the content of their talk:  
 

“I would like to see them re-nationalised. I don't see what was wrong 
beforehand. Um, having used it before compared to now. Um, if they 
don't do that, I think they should cut down the operators in such a way 
that there aren't so many of them that, and they're all sort of and that 
it is a British Rail, they're all linked together. I mean they may be, but 
my concept is that they're not… to this day, can't think of one 
nationalised industry that's been privatised that runs well. And so isn't 
that a lesson to look at and to think "well perhaps we were wrong" and 
take back….” 

Older, Interview 19 
 

“British Rail was a good company. Well, yeah, it was basically and it, 
when it was one company, um, when it was nationally owned but as 
soon as it privatised it, everything just went to pot. Because you got 
one company, you know, competing against another and you, you end up 
with… disasters on your hands… years ago, it prided itself on its service. 
Um, but to me now, um, all they want to do is get money out of you, 
and give you bad service basically… I quite honestly think they ought to 
go back to one big company, Government owned… run it like it used to 
be, have their in-house training and they had to be a certain standard… 
I would feel a lot safer then… ” 

Older, Interview 77 
 
In contrast to this, younger people seem to have a less romantic view of what 
nationalisation entailed and talk of how many over-idealise what was offered to 
the public when it was nationalised:  
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“I think the railway system in Britain has declined consistently without 
any spurts of improvement. Going through to the twentieth century, the 
system was nationalised and suffered a lack of investment through the 
Government. That coupled with the use of road use and car ownership 
from the 50s onwards, and also for freight, taking freight away from the 
railways through trucks, and then up to the modern day when it, 
recently, they've been re-privatised but unfortunately I think too little 
too late and without support so that the service has if anything even 
gotten worse, especially in comparison with other European countries 
and overseas as well” 

Younger, Interview 76 
 
Bearing in mind the older participants negative views about privatisation and 
their more positive views about nationalisation, it is perhaps not surprising to 
find that far more older participants called for consolidation compared to 
younger. A final difference noted was that more older participants talked about 
changes in terms of technology such as CCTV and panic buttons. The number of 
participants who mentioned signalling technology were too few to compare. 
 
Privatisation issues were also looked at in the questionnaire and although it 
could be seen that the majority thought travel had become more expensive, 
safety had been seen to decline and the number of accidents with multiple 
fatalities had increased, however differences between the groups were minimal:  

Table 24 - Responses to the item concerning cost in questionnaire by age 

 Age 
Change in cost of rail travel since privatisation 30 and under 

N 40 
Over 30 

N 40 
   
Rail travel had become more expensive 26 (65.0) 26 (65.0) 
The cost of rail travel has stayed about the same 5 (12.5) 8 (20.0) 
Rail travel has become less expensive 1 (2.5) 1 (2.5) 
Don't know 7 (17.5) 4 (10.0) 

 

Table 25 - Responses to the item concerning safety in questionnaire by age 

 Age 
Change in safety of railways since privatisation 30 and under 

N 40 
Over 30 

N 40 
   
Rail safety has improved 1 (2.5) 3 (7.5) 
Rail safety has stayed about the same 15 (37.5) 15 (37.5) 
Rail safety has worsened 16 (40.0) 18 (45.0) 
Don't know 7 (17.5) 3 (7.5) 

 

Table 26 - Responses to the item concerning accidents in questionnaire by age 

 Age 
Number of accidents with multiple fatalities since privatisation 30 and under 

N 40 
Over 30 

N 40 
   
More per year 11 (27.5) 14 (35.0) 
About the same per year 5 (12.5) 16 (40.0) 
Fewer per year 4 (10.0) 4 (10.0) 
Don't know 19 (47.5) 5 (12.5) 
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6.4.3.3 The use of attenuation strategies 

Table 27 – Codes relating to attenuation strategies by age 

 Age 

 

30 or 
under 
N 40 

Over 
30 

N 40 
   
Accident - Cause - “Human Error” *25% 40% 
Railway - “Destiny” *15% 25% 
Accident - Personal Consequence - Don’t think about 
it *15% 25% 

Accident - Personal Response – Ruminating !*45% !*20% 
Vulnerability – Anxiety 28% *15% 
Vulnerability - Non-Specific *10% *5% 
Vulnerability - Comparison - Other Activities *23% 38% 
Vulnerability - Comparison – Tube *8% *18% 

! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 
 
Interestingly, although many older participants felt that privatisation accounts 
for the perceived decline in accident related safety, a greater number implicate 
human error in the cause of accidents:  
 

“I still think that even if everything was 100% safety-wise, there would 
still be accidents and human error as well…” 

Older, Interview 8 
 

“I say, they're just going to happen, you know, you can't, there's not 
much you can do about it because an accident will be an accident, it's 
human error and whatever you do, I mean at the moment if you put an 
electronic signalling device into it, the guy who writes the software 
might have put an error into it…” 

Older, Interview 17 
 
The lack of ability to account or control for all possible causes of accidents could 
perhaps explain why more older participants talked about accidents as a matter 
of destiny and admit to not thinking about the consequences of accidents than 
younger participants:  
 

“You can't, there's things that you can control and there's things you 
can't control… I'm very much that type of person. That whole cliché of 
what will be, will be. You know, if it's the wrong place at the wrong 
time… So, it's just one of those things you have to just take it on board 
and do what you've got to do. You know, worry about it if and when it 
happens…” 

Older, Interview 55 
 
Such thought processes are forms of risk attenuation strategies and could 
perhaps be used more in older people. Such a hypothesis is corroborated by the 
finding that more younger participants talk about thoughts whereby they 
imagine themselves involved in an accident. More of them also talk about 
generalised vulnerability and the anxiety associated with feeling vulnerable. In 
contrast to this, more older participants attenuate the risk of accidents by 
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comparing it to other activities or forms of transport, such as the tube, 
compared to younger participants.  

6.4.3.4 Personal safety concerns 

More younger participants talked about personal safety concerns in their first 
impressions, the lack of measures put in place to ensure personal safety and the 
salience of such concerns when in certain places. 
 

Table 28 - Percentage of personal safety codes across age groups 

 Age 

 30 or under 
N 40 

Over 30 
 N 40 

   
1st Impressions - Negative – Safety - Personal 23% *15% 
Safety - Personal Safety - Lack of Measures *28% *10% 
Safety - Salience – Place *20% *8% 
Invulnerability - Personal Safety *20% 30% 

! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 
 
Fewer talked about feelings of invulnerability in terms of personal safety when 
compared to older participants. 
 

Initial hypotheses suggested by this study for future investigation 
! More older participants are concerned about structural factors leading up to 

accidents compared to younger participants. 
! More older participants are concerned about privatisation than younger 

participants. 
! More older participants use risk attenuation strategies than younger 

participants. 
! More younger participants are concerned over personal safety than older 

participants. 
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6.4.4 Education 

6.4.4.1 Causation and responsibility for railway accidents 

The most striking differences between these two groups were in codes 
associated with the causation of accidents. As can be seen below the difference 
was in relation to whether participants thought that accidents were caused by 
individuals. Overall, 55% of those who were educated over A-level mentioned a 
particular individual as causing a railway accident, whereas 80% of those who did 
not have A-levels mentioned individuals. 
 
The particular parts of text relating to this type of causation were recoded at a 
more detailed level to identify precisely which types of individuals were seen to 
cause accidents. At this level of analysis the differences between the two groups 
became clearer. A third of those with A-levels felt that railway accidents were 
caused by train drivers compared to two thirds of those without A-levels. These 
references were also analysed in relation to the type of reference made towards 
senior executives in the railway operating companies. It had been noticed that 
terms like ‘fat cats’ had been used to refer to these individuals and it was 
hypothesised that there may be a relationship between this form of reference 
and whether these individuals were seen as causing railway accidents. As can be 
seen from the table below differences occurred between those with differing 
educational levels. Here, overall, more of those educated to above A-level 
standard suggested that senior executives were responsible for accidents. More 
also referred to them in a derogatory manner. 
 

Table 29 - Percentage of accident causation codes by education level 

 Educational Level 
 Over A-level 

N 40 
Under A-level 

N 40 
   
Accident – Cause – individual !55% !80% 
   
Car Driver *8% *15% 
Operational Staff *10% *25% 
Senior (Derogatory) !*28% !*5% 
Senior (Non-Derogatory) 10% 13% 
Train Driver !*33% !*70% 
Vandals *13% 23% 
! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 

 
This seems to fit with the overall pattern of differences between those who are 
more educated compared to those who are not. It seems that more better 
educated participants saw the cause of accidents to be wider than that just of 
the individuals concerned in the actual circumstances of the disaster. This 
related to the pattern of responses in relation to who should take responsibility 
for accidents. Those who were more highly educated saw responsibility at all 
levels and especially more participants in this groups felt there were structural 
issues which should bear responsibility. In contrast, those without A-levels 
identified those present at the scene of the accidents as causing it and that 
those who should take responsibility are those same individuals and the 
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organisation of which they are a part. Fewer pointed out structural loci of 
responsibility than those with A-levels. 
 

Table 30 - Percentage of participants by education level responding to responsibility codes 

 Educational Level 

 
Over A-level 

N 40 
Under A-level 

N 40 
   
Responsibility - Should - Individual 35% 48% 
Responsibility - Should - Organisation 65% 73% 
Responsibility - Should - Structure !*40% !*20% 
Changes – Safety – People !*18% !*40% 
Changes – “Well run” 78% 55% 

! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 
 
Following this relationship through, in terms of the changes that were suggested 
by the participants, more participants with A-levels suggested that the railway 
should just be “well run” than those who did not have A-levels i.e. that those 
working within the industry should fulfil what is expected of them. In contrast 
the other striking difference between these two groups in these codes was that 
more participants without A-levels called for the employment of guards and 
other operatives in order to increase safety. 

6.4.4.2 Sense of vulnerability and strategies used to attenuate risk 

The other possible group of differences between these two groups related to the 
sense of vulnerability that was felt by members and the ways in which this was 
attenuated. Here the differences were less striking than in the previous section 
and so should be treated with more caution. 
 
Those who are less educated do not state that they feel any more or less 
vulnerable to railway accidents compared to those who are more educated. 
However, a greater number of less educated participants mention issues 
concerning personal safety in their first impressions. Throughout the interview 
more also state that they experience fear in relation to their personal 
vulnerability to safety issues. 
 

Table 31 - Percentage of participants by education level responding to personal safety 
related codes 

 Educational Level 
 Over A-level 

N 40 
Under A-level 

N 40 
   
1st Impression – Negative – Safety – Personal *13% *25% 
Vulnerability – Fear *13% *28% 

! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 
 
Although this is not a large difference between the groups it becomes more 
interesting when looked in relation to the pattern of strategies used to 
attenuate risk between groups. As expanded in full report there seemed to 
several different ways in which participants were able to put their vulnerability 
to railway accidents in perspective (see section 4.4). When comparing the codes 
which were used to identify these strategies in participants, consistently more of 
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those who were highly educated mentioned these strategies than those who did 
not have A-levels (see below). 
 

Table 32 - Percentage of participants by education level responding to risk attenuation codes 

 Educational Level 
 Over A-level 

N 40 
Under A-level 

N 40 
   
Accident – Personal Consequences – Don’t think about it 25% *15% 
Accident – Rare !*55% !*28% 
Railway – “Destiny” *28% *13% 
Vulnerability – Comparison – Other countries *20% *10% 
Media – Accidents – “Here today gone tomorrow” 25% *15% 
Accident – personal response – ruminating !*23% !43% 

! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 
 
Through an examination of the contents of the codes there did not seem to be 
any obvious differences to the content of the strategies used to attenuate risk by 
those with and without A-levels. The interpretation of this pattern would 
therefore be that those with A-levels seemed more able to verbalise this 
particular issues rather than necessarily just using them more. For instance, 
those who were more educated were able to talk about the way in which they 
did not think about their vulnerability to railway accidents rather than just 
stating that they did not think about it. It seems that a similar proportion of the 
sample were able to use the same rationalisations but that some more than 
others were more robustly able to defend them when they come under scrutiny. 
 

Initial hypotheses suggested by this study for future investigation 
! Those who are less educated implicate proximal causes of accidents whereas 

those who are more educated implicate distal factors. 
! Those who are less educated feel more vulnerable to railway accidents than 

those who are more educated.  
! Those who are less educated make less use of attenuation strategies 

compared to those who are more educated. 
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6.4.5 Sampling Area and Use 

 
This section examines differences evident in views of the railways according to 
sample are and use of the railways. The rationale for sampling across three 
geographic areas was to sample both those who used and did not use the 
railways. It was felt that, as the density of the railway network varied across the 
country, sampling geographically would draw a balanced mix of participants11. In 
order to examine whether use in its own right affected conceptions of the 
railways, participants were categorised into 3 groups: low, medium or high users 
of the railways according to their responses to particular questionnaire items12. 
The overlap between use and geographical area was then examined in order to 
see if there was a relationship. The results of this are presented in Table 33 
below: 

Table 33 - Relationship between sample area and use 

 Sample Area 
Use Commuter Belt 

N 40 
London 

N 20 
Rural 
N 20 

    
High 10 (25.0%) 8 (40.0%) 0 (0%) 
Medium 27 (67.5%) 9 (45.0%) 9 (45.0%) 
Low 0 (0%) 3 (15.0%) 10 (50.0%) 

 
As can be seen in the table above, those who used the railway more (medium 
and high users) generally consisted of Londoners and those living in the 
commuter belt (hereafter referred to as CB), whereas those with less experience 
of the railways (low users) were predominantly rural dwellers. As many of the 
differences between sampling area and use overlapped, the two groups will be 
reported alongside each other in one section. The similarity will be brought to 
the fore through the quotations as identifiers will include the participants’ area 
and use of the railways. 
 
The most prevalent differences according to geographical area and use are 
illustrated at the beginning of each of the sections below: 

6.4.5.1 First impressions and the influence of the media 

Upon examining the output of codes, it was clear that many more of those 
assumed to have most experience with the railways were also concerned about 
accident and personal related safety. 

                                             
11 Participants were sampled from within the central London area (N = 40), the commuter belt (CB) 
surrounding London (N = 20) and from more rural areas in the South of England (N = 20). 
12 Low users corresponded to those who used the railways once every six months or less, medium users 
included those who used the railways between once a week and just more than once every six months. High 
users consisted of those who used it more than once a week. There were only four participants who did not 
use the railway and so did not fall into any of these categories. 
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Table 34 - Percentage of first impression codes by area and use 

 Sample Area Use 
 Commuter 

Belt 
N 40 

London 
N 20 

Rural 
N 20 

High 
N 18 

Medium 
N 45 

Low 
N 13 

       
1st Impression - Negative - Safety 
– Accidents !*40% !*40% !*20% 39% 33% 38% 

1st Impression - Negative - Safety 
– Personal *28% *10% *10% *17% *24% *8% 

Accident - Lack of measures !*53% !*25% *45% 39% 47% 46% 
Accidents – Lack of control !*43% *25% !*20% !*39% !*38% !*15% 
Media “Bad Press” 28% 30% 35% !*22% !*29% !*54% 

! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 
 
This was brought out in that very few rural dwellers talked about concerns 
related to accidents or personal safety in their first impressions and images, 
whilst a large number of those living on the CB did.  
 
The content of these themes also differed. In addition to fewer rural dwellers 
mentioning such themes, more also drew on what they heard around them 
(either through the media or friends and family members) rather than their own 
personal experiences. The extract below illustrate these differences: 
 

“Um, not a great reputation through various accidents that have 
happened over the years. Um, the so-called maintenance that should be 
happening, er, which if you're not that interested and you don't know 
about that certain company then you only hear what you go by… what's 
announced on the news and the headlines, er, which is lack of 
maintenance. Too many accidents, again due to the lack of 
maintenance… that’s my impression” 

Rural (Low User), Interview 78 
 
Whilst rural dwellers express how their impressions and images or concerns 
about accidents are based on their exposure to media reporting of the railways 
or comments made by those around them, more CB participants drew on their 
own experiences:  
 

“The only time I felt unsafe, again it wasn't that we were in  danger, 
but we were coming out of London and the train stopped and we sat for 
about two hours, just in between stations and nobody knew what was 
going on, nobody told us anything. And we sat there and sat there, and 
when we got off, we actually found out from the station master or 
whatever they are, that somebody had thrown themselves in front of 
the train and died… the first half hour goes and then you're thinking, 
"there's trains behind us, you know, there's trains" there was nothing 
coming either side, so the whole line had been closed, but you're 
wondering what's happened, and it's, after about half an hour you start 
to worry and then after the next hour you get angry then because all 
you want to do is get home. So that was my only, you know I thought "oh 
God, are we in trouble?" you know, "is it something to do with us?"”  

CB (Medium User), Interview 19 
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More CB participants and to smaller extent Londoners also spoke of the lack of 
control over accidents compared to rural dwellers. A similar trend was seen 
across groups of varying use as more high and medium users spoke of lack of 
control over accidents compared to low users. The trends concerning the lack of 
measures were less clear-cut across both sample area and use, however were 
mentioned by more in the CB. 
 
An interesting trend to observe is the tendency for more low users to talk about 
the “bad press” that the media inflict onto the railways, compared to medium 
and high users. This could perhaps mean that those who have more experience 
of the railways feel that the negative press that it receives is deserved and 
representative. Those with less experience may feel that the press is blown out 
of proportion and undue.  
 
Talk about personal safety also had a similar trend in terms of media influence 
across the groups:  

Table 35 - Percentage of personal safety codes by area and use 

 Sample Area Use 
 Commuter 

Belt 
N 40 

London 
N 20 

Rural 
N 20 

High 
N 18 

Medium 
N 45 

Low 
N 13 

       
Safety - Salience - Absence / 
Presence People !*68% 55% !*40% 72% 56% 54% 

Safety - Salience – Time !60% !65% !*40% !*72% 56% !*46% 
Safety - Salience – Place 15% *10% 15% *22% *11% *8% 
Safety - Personal Safety - Lack of 
Measures *20% *25% *10% *22% *22% *8% 

Safety - Personal Safety- Lack of 
Control *3% *15% *0% 6% *4% 8% 

! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 
 
In talking about personal safety, CB and Londoners again tended to draw on their 
own experiences regarding the presence or absence of people on trains at 
particular times and places:  

 
“I always seem to get on the carriage with drunk men and I want to 
move, but I don't, I'm rooted to the spot… they're drunk and they're 
swearing and they're shouting and they're throwing their chips at one 
another and I just, I don't like that one bit basically… I just generally sit 
there and don't make a sound or move… because the one time I did get 
up and move I got abused… At least 5 times out of 10 that happens… I 
still don't like it, but then who does?” 

CB (Medium User), Interview 33 
 

“Don't feel very safe on them. Like there's not like loads of people, like 
conductors, I don't know what they're called, walking along, so you do 
get like your weirdoes on there … I remember going to a concert and I 
got the overground and this guy, just put me off… the guy was sitting 
there and he was all on his own… there was a woman sitting opposite 
him and she just looked really scared, to me, and he just like exposed 
himself… Luckily I was with 3 other people… but all of us felt on edge, 
we ended up moving carriages… but you don't know who's getting on 
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there and you don't have people inspecting, like, that could chuck them 
off so you have to sit on there and just carry on the journey… I don't 
feel safe on trains. Try not to get on… if I felt safer I would use them a 
lot more but I don't feel safe on my own…” 

Londoner (Medium User), Interview 53 
 
This contrasted with rural area dwellers talk as it consisted of more general talk 
and of hypothetical situations which did not appear to concern themselves 
personally: 
 

“I just perceive there to be a lack of security on the trains in general. 
Which doesn't, you know, it doesn't concern me as an individual but I'm 
sure there are a lot of passengers that use it, particularly shall we say 
females and elderly people… there isn't somebody that you could 
possibly call on or somebody that's coming through the carriages and 
making a regular check… I mean particularly with these automated 
ticket systems, I mean, you know, they just, there's no people, there's 
nobody there to check, is there, basically” 

Rural (Low User) Interview 71 
 

The lack of measures and the lack of control over personal safety was mentioned 
by relatively more CB dwellers and Londoners, maybe because they had 
experienced such circumstances first hand.  A similar pattern existed between 
groups of use. This could be due to the different types of train journeys 
experienced by each group. For instance, low users may be more likely to do 
most of their travelling on crowded inter-city routes while those living on the CB 
returning in the dark, late from work, may have quite a different experience of 
train travel. 

6.4.5.2 The nature of accidents and the media  

Table 36 - Percentage of codes relating to accidents and the media by area and use 

 Sample Area Use 
 Commuter 

Belt 
N 40 

London 
N 20 

Rural 
N 20 

High 
N 18 

Medium 
N 45 

Low 
N 13 

       
Accident – common *8% *20% *20% *6% *16% *23% 
Accident – rare 43% 35% 45% !*50% !44% !*23% 
       
Accident – cause - structure !*23% !*20% !*45% !*11% !*31% !*38% 
       
Accident – personal response – 
connection 60% !65% !45% !67% !62% !*38% 

Accident – personal response – 
sympathy !*40% 50% !65% !*44% 42% 85% 

       
Media – accidents – newsworthy !*38% !*25% !*65% *28% 44% 46% 
Media – accidents – exaggerates !*38% !60% 45% 56% !*40% !62% 
Media – accidents – makes vivid !*18% !*55% !*45% 33% 36% 38% 
Media – accidents – here today 
gone tomorrow !*30% !*5% *15% *22% *24% *8% 

       
Accidents – unavoidable 63% !50% !70% 56% 60% 69% 
Railway – unwritten social 
contract *23% !*40% !*15% 28% 24% 23% 
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! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 
 
Rural area dwellers (low users) talked more about a recent spate of accidents or 
accidents being common compared to Londoners and commuters (medium and 
high users). This could possibly indicate that those living in rural areas (and 
those who use the rails less) are more led more by media. Corroborating this was 
the trend that low users referred to accidents as “rare”, less than medium and 
high users.  
 
Rural area dwellers also talked more about structural aspects leading up to 
accidents compared to Londoners and commuters. A similar trend was evident in 
low users talking more about structural causes of accidents compared to high 
users. Again the media featured extensively in their talk about this:  
 

“It's like lack of investment in the system itself, but that's no excuse… 
complacency is the real blame. Personally I get the impression… from 
the media rather than from personal experience, that from a 
nationalised system to a privatised system it really doesn't make a 
difference. Um, the railway companies who actually run the stock but 
also the people in charge of the track and the routing, um, are 
complacent in that they've got an outmoded system… I get the 
impression for the railway system that if there's minor problems, they 
would rather continue to run the trains to keep them on time, for 
instance, than deliberately stop the service and inconvenience people 
and actually fix the problem. That's where I think that lies.” 

 Rural (Medium User) Interview 76 
 
The media hypothesis builds on the fact that rural area dwellers (and low users) 
talk more about impressions as coming from their media. They also talk less 
about thinking of a personal connection once an accident has occurred (as are 
low users), where as both Londoners and commuters do (medium and high 
users). 
 
In contrast to this, rural area dwellers (and low users) talk most of feelings of 
sympathy for those involved in or affected by accidents, sympathy for stories 
one hears or read about in the newspaper compared to commuters and 
Londoners (medium and high users). 
 
Bearing such trends in mind, and looking at the media codes specifically, rural 
area dwellers talked more about accidents being newsworthy compared to 
Londoners and commuters who spoke of it the same amount. A similar but not as 
distinct trend was seen in low, medium and high users. This could lend further 
weight to the media hypothesis. Upon examining the output of such codes, 
Londoners appeared most damning of the media’s response to accidents: 
 

“Because some of the images that you've seen, it's just like you hear 
some horrific kind of like witness stories, of like people being on fire 
and stuff like that and it's just, it's horrible. But then again, that's, 
that's what we're exposed to and that's what we're kind of fed through 
the media and the press so, I don't know”  

Inner London (Medium User), Interview 44 
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Although accidents were recognised as newsworthy events, Londoners appeared 
more critical of the extent to which such reporting represented truth. They 
spoke more about how the media exaggerates and makes accidents vivid to 
people. In contrast to this, commuters talked of media making accidents vivid 
least which could be due to the fact that they use the railways more, and 
therefore accidents are on their minds anyway. Commuters also talk about the 
here today gone tomorrow effect more than rural dwellers as did high and 
medium users compared to low users. 
 
Less Londoners talked about accidents being unavoidable compared to those on 
the CB and rural areas. 

 
“… it's meant to be avoidable, that, they have accidents. They've got 
times, you know, there's signal, people in the signal boxes, I don't know 
if they have them now but you know. They're obviously controlling it. 
They're there to do a job and to keep our safety… and it is sometimes, 
goes through the system, you know. It does happen. But it shouldn't 
happen… Because it is avoidable. That it shouldn't happen. That's what 
them things are there for, you know, our safety. So someone's to blame 
somewhere” 

Inner London (Low User), Interview 54 
 
The extract above illustrates how the themes of the violation of the unwritten 
social contract and the avoidability of accidents interweave and especially 
common in Londoners. 

6.4.5.3 Prompted concerns, vulnerability and attenuation strategies 

Interestingly, more rural dwellers talked about accident related safety once 
prompted to talk about safety concerns compared to Londoners and those who 
lived in the CB (A similar but non pronounced trend also existed in low, medium 
and high users of the railways).  

Table 37 - Percentage of personal safety codes by area and use 

 Sample Area Use 
 Commuter 

Belt 
N 40 

London 
N 20 

Rural 
N 20 

High 
N 18 

Medium 
N 45 

Low 
N 13 

       
* Safety - Spontaneous – Accident *53% *55% *75% 56% 58% 69% 
Vulnerability – Accidents *53% 40% !*30% 50% 42% *31% 
Vulnerability – Fear !*30% !15% !*5% *11% *27% *8% 
Vulnerability – Anxiety !*35% !*10% !*5% *11% *27% *15% 
Railway – Destiny *53% *40% *30% 28% 20% *15% 
Vulnerability – comparison – Other 
Activities 30% !*40% !*20% !*39% *31% !*15% 

Vulnerability – comparison – 
Planes !63% 55% !*40% 56% 58% 46% 

Vulnerability – comparison – Tube !*3% !*40% !*5% *11% *11% *23% 
Vulnerability – comparison – Other 
Country *10% *25% *15% *11% 18% 15% 

! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 
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The content of their talk was examined and was much more optimistic in nature 
compared to the other two groups. In talking about their sense of accident 
safety, rural dwellers tended to talk about how safe they felt on the trains: 
 

“You know I've always felt completely safe, always, I've never, never 
felt in danger at all…I've never felt like, you know, we're going to crash 
or anything, never frightened of anything like that” 

Rural (Medium User), Interview 62 
 
“In terms of like the train itself, like crashes… that sort of thing, there's 
not an issue there… it's an incredibly safe way to travel. Recent 
occasional crashes which are obviously like a shame… I feel totally safe 
using the trains”. 

Rural (Medium User), Interview 76 
 
This contrasted with the talk of those who lived on the CB, who spoke more 
negatively about safety. They spoke of their feelings of vulnerability in terms of 
accidents (as well as the fear and anxiety associated with this) and again drew 
on personal experiences (as did high and medium users): 

 
“The thing that um, worries me is the overcrowding… you know, all it 
would take is for the train to stop suddenly and there would just be a 
domino effect, because nobody had room to hold on to the train, um, 
because there's no hanging bars or anything, um, and you just think 
"there's a serious accident waiting to happen" really… I've seen that done 
countless times, and it's just, I've literally got off trains before where 
there is, you know, far too many people on. There must be a limit, the 
amount of people they can have standing on a train, and for how long” 

CB (High User), Interview 14 
 

“I'd like to be on a nice train… which doesn't look like it's going to fall 
off or come off the rails or something like that… which a lot of them 
down here do or look like they are going to”  

CB (Medium User), Interview 2 
 
In addition to talking about how they did not feel safe, many CB and London 
participants talked of how they didn’t think about accidents or how accidents 
were a matter of fate, being in the wrong place at the wrong time: 

 
“I don't suppose you think about it too much… you're left down to what 
happens… when you get on a train and you sit down and if an accident 
happens then I wouldn't know what to expect… I don't think about 
safety, I don't think when I get on the train, I don't think I ever think 
about where I should sit, or how I should sit, or how close I am to an 
exit, or whether I should sit at the back or the front of a train… I don't 
think about it at all… I think if you thought about it too much you would 
be petrified” 

CB (Medium User), Interview 3 
 
 “I don't generally sort of think I'm taking my life in my hands when I get 
on a train. I am more conscious, but probably more conscious is more 
than before, when before was not conscious at all, there is a slight 
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consciousness that it can be, can be dangerous, whereas before I didn't 
consider it was. Um, but no, I don't feel unsafe on trains in that sense.” 

Inner London (High User), Interview 42 
 
In addition to talking about accidents as a matter of destiny, more high and 
medium users and more CB and Londoners, mention attenuation strategies for 
reducing their vulnerability to risk. Comparisons to other activities or other 
forms of transport featured more extensively in their talk compared to rural 
area dwellers and low users. Perhaps unsurprisingly, many more Londoners made 
use of comparisons to the underground in attenuating risk. Such mechanisms 
existed alongside, not thinking about accidents:  
 

“I don't feel as comfortable as I should. It, it shouldn't be something I 
even think about… at the back of my mind on the train… there is that 
thought and it shouldn't be there, it shouldn't, you know. You're aware 
of the fact that things are not as safe as they should be… I mean to be 
fair on the trains perhaps it's exacerbated, I know you said you didn't 
want to talk about the tube but the signalling on the Jubilee line… is 
dreadful, and maybe there's a crossover point between … having 
signalling problems generally on the tube and maybe when I get on the 
train I've got the same kind of mindset. So perhaps, you know, to be fair 
on the railways… perhaps… there's a certain amount of crossover there 
in my mind between the train and the tube but, um, you know… that's 
the way I feel.”  

Inner London (Medium User), Interview 47 
 
Many more Londoners also made comparisons to other countries rail services:  
 

I don't get on a train and think I'm going to die, kind of thing. I think, 
er, if you had that thought you wouldn't go out the front door every 
day, it's probably, I know there's a lot more accidents on motorways and 
people driving but you know my natural tendency is I prefer to drive. I 
like to, I feel like I'm more in charge of my own destiny then. But, er, I 
don't feel the, the risk on the train, you know, I feel they are dangerous 
to some degree. If somebody said to me from another country, oh your 
trains are very safe and secure and everything like that, I'd say not 
exactly, yours are probably better, where do you come from, you know, 
something like that.  

Inner London (High User), Interview 49 
 
In sum, the increased relative concern over accidents, personal safety, the lack 
of measures to prevent accidents (such as maintenance, safety checks and speed 
limits etc) and the lack of control associated with accidents, leads to a relative 
increase in feelings of vulnerability for those who use the trains more. This could 
perhaps explain why more of these same groups mention attenuation strategies. 
More CB dwellers and Londoners also talked about the fear and anxiety 
associated with feeling vulnerable to accidents whilst few of those who lived in 
rural areas talked about this.  
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6.4.5.4 Issues of privatisation  

Table 38 - Percentage of codes relating to privatisation by area and use 

 Sample Area Use 

 

Commuter 
Belt 
N 40 

London 
N 20 

Rural 
N 20 

High 
N 18 

Medium 
N 45 

Low 
N 13 

       
Railway – Privatisation *30% !45% !*25% !*33% !*27% !*54% 
Railway - Comment on Capitalist 
Society 35% *20% *20% 39% 27% *23% 

Railway – Fragmented 33% !45% !*25% *28% 33% 46% 
Railway - Profit / Safety Mutually 
Exclusive 63% 45% 45% !*44% !49% !69% 

Railway - Money not spent on what 
it should be !*75% !65% !*35% !*72% !*67% !*31% 

       
Responsibility - Accidents - Not 
taken !55% !55% !*35% !61% 53% !*38% 

Responsibility – Accidents - Not 
satisfied with the response !*30% !*65% !*15% 39% 33% 38% 

       
Responsibility - Should – Individual 43% !*30% !50% 50% 38% 38% 
Responsibility - Should – 
Organisation !60% !85% 70% 72% 64% 77% 

Responsibility - Should – Structure !*23% !*50% !*25% 33% 33% 23% 
Railway - Complexity of Cause / 
Responsibility !*40% !*20% 25% 39% 29% 31% 

       
Railway – Incompetent !48% !*50% !*25% 50% 42% 46% 
Railway - Passengers – 
Dehumanised !*30% !*35% !*10% !*39% *27% !*8% 

       
Railway - Institution – Public *15% 20% 25% !*28% *18% !*8% 
Railway – Nationalisation *5% *20% *20% !*17% !*4% !*38% 
Railway - Overloaded / Fragile 25% *15% *15% 22% 20% 15% 
       
Railway - Wider British Culture !*30% !*45% !*5% !*33% !*33% !*8% 

! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 
 
In turning to privatisation issues, those living on the CB and Londoners appeared 
to have the greatest problems with the privatisation of the railways. More 
commented on the nature of capitalist societies, the fragmented nature of the 
industry, motivation of profit over safety and money not spent on what it should 
be. Here too, a relationship appeared to exist alongside experience and views of 
privatisation. 
 
Whilst rural area dwellers spoke of such issues, fewer did this. The same trends 
existed for high, medium and low users in all aspects except for fragmentation 
and profit and safety being mutually exclusive. Interestingly, the opposite trend 
occurred in terms of use here. This however, could be due to the influence of 
the media, as again much of their talk didn’t seem to reflect personal 
experience:  

 
“There always seems to be, you know, things going on, this company's 
for sale, that one's going wrong, delays, stuff like that, they always sort 
of never seem to know where they're at and it never sort of seems easy 
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to get on a train, you always hear about these people being, waiting 2 
hours or overnight and stuff like that… they've always got all these 
different goals and you never see them sort of met or being achieved 
and there's always, you know, lots of different people trying to sort of 
get in on the act… all these different companies trying to get their 
trains together and it just seems a bit of a mess to me”  

Rural (Low User), Interview 69 
 
A greater number of those living on the CB and Londoners on the other hand, 
mentioned such issues. They were also more annoyed with the lack of co-
ordination between the various partners in the system:  
 

“And what's this Connex. They own the trains but they don't own the 
rail. I mean, for Christ's sake, you know, you've got to own it as a 
company, own it all, and be accountable for it, not bits and pieces that 
you don't. That's a joke, isn't it, I mean you don't buy a car and not, not 
be given tyres, it just seems like it's, it's just a big carve-up. I think it's, 
it's the Government's way of trying to shift the responsibility of, of 
basically putting money into a company that's not going to get them 
elected. That's, that's my view… You sort the trains out, no-one's going 
to remember it and elect you, because you should have been doing it 
anyway… there's probably people making money out of it. Have you got 
any Valium, I feel I should be on something?!”  

Inner London (Low User), Interview 51 
 
The fact that responsibility for accidents was often not taken due to the 
fragmented nature of the system seemed to account for the most negative views 
amongst Londoners and those living on the CB. A similar trend could be seen in 
high and medium users. As the Londoner above describes, fragmentation results 
in responsibility not being taken, he places such fragmentation at the foot of 
privatisation: 
 

“I mean it's, it's a shambles… if it was working why, why don't we shout 
about it? We don't, do we, because it's not working. It's just a disaster… 
There's an old song isn't there, I think it's Pink Floyd or something, 
selling England by the pound, and I think that's what we've done. We've 
carved it all up, all of our services, yeah we're going to get people to 
run this, we're going to get people to do that, basically it's failing but 
the people that have made the decisions probably aren't around any 
more. Because four years down the line another group of people come 
in and they've got basically the same ideas so they do exactly the same” 

 Inner London (Low User), Interview 51 
 
The interplay between such issues led to more Londoners in particular not 
feeling satisfied with the responses to accidents compared to those living on the 
CB and rural areas. Fewer Londoners, in contrast to the other groups, mentioned 
individual responsibility for accidents, and more referred to organisational or 
structural responsibility. More high users and those living on the CB recognised 
the complexity between cause and responsibility compared to the other groups. 
 
Another striking difference noted between Londoners and CB dwellers and that 
of the rural areas is the remarkable disparity in talking about money not spent 
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on what it should be. This was also talked about by far fewer low users 
compared to high users:  
 

 
“That's what the main worry for me is that there's outdated track and, 
and it almost goes back to the inefficient bureaucracy of say, like a 
company like Railtrack, you know, and no matter how much money 
they're given, it doesn't ever seem to be enough. How many billion and 
billion of pounds they are bailed out with every year, it doesn't seem to 
be enough to do the whole system” 

CB (High User), Interview 11 
 
“It's hard to feel like it's to do with funding, it's hard to feel like it's to 
do with them not having the money to do it, because it's more about 
professionalism, it's more about feeling, there's a feeling that there's a 
disorganised structure behind the management of the train service, it 
doesn't feel like it's because there's not enough bodies, they always 
seem to have staff around, it doesn't feel like it's to do with, um, new 
or old carriages or maintenance, it just seems to be about bad 
infrastructure. That's the impression you get, it doesn't feel like an 
impoverished service, it feels like a badly organised one, and I think 
that's what causes the real… the negative feelings, because it doesn't 
feel justified. They seem to make incompetent, stupid decisions”  

Inner London (High User), Interview 42 
 
Furthermore, few rural area dwellers mentioned the dehumanisation of 
passengers and the incompetence of the railways and it would therefore seem 
that they held the most positive views of the railways. Dehumanisation was 
something that more high users experienced as they used the railways more, a 
trend that can be seen across the use categories.  
 
Fewer of those living in the CB talked about the railways as a public service 
compared to Londoners and rural area dwellers. However the opposite trend was 
seen in terms of use, with more high users talking about it being a public 
industry than medium and low users. Bearing in mind that their views on 
privatisation were largely negative, it was interesting to note that no 
discernable differences could be made in either comparisons in terms of the 
content of their talk of the railways as a public industry, or in terms of 
nationalisation. Both positive and negative views co-existed across all groups: 
 

“The service is getting better but there's a long way to go, it's still got 
quite a way to go to reach the standards I think elsewhere in the world 
… I first started travelling to London in 1981 and the trains were always 
overcrowded, they were always late, always filthy. And it didn't matter 
how much you complained or who to, it was "nothing to do with me” 

 CB (Medium User), Interview 25 
 
“I mean let's, let's face it… British Rail that’s… where the problem lay, 
because all the way through the, er, the British Rail era there wasn't, 
there wasn't enough money, um, there wasn't enough money spent on 
the railway and money was pumped into the company, it was being held 
up, it was a loss-making concern, um, huge amounts of tax payers 
money was chucked into the company, it didn't go, it didn't go to the 
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right place. Um, and, um, it was badly run and, um, um, it was basically 
run as a country club for the staff. And the customers, the customers 
were ripped off. Um, and, er, so now we're having to pay for it”  

Inner London (Medium User), Interview 47 
 
Many more of those with most experience with the railways and CB dwellers, 
talked about the overloaded and fragile state of the system: 
 

“Perhaps because the infrastructure is old whatever, they have to delay 
the service but somehow you can't help thinking that I don't know, the 
weather in this country isn't that extreme… there doesn't seem to be 
kind of a reason why services are being delayed. It's not so much on the 
non-commuter time trains which are the ones that I tend to be using at 
the moment… you know my husband was commuting up until last year 
and the number of times that, because I work in the evenings, the 
number of times that he would sort of phone me and say "look you're 
going to have to cancel a patient because my train is running late this 
evening due to excess rain or snow or frost or whatever"… I mean, there 
were just any number of excuses” 

CB (Medium User), Interview 16 
 
“Get on a train and then you'll work it out yourself. You can see it all 
the time. Crap service… Slow and then dirty… it's a waste of time, it's, 
there's nothing I can say that's good about British Rail anymore, or 
Connex or Virgin or any of them. You know. You go to France, it's a 
different world, the trains, vroom, vroom, you know we can't even, 
simple thing like a bit of sun and we stop. Wrong leaves. Wrong snow, 
this, that, every excuse under the sun” 

CB (High User), Interview 20 
 
Such strong negative views contrasted with rural area dwellers and low users 
who saw such aspects of complaining as “moaning”. This could partially be 
explained by the fact that they do not have to experience such delays or 
cancellations on a regular basis: 
 

“People are always moaning about things like oh the trains are late 
because there's a leaf on the, on the track. That is for your safety. 
They're saying these things because of your, because it's a safety issue. 
If they're sorting it out, well that's good, isn't it. Why do people have to 
make such a big issue about that. You know. Um, if there's a problem 
with the track you need to fix it because there would be an accident, 
that's how I see it.” 

Rural (Medium User), Interview 65 
 

“I think they just don't have the money, my impressions of the people 
who run the railways are that … they're basically fighting an uphill 
struggle. The situation that they've been placed in to run a railway 
system, handed over to them from the Government, is basically they're 
just, their hands are tied behind their backs. They've got their 
legislation on one hand which restricts them from doing so many things 
and requires them to spend so much money and on the other hand 
they're not allowed to charge too much and you know, that sort of 
thing. So they're tied from both ends, I don't think they've got any 
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consideration for their customers, I think they're just trying to keep 
their heads above water, stop, you know, the services from shutting 
down completely” 

 Rural (Medium User), Interview 76 
 
More of those with experience of the railways, CB and London participants, high 
and medium users, talked about the state of the railways reflecting that of the 
wider British culture, than rural and low users. 
 
Trends to do with privatisation could also be seen in the questionnaire items: 
 

Table 39 - Frequency (%) of response to item in questionnaire concerning cost by area and 
use 

 Sample Area Use 
Change in cost of rail 
travel since privatisation 

Commuter 
N 40 

London 
N 40 

Rural 
N 40 

High 
N 18 

Medium 
N 45 

Low 
N 13 

       
Rail travel had become 
more expensive 28 (70.0) 15 (75.0) 9 (45.0) 16 (88.9)) 28 (62.2) 7 

(53.8) 
The cost of rail travel has 
stayed about the same 4 (10.0) 4 (20.0) 5 (25.0) 0 (0) 10 (22.2) 1 (7.7) 

Rail travel has become less 
expensive 1 (2.5) 0 (0) 1 (5.0) 1 (5.6) 1 (2.2) 0 (0) 

Don't know 6 (15.0) 1 (5.0) 4 (20.0) 1 (5.6) 6 (13.3) 4 
(30.8) 

 

Table 40 - Frequency (%) of response to questionnaire item concerning safety by area and 
use 

 Sample Area Use 
Change in safety of railways 
since privatisation 

Commuter 
N 40 

London 
N 40 

Rural 
N 40 

High 
N 18 

Medium 
N 45 

Low 
N 13 

       
Rail safety has improved 3 (7.5) 0 (0) 1 (5.0) 1 (5.6) 3 (6.7) 0 (0) 
Rail safety has stayed about 
the same 14 (35.0) 7 (35.0) 9 (45.0) 5 (27.8) 19 (42.2) 5 (38.5) 

Rail safety has worsened 19 (47.5) 12 (60.0) 3 (15.0) 11 (61.1) 18 (40.0) 3 (23.1) 
Don't know 3 (7.5) 1 (5.0) 6 (30.0) 1 (5.6) 5 (11.1) 4 (30.8) 

 

Table 41 - Frequency (%) of response to questionnaire item concerning accidents by area and 
use 

 Sample Area Use 
Number of accidents with 
multiple fatalities since 
privatisation 

Commuter 
N 40 

London 
N 40 

Rural 
N 40 

High 
N 18 

Medium 
N 45 

Low 
N 13 

       
More per year 14 (35.0) 7 (35.0) 4 (20.0) 10 (55.6) 12 (26.7) 2 (15.4) 
About the same per year 10 (25.0) 6 (30.0) 5 (25.0) 4 (22.2) 12 (26.7) 3 (23.1) 
Fewer per year 7 (17.5) 0 (0) 1 (5.0) 0 (0) 7 (15.6) 0 (0) 
Don't know 8 (20.0) 7 (35.0) 9 (45.0) 0 (0) 14 (31.1) 7 (53.8) 

 
More CB dwellers and Londoners (High and Medium user) thought rail travel had 
become more expensive and less safe compared to rural dwellers (and Low 
users). The trend for the number of accidents with multiple fatalities was less 
pronounced across sample areas however more High users felt there had been an 
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increase in the number of accidents with multiple fatalities compared to Medium 
and Low users. This could be something to test for in future studies.  
 

6.4.5.5 Changes 

Table 42 - Percentage of changes codes by area and use 

 Sample Area Use 
 Commuter 

Belt 
N 40 

London 
N 20 

Rural 
N 20 

High 
N 18 

Medium 
N 45 

Low 
N 13 

       
Changes - Consolidation *15% *25% *10% !*28% !*7% !*31% 
Changes - “Well Run” !60% !85% !60% 72% 64% 62% 
Changes - Safety - People 33% 30% *20% *22% 33% 23% 
Changes - Safety - Technology – 
Other *20% *10% *10% *11% 18% 15% 

Changes - Safety - Technology – 
Signalling *3% *5% *10% *6% *7% *0% 

! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 
 
The main differences in terms of advocated change was one of consolidation, 
something more Londoners and CB dwellers referred to: 

 
“I think since they've privatised a lot, I think that's made it a lot worse. 
Because before it was British Rail, wasn't it and it was their name more 
than anything. But they've privatised it, and I just think that's gone, you 
know, it's just put it up the creek. Because there's one department for 
this and there's another company for this and they're all trying to do the 
same thing, they're all trying to outdo one another. And in the end it's 
just a shambles. You know? Because there is so many different 
companies now, isn't there, on the lines? It used to be all British Rail 
trains and it's not now, there's, I don't know, GR something, GW 
something. But I think that hasn't helped… they’re all trying to do the 
same sort of thing. All trying to outdo one another. And in the end they 
make more hassle. I think there should be just one company, that just 
controls the lot cause have the time they don't know what the other one 
is doing” 

Inner London (Low User), Interview 54 
 
The fact that more low users advocated for this, could be due to them seeing 
structural factors as leading up to accidents, something that the media makes 
them aware of.  
 
More Londoners called for a well-managed or well-run system compared to CB 
dwellers and rural dwellers: 
 

Possibly by better management… there must be a way of overseeing 
these things, like you have air traffic control, don't you, at airports. I 
would think there must be, I know, you know, there are people sitting 
in front of huge screens and there's all these sort of trains going 
everywhere… I'm not saying bring back the old-fashioned signal boxes, 
but I just sometimes think that, you know, if you've got more means of 
control in all the various places, rather than having some great big 
central system, it must be a lot easier, I would have thought. I don't, I 
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mean, I don't know how the railways are run really, not all the sort of 
technical aspect of it, but it, it strikes me that it's an organisation 
where you need to rely on people much more than instruments. 

Inner London (Low User), Interview 41 
 
The above extract also illustrates how those who have more experience with 
railways, CB dwellers and Londoners, call for changes with respect to “people”. 
As noted earlier in the report, the number who called for technological changes 
was minimal but trends indicated that this was most important for CB dwellers.  
 

Initial hypotheses suggested by this study for future investigation  
 
! The area in which participants live and their use of the railways are highly 

related. 
! More of those living in the Commuter Belt and Londoners (high and medium 

users) are concerned with accident related safety compared to rural dwellers 
(low users). 

! More of those living in the Commuter Belt and Londoners (high and medium 
users) are concerned with personal related safety compared to rural dwellers 
(low users). 

! More rural dwellers (low users) are sympathetic to condemning media reports 
concerning the state of the railways compared to those living in the 
Commuter Belt and Londoners (high and medium users). 

! More of those living in the Commuter Belt and Londoners (high and medium 
users) use attenuation strategies compared to rural dwellers (low users). 
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6.4.6 Newspaper Readership 

In western cultures lay people are faced with a plethora of risks, relayed to 
them by the mass media. This section examines how British broadsheet and 
British tabloid readers conceptualise the railways as variations in the messages 
they are exposed to may manifest themselves in the readers talk. The tabloid 
readership included participants who read the Sun, the Daily Mirror, the Daily 
Mail, the Daily Express and the Daily Star whereas the broadsheet readership 
included those who read the Daily Telegraph, the Guardian, the Independent, 
the Times and the Financial Times. The section lends insight into whether 
different pockets of shared thinking exists between the two types of newspaper 
readers and compares these responses to those who do not read any form of 
media. It must be noted however, that a considerable proportion of the sample 
also read both types of media. Future studies could test the tendencies evident 
in broadsheet or tabloid readers discussed here and examine to what extent they 
are manifested in those who “mix”. Whilst it is recognised that participants 
would have heard about accidents from other forms of media such as through 
television and radio (specifically those who don’t read either broadsheets or 
tabloids), as well as from friends and family, the differences noted could be 
important as they perhaps lend insight to the way in which representations are 
influenced by the media. It could also offer a starting point for how 
communication strategies could proceed. 

6.4.6.1 First Impressions 

Table 43 - Percentage of codes relating to negative first impressions by newspaper 
readership 

 Newspaper 

 Tabloid 
N33 

Broadsheet 
N16 

Mixed 
N21 

None 
N10 

     
1st Impression - Negative - Non-Safety !100% !100% 95% !80% 
1st Impression - Negative - Safety – Accidents !*36% !*50% !*38% !*0% 
1st Impression - Negative - Safety – Personal 18% *25% 19% *10% 

! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 
 
Interestingly many more broadsheet readers mentioned concerns regarding 
accident and personal related safety in their impressions of railways out of the 
four groups and those who didn’t read any form of media didn’t mention such 
concerns at all. Also important to note fewer mentioned non-safety related 
concerns. Both these tendencies suggest that the media may play an important 
role in influencing the participants first thoughts about the railways as those 
who don’t read either form of media, do not refer to them as much or at all (in 
the case of accident related safety) in their first impressions.  

6.4.6.2 Prompted views about safety 

 
However when asked specifically to talk about their sense of safety, those who 
read neither form of newspaper interpreted safety in terms of accidents, as 
much as those who read broadsheets or “mixed”.  
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Table 44 - Percentage of code relating to prompted views about safety by newspaper 
readership 

 Newspaper 

 Tabloid 
N33 

Broadsheet 
N16 

Mixed 
N21 

None 
N10 

     
* Safety - Spontaneous - Accident !*45% !69% !71% 60% 

! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 
 
This is somewhat surprising as one would expect tabloid readers to have a much 
more negative view of the railways due to the sensational nature of the 
newspapers they read. 

6.4.6.3 Cause and responsibility of accidents 

Table 45 - Percentage of codes relating to accident cause and responsibility by newspaper 
readership 

 Newspaper 

 Tabloid 
N33 

Broadsheet 
N16 

Mixed 
N21 

None 
N10 

     
Accident - Cause – Individual !70% !*56% !*57% !100% 
Accident - Cause – Structure !*18% !*25% !*48% !*20% 
     
Railway - Complexity of Cause / Responsibility *24% 31% 43% 30% 
     
Responsibility - Not satisfied with the response !*27% !*56% 38% !*20% 
Responsibility - Accidents - Not taken !*52% !*50% !*62% !*20% 
Responsibility - “Blame culture” – Explicit !*45% !*44% !*52% !*20% 
     
Responsibility - Should – Individual !*39% !*31% !*38% !*70% 
Responsibility - Should – Organisation 64% 69% !81% !60% 
Responsibility - Should – Structure !*21% !*56% !*38% !*0% 
     
Accident – Avoidable 39% 44% 43% 30% 
Accident – Unavoidable 58% !50% !71% !70% 

! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 
 
Perhaps less surprising was that more tabloid readers implicated individuals in 
the cause of an accident whereas broadsheet and “mixed” readers mentioned 
structural factors. Also interesting to note was that all those who read neither 
form of newspaper implicated an individual, primarily train drivers. A breakdown 
of the individuals implicated by each group is given in the table below: 
 

Table 46 - Percentage of participants citing particular causes by newspaper readership 

 Newspaper 
 Tabloid 

N 33 
Broadsheet 

N 16 
Mixed 
N 21 

None 
N 10 

     
Car Driver *6% *13% *14% *20% 
Operational Staff !*27% !*6% *14% *10% 
Senior – Derogatory *12% !*31% *19% !*0% 
Senior – Non Derogatory *18% *6% *10% *0% 
Train Driver !*48% !*38% !*48% !*90% 
Vandals !*6% *25% !*19% !*40% 

! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 
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Interestingly, overall it appears that more of those who read broadsheets, or 
“mixed” broadsheet and tabloid newspapers, held negative views of the railways 
whereas those who read tabloids or neither form of newspapers held the most 
positive views. This is brought out primarily by whom they implicate in 
accidents. Train drivers were the most popular individual implicated by all 
groups, followed by vandals and operational staff, senior executives and car 
drivers. The most interesting of these was the implication of senior executives 
who could either be referred to in a derogatory or non derogatory manner. In 
contrast to what would be expected, more broadsheet readers implicated senior 
executives using terms such as “fat cats” and “big boys” than tabloid readers. 
Those who did not read broadsheet or tabloid newspapers did not implicate 
senior executives at all, which suggests that such this group of people held the 
more positive views of the railways. It must be remembered that when train 
drivers were implicated, participants often spoke of circumstances over which 
the driver had less control, especially when accidents involved vandals or car 
drivers who were stuck on the track. As one moved from these more proximal 
causes to the more distal involving operational staff and senior executives, 
blame often assumed a more heavy tone. The only notable difference between 
tabloid and broadsheet readers that went against the general tendency of 
negativity on the part of broadsheet readers was the implication of operational 
staff by more tabloid readers. This contrasted to the one broadsheet who 
commented on the role of neglect in accidents: 
 

“If it is some signalman who's just merrily sitting there with a 
screwdriver putting in wires, not really thinking about what he's doing, 
maybe he should be thinking about what he's doing” 

Broadsheet Reader, Interview 25 
 
In addition to more broadsheet and “mixed” readers implicating structural 
factors, more also stated that they recognised the complexity between cause 
and responsibility. However proportionately more of these participants stated 
that they were not satisfied with the response to accidents and that structural 
bodies should take responsibility for ensuring that they do not happen again. 
This contrasted starkly with those who read tabloids, or who did not read either 
form of newspaper. Very few of these groups mentioned structural causes, not 
feeling satisfied with the response or that structural bodies should assume 
responsibility. Fewer in the “none” group mentioned the blame culture or 
responsibility for accidents not being taken, and nobody in the same group 
mentioned that structural aspects should be held liable. This suggests that such 
views are heavily mediated by the media. However, a greater number felt that 
individuals should be held responsible and generally spoke of this in terms of 
who actually caused the accident: 
 

“I mean if they do drive through a red light, the driver should be 
prosecuted, because he knows he's in charge of God knows how many 
people behind him” 

“None” Reader, Interview 37 
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A small proportion of broadsheet readers mentioned accidents as unavoidable 
compared to the other groups and, although the differences were small, more 
talked about them being avoidable. “None” readers on the other hand, 
demonstrated the opposite trend, and therefore held more positive views of the 
railways.  

6.4.6.4 Issues related to privatisation 

Table 47 - Percentage of codes relating to privatisation by newspaper readership 

 Newspaper 

 Tabloid 
N33 

Broadsheet 
N16 

Mixed 
N21 

None 
N10 

     
Railway - Comment on Capitalist Society *24% 38% 29% *20% 
Railway - Fragmented *24% 44% 43% 30% 
Railway - Incompetent !*33% !56% !52% !*30% 
Railway - Institution - Public *18% !*31% *14% !*10% 
Railway - Money not spent on what it should be !61% !63% !76% !*40% 
Railway - Privatisation !*21% !*50% !*48% !*10% 
Railway - Profit / Safety Mutually Exclusive 45% 56% 62% 60% 

! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 
 
Notable differences could be seen with regards to privatisation related issues. 
Again the general trend appeared to be that more broadsheet and “mixed” 
readers held condemning views of the railways. Proportionately more of these 
two groups commented on capitalist societies, privatisation and subsequent 
fragmentation of the industry, resulting in increased views of general 
incompetence. In addition to this, a noteworthy difference is that of “none” 
readers’ relatively small mentioning of issues to do with money not being spent 
on what it should be. Taking these trends into account further strengthens the 
idea that negative views are somewhat related to newspaper readership.  
 
Another noteworthy difference was that more broadsheet readers talked about 
what the industry was like as a public system compared to tabloid readers. The 
former seemed to hold the view that expectations were different in private and 
public industries. They talked about how safety and service lay at the root of 
public industries whereas profit and competition motivated private industries:  
 

“I think that's probably sort of the general, very generalised split in 
people's minds, that it's the privatised companies that are running it for 
profit rather than for reliability or safety. And it's not surprising either 
that, you know, I mean of course they're running it for profit, because 
it's their privatised company and that was one of the benefits of the 
nationalised industry is that they weren't necessarily out to make a 
profit, they were there to run a good service. Obviously there were 
complaints about British Rail when it was there, but that, you know, it 
didn't seem to get a lot worse than sandwiches and the occasional late 
running, whereas nowadays it's about, um, dirty trains, unreliable 
trains, crashes, unsafe, over subscribed, blah, blah, blah. So it would 
seem to be a bad move. And blame would definitely be at their door, 
the privatised companies.” 

Broadsheet Reader, Interview 42 
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Although many of the same problems existed when the railways were a public 
service, this broadsheet reader explains how expectations are altered due to the 
motivations behind the service. In contrast to this, more tabloid readers spoke 
about the railways as a public means of transport, in the sense that it was 
something one used to get around.  
 

“I think it's just public, you know, because it's public transport… it's 
something everyone relates to isn't it I guess? Everyone's used it or 
everyone will use it in their life so” 

Tabloid Reader, Interview 1 
 
Such differences suggest that the media messages that participants are exposed 
to are different in nature and influence the extent to which they view the 
railways in a positive or negative light.  

6.4.6.5 Questionnaire items pertaining to privatisation 

The following are tables contain the number of participants (with percentages in 
brackets) within each newspaper readership group that responded to the two 
items of interest regarding the deterioration of the railways: 

Table 48 - Response to questionnaire item concerning cost by newspaper readership 

 Newspaper group 
Change in cost of rail travel since privatisation Tabloid 

N 33 
Broadsheet 

N 16 
Both 
N 21 

None 
N 10 

     
Rail travel had become more expensive 22 (66.7) 11 (68.8) 15 (71.4) 4 (40.0) 
The cost of rail travel has stayed about the same 6 (18.2) 0 (0) 4 (19.0) 3 (30.0) 
Rail travel has become less expensive 2 (6.1) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
Don't know 2 (6.1) 5 (31.3) 2 (9.5) 2 (20.0) 

Table 49 - Response to questionnaire item concerning safety by newspaper readership 

  Newspaper 
Change in safety of railways since privatisation Tabloid 

N 33 
Broadsheet 

N 16 
Mixed 
N 21 

None 
N 10 

     
Rail safety has improved 2 (6.1) 1 (6.3) 0 (0) 1 (10.0) 
Rail safety has stayed about the same 13 (39.4) 6 (37.5) 7 (33.3) 4 (40.0) 
Rail safety has worsened 13 (39.4) 8 (50.0) 12 (57.1) 1 (10.0) 
Don't know 4 (12.1) 1 (6.3) 2 (9.5) 3 (30.0) 

Table 50 - Response to questionnaire item concerning accidents by newspaper readership 

 Newspaper 
Number of accidents with multiple 
fatalities since privatisation 

Tabloid 
N 33 

Broadsheet 
N 16 

Mixed 
N 21 

None 
N 10 

     
Fewer per year 6 (18.2) 1 (6.3) 1 (4.8) 0 (0) 
About the same per year 7 (21.2) 6 (37.5) 5 (23.8) 3 (30.0) 
More per year 11 (33.3) 5 (31.3) 8 (38.1) 1 (10.0) 
Don't know 8 (24.2) 4 (25.0) 7 (33.3) 5 (50.0) 

 
From these tables, it seems that a more pessimistic view of the changes in 
railway performance since privatisation is associated with differences in 
newspaper readership with those who do not regularly read a newspaper most 
positive, moving through tabloid readers, broadsheet readers. Those who 
“mixed” tabloid and broadsheets newspapers were most negative. 
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This pattern could have at least two explanations - either certain portions of the 
press were negative towards the railways and that this translated into 
participants’ attitudes or that participants’ views become more negative with 
the greater the exposure to information about the railways through the media. 
To investigate this second possible explanation, newspaper readership was 
recoded to give a score of the total number of newspapers read by each 
participant. This included those all newspapers including those that were not 
previously included in the tabloid / broadsheet distinction. The results can be 
seen in the following tables: 

Table 51 - Response to questionnaire item concerning cost by number of newspapers read 

 Number of newspapers read 
Change in cost of rail travel since privatisation 1 to 2 

N 42 
3 to 4 
N 29 

5 plus 
N 7 

    
Rail travel had become more expensive 24 (57.1) 21 (72.4) 6 (85.7) 
The cost of rail travel has stayed about the same 8 (19.0) 5 (17.2) 0 (0) 
Rail travel has become less expensive 2 (4.8) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
Don't know 7 (16.7) 3 (10.3) 1 (14.3) 

Table 52 - Response to questionnaire item concerning safety by number of newspapers read 

 Number of newspapers read 
Change in safety of railways since privatisation 1 to 2 

N 42 
3 to 4 
N 29 

5 plus 
N 7 

    
Rail safety has improved 4 (9.5) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
Rail safety has stayed about the same 19 (45.2) 9 (31.0) 2 (28.6) 
Rail safety has worsened 14 (33.3) 14 (48.3) 5 (71.4) 
Don't know 4 (9.5) 6 (20.7) 0 (0) 

Table 53 - Response to questionnaire item concerning accidents by number of newspapers 
read 

  Number of newspapers read 
Number of accidents with multiple fatalities since privatisation 1 to 2 

N 42 
3 to 4 
N 29 

5 plus 
N 7 

    
Fewer per year 4 (9.5) 3 (10.3) 1 (14.3) 
About the same per year 14 (33.3) 4 (13.8) 3 (42.9) 
More per year 10 (23.8) 13 (44.8) 1 (14.3) 
Don't know 13 (31.0) 9 (31.0) 2 (28.6) 

 
In the above tables a similar pattern can be seen to the previous tables.  
 
From this analysis it is not obvious which explanation would be most 
appropriate. It is hindered by the small numbers of participants in some of the 
categories (i.e. very few participants read more than five newspapers). It would 
be interesting to disentangle these two factors – extent of media use and type of 
media consumed – in relation to attitude towards the railway industry in a 
further study. 
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6.4.6.6 Media reporting and personal response to accidents 

Table 54 - Percentage of media codes by newspaper readership 

 Newspaper 

 Tabloid 
N 33 

Broadsheet 
N 16 

Mixed 
N 21 

None 
N 10 

     
Media - “Bad Press” *30% !*13% !*48% !*20% 
Media - Accidents - Makes vivid *30% !*50% !*24% 40% 
Media - Accidents – Newsworthy !*33% !*44% !*38% !*70% 
Accident - Personal Response - Shock !*30% !56% !*33% !*30% 

! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 
 
More “mixed” readers, those who generally held more negative views of the 
railways, also mentioned the “bad press” of the media, which perhaps manifests 
in their views of the railways. Interestingly, fewer broadsheet readers talked 
about this. A possible explanation for this is that broadsheet readers are less 
critical over their own newspapers as they assume they are trustworthy sources 
of information. 
 
More broadsheet readers referred to feelings of shock compared to the other 
three groups. Some of such contact related back to the incompetence of the 
system, which despite investments into sophisticated systems, is unable to 
ensure the safety of passengers: 
 

“Well I think deeply shocked, you feel deeply shocked and sort of 
thinking how can it happen… how can that happen? I think you're aware 
even as a sort of, as a lay person, that there's a complicated system of 
signalling and points changing that has to be controlled at various times 
… it has to be a sophisticated system, gone are the days when there was 
a, you know, a signal man stood in his little signal box and, and watch 
for the train to come and change the lights… you think of that system 
and you think, God it's gone so badly wrong to allow such a terrible 
crash to happen, you know, with the signals or the points failure” 

Broadsheet Reader, Interview 48 

6.4.6.7 Changes 

 

Table 55 - Percentage of changes codes by newspaper readership 

 Newspaper 

 Tabloid 
N 33 

Broadsheet 
N 16 

Mixed 
N 21 

None 
N 10 

     
Changes - “Well Run” !*52% !75% !81% 70% 
Changes – Consolidation *9% *25% *24% *10% 
Changes - More investment 58% !63% 48% !*40% 
Changes - Safety – People 36% *19% *24% 30% 
Changes - Safety - Technology - Other *15% *19% *19% *0% 
Changes - Safety - Technology - Signalling *0% *13% *5% *10% 

! = 20% absolute difference, * = 50% relative difference 
 
More broadsheet and “mixed” readers advocated for a well run or well managed 
system, whilst few tabloid readers did this. More of the former two groups also 
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called for consolidation compared to the tabloid and “none” readers. Fewer 
“none” readers urged for more investment. 
 

Initial hypotheses suggested by this study for future investigation  
 
! More broadsheet readers and those that are “mixed” readers are 

concerned about accident related safety compared to tabloid readers or 
those that read neither. 

! More tabloid readers and those that read neither implicate proximal 
causes of accidents compared to broadsheet readers and those who are 
“mixed” readers. 

! More broadsheet and “mixed” readers are concerned about the distal 
causes of accidents compared to tabloid and those that read neither. 

! More broadsheet and “mixed” readers are concerned about the 
privatisation of the railways compared to tabloid and those that read neither. 

! Overall, more broadsheet and “mixed” readers hold negative or 
pessimistic views about the state of the railways compared to tabloid readers 
and those that read neither. 

! More broadsheet and “mixed” readers trust media reports regarding the 
railways compared to tabloid readers and those that read neither. 
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7 Appendix B – Risk Fear and Blame and the Regulation of Railway Safety 

(Jonathan Wolff) 

7.1 Executive Summary 

 

1. Wolff [2002] conjectured that the British public generally had very little fear 

of accidents when travelling by train, yet nevertheless blamed the industry 

for not eliminating risks of accidents. The ground of this blame was further 

conjectured to be the industry's alleged negligence. 

 

2. These conjectures have been broadly corroborated by the findings of this 

report. However the nature of public concern about railway safety requires 

further analysis. In what respects do the public find fault? Are they correct? Is 

the industry blameworthy for creating or sustaining risks of accidents? 

 

3. The cases in which we ordinarily think people or organisations are 

blameworthy for causing harms or risk to others include: 

 

" Malice: intentionally inflicting harm or risk to others. 

 

" Recklessness: understanding the risks but not giving them due regard. 

 

" Negligence: failing to assess the possible consequences of their action. 

 

" Incompetence: failing to take steps which  are accepted as required. 

 

4. There is little evidence that a significant proportion of the participants 

thought that the industry was failing in a general duty to make railway travel 

statistically more safe. There is little suggestion that the industry was 

reckless or negligent for not introducing state of the art train control 

technology. 
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5. Under current conditions it would be very hard to see what the basis would 

be for such a charge, at least provided that the industry's current assessment 

of the costs and benefits of such technology are accurate. 

 

6. Among the participants a wide range of issues that fall under the heading 

'management of safety' were raised. Track maintenance was often 

mentioned, and was linked to: 

 

" Cost-cutting for the sake of profits. 

 

" The structure of the industry. 

 

" Difficulties with the sub-contractor relation. 

 

7. A further concern was that the industry had failed to respond correctly to 

reported problems. 

 

8. Whether such charges are justified is beyond the scope of this study, as they 

will depend on the details of each case. However, each deserves to be taken 

very seriously, as there are possible circumstances in which such allegations 

are justified. Indeed some recent accidents can, it appears, be analysed in 

these terms. 
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7.2 Introduction 

This paper is a follow-up to Wolff [2002] in the light of the main body of this 
report and further reflections on the moral responsibility that the railway 
industry may bear in relation to railway risks and accidents. 
 
Wolff [2002] addressed the conundrum that on the one hand, relative to other 
forms of transport in the UK, railway travel is very safe by any measure, yet on 
the other hand there appears to be a general belief that safety is handled very 
badly by the industry. 
 
Drawing on earlier work, especially by Annette Baier [1986], Wolff 2002 
proposed that we need to distinguish fear of a risk, on the one hand, and blame 
of an individual or organisation for creating and/or sustaining that risk, on the 
other hand. It was conjectured that the British public generally had very little 
fear of accidents when travelling on the railways yet greatly blamed the industry 
for not eliminating risks. The grounds of this blame were conjectured to be the 
industry's alleged negligence. 
 
This conjecture has been broadly corroborated by the findings reported in the 
main body of this report. However Wolff [2002] further conjectured that, in its 
present state of mind, the public would continue to regard the industry as 
negligent unless it introduced state of the art train control technology. Yet the 
main findings of this report do not bear out this conjecture. Very little evidence 
was uncovered to indicate that many members of the public are concerned 
about the failure to introduce advanced train control technology. 
 
This leaves open the question of what, precisely, it is that the public blame the 
industry for, or, to put it more generally, the nature of public concern about 
railway safety. Further, there is the vital question of whether the public are 
right to find fault in the way they do: is the industry blameworthy? These are the 
questions pursued here. 

7.3 Two Forms of Blame 

Broadly we can distinguish two separate although related ways in which blame 
functions in ordinary thought and discourse: the social/psychological and the 
moral. 
 
The social or psychological function of blame relates to a need to find 
something, normally a person, on which responsibility can be pinned. This has a 
dual, and ambiguous status. On the one hand finding a person to blame brings a 
type of closure to the event. Such thinking prompts Mary Douglas's remark that 
when a disaster happens someone already unpopular is going to be blamed for it 
[Douglas 1992, 5]. On the other hand having found the person to blame we also 
think we have more chance of controlling the future. We know what needs to be 
done to reduce the chances that the same thing will happen again. However for 
blame to have this second function it seems important that the right person or 
organisation is held to account, and so, unlike the first function, would seem to 
rule out scapegoating (although it is true that scapegoating can have a deterrent 
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effect). 
 
Both social/psychological aspects have their analogue in the moral 
understanding of blame. Psychological closure is analogous to the retributive 
theory of blame and responsibility where the point of blame, and any 
subsequent punishment, is to correct an injustice, and restore a type of balance 
to the world in which people have paid for what they have done wrong. 
Retribution brings closure by restoring balance. The second psychological aspect 
- wanting to control the future - is analogous to the moral consequentialist 
theory of blame, in which the point of blame is to make the world a better place 
in the future. Blame works as a deterrent or reformative mechanism.  
 
In this paper the moral nature of blame is the main focus. The questions 
become: do the public blame the industry in a moral sense; what is the basis of 
that charge, if any, and are any such charges justified?  

7.4 When are people and organisations blameworthy? 

To provide some more context, we should start with a more general question. 
When do we normally think that blame is appropriate?  We ordinarily think 
people are blameworthy for causing harm or risk to others when: 
 
1. They have acted maliciously, setting out on a course of action intending to 
cause (unjustified) harm or risk of harm to others. 
 
2. They have acted recklessly; knowing the possibility that their actions may 
cause harm or risk to others but failing to give this appropriate weight in 
evaluating whether to act. 
 
3. They have acted negligently; that they should have assessed the risks of the 
course of action that they intended to pursue but failed to foresee possible 
consequences which were reasonably foreseeable, and so acted as if there were 
no such harms or risks.  
 
(Note that this is a somewhat unorthodox sense of 'negligence'. Other work, such 
as Wolff [2002], as well as much standard legal literature, uses the term 
'negligence' to cover both what is here referred to as 'negligence' and 
'recklessness'. However there is an important distinction to mark here. Note also 
that this moral notion of negligence differs from the legal use in another way. 
Legally the issue of negligence typically arises only when actual damage has 
been caused. In the moral sense under consideration an individual or company 
can properly be accused of negligence for imposing risks even when those risks 
do not lead to loss. The focus of attention in this discussion is negligent lack of 
precaution rather than loss through negligence, even though lack of precaution 
is often not noticed until loss results.) 
 
4. They have acted incompetently in that they have understood and accepted 
that certain measures are needed to control or mitigate harm or risk, but that 
they have failed to carry out or implement these measures. 
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Probably there are other forms of blameworthy behaviour but these are the ones 
most likely to be relevant in the current context. 
 
Although there may be various theories about why these forms of behaviour are 
blameworthy one powerful account is that they express or embody a lack of 
respect for others; as if other people are less worthy of regard than oneself. 
Others have not been taken properly into account in your actions; they have 
been ignored or treated in the wrong way or with too little value. Someone who 
considers themselves exposed to such behaviour may also consider themselves 
insulted in some way, or held in contempt, irrespective of whether any actual 
harm has been caused and suffered. Following an observation commonly 
attributed to Rousseau, we can distinguish the injury of a harm or exposure to 
risk from the insult of that same harm or risk, when we perceive that it is a 
result of a moral failing. This insult can be plausibly regarded as one person or 
organisation failing to take another into account in a morally expected or 
required way. 
 
It is worth noting that although in the circumstances outlined above we tend  to 
blame people for their actions and omissions, nevertheless there can be excusing 
conditions. Intentional deliberate harms in the form of regulated punishment 
occur in all legal systems. In cases of emergency there may be no time to assess 
risks. Risks can also legitimately be run in order to avoid greater risks. In each of 
these cases it is plausible that blame for the action is entirely removed. Another 
set of cases is more difficult, where the personal interests of the agent come 
into play, and it may be personally difficult not to act in a way which would 
normally attract blame. As one participant explained: 
 

“I mean I'd like to talk to a maintenance guy, he'd probably say yeah 
we've sent out trains that shouldn't have gone out, but you have to, and 
if you say anything, you know, it goes against you and things like that”.  

Interview 51 
 
In such cases, rather than disappearing, blame is, in whole or part, shifted to 
whatever it is, if anything, that creates the circumstances which pose such 
difficulties. 

7.5 Railway Safety and Blameworthiness 

The questions now become: Do the public regard the industry as blameworthy in 
any of these ways? Would they be right to do so? 
 
Before we can address this, however, we need to try to clarify what is meant by 
'the industry'. Unfortunately it was not part of the original project to examine 
the nature of public views about what, precisely, constitutes the industry, and 
so the only option is to rely on general impressions. Broadly it is reasonable to 
say that most participants had only an outline understanding of the structure of 
the industry. At the heart of the industry, for many participants, is Network Rail, 
which seems to be thought of the natural successor of British Rail, via Railtrack. 
In addition, typically they are also each aware of a variety of train operating 
companies. Engineering companies seem to be thought of as contracted by the 
industry, rather than part of it, and there was very little awareness of any other 
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type of organisation that could be conceived of as part of the industry. The 
government was generally not thought to be part of the industry, although it was 
nevertheless often thought to bear responsibility for structural and financial 
problems within the industry, through the process of privatisation and since.  
 

“I suppose if the Government don't give them enough money to do that 
then obviously they just have to do whatever they can to sort of 
maintain everything.” 

Interview 63 
 
To consider the appropriateness of blaming actors inside or outside the industry 
for their actions, it will be helpful to divide the discussion into three levels: first 
the general level of risk and safety; second the management of risk and safety; 
and third the circumstances of particular accidents. In each case we will ask, 
first, did the participants believe any agent within the industry to be (morally) 
blameworthy in this area? Second, can sense be made of any such claims? 

7.5.1 General Level of Risk and Safety 

As reported in the main body of this report, on the whole the participants had a 
reasonable view of the level of major train accidents. When asked how many 
major train accidents involving multiple fatalities of accidents there have been 
in the previous two years, the great majority answered either two or three, 
whereas the correct answer was one or two, depending on the timing of the 
interview. Of course it is very hard to remember exactly when things have 
happened and two and three can be regarded as reasonably accurate 
assessments.  
 
There is little evidence that a significant proportion of the participants thought 
that the industry was failing in a general duty to make railway travel statistically 
more safe, in the sense that they believe that the statistical risks of railway 
travel are in general too high. Of course many participants expressed a hope 
that railway travel could be made safer, but the statistical safety record did not 
seem to be the main object of their concern. But clearly at least some 
participants were very unsure how to think about this issue: recognising that it is 
impossible to make anything absolutely safe but at the same time saying that as 
so many lives can be at stake this should be our aim. 
  

“accidents happen and not everything's 100% foolproof ... accidents do 
happen. But I guess when you're dealing with um, like huge amounts of 
people and so many lives then it, it has to be 100% or otherwise it 
shouldn't really be there I so it's actually quite a difficult thing to work 
out? ... When I said it out loud I just realised that, if you're dealing with 
loads of lives it should 100% safe. There's no real excuse.” 

Interview 12 
 
Nevertheless, there was almost no explicit suggestion among participants that 
the industry is negligent (or in current terminology, reckless) for failing to 
introduce state of the art train control technology. Hence the conjecture in 
Wolff [2002] now seems wide of the mark. Although this has been a theme of 
recent journalism, political discussion and pressure group demand, it rarely 
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appeared in the unprompted thinking of the participants in this study. 
 
On further reflection the idea that the industry is acting negligently or recklessly 
for failing to introduce state of the art technology appears highly problematic. 
The reason for this is that in general one avoids the charges of negligence and 
recklessness  by making a professional assessment of the risks, and taking 
reasonable steps to avoid such risks. What is reasonable generally has a cost 
constraint and indeed many of the participants recognised that there must be 
limits to how much can be spent on safety measures.  
 

“it would be nice if they upgraded it but the cost is so astronomical I 
don't see there's any way round and totally preventing all accidents 
happening.” 

Interview 26 
 
Although there is room for disagreement on the details, a formal framework of 
risk assessment provides a guide to avoiding the charge of negligence, and 
following something like the HSE 'tolerability of risk' approach should normally 
provide a way of avoiding the charges both of recklessness and negligence. 
 
In sum, although the media and pressure groups may continue to allege that 
government and industry is blameworthy for not introducing state of the art 
train control technology, under current conditions it is very hard to see that 
there is any basis for such blame, at least provided that the industry's current 
assessment of the costs and benefits are accurate. 
 
This does leave us with the question of why it can be so hard to resist the 
thought that the industry is negligent if it does not take every possible step to 
identify and eliminate all risks. For although this was not the final judgement of 
many participants there is no doubt that it was one component in the complex 
thinking of a significant number of participants. 
 

“If I remember rightly, the reason given for not implementing the 
security that would have prevented that was that it's too, it's expensive. 
Which to me, is a decision saying "well accept a certain amount of loss 
of life vs. the capital required to avoid it", which fundamentally at 
some level must be wrong.”  

Interview 5 
 
Whatever is said on this score can only be speculative, but one recent theory is 
that such a belief is a consequence of a general rule that serves us very well in 
ordinary contexts, although not in all: do not knowingly cause human death. This 
principle rightly has a very firm hold on us, and it can be hard to shake off, even 
in cases where there are stronger arguments for the contrary proposition that in 
the circumstances causing human death is permissible. (Sunstein 2002, 128) 
Indeed we do not want to be able to 'switch off' this belief too easily. The 
obvious reason why this belief does not serve us well in the area of risk 
regulation is that reducing risk of death generally has costs in terms of other 
things we value, and a line will always need to be drawn on some basis. 
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“if they make it totally, totally, totally secure, then the prices would 
be so high and nobody wants to travel on them.” 

 Interview 65 

7.5.2 Management of Safety 

Among the participants a range of issues that fall under the heading 
'management of safety' is the main focus of complaint, and there is a great deal 
of criticism in this area. There was particular concern about maintenance of the 
track, and this was linked, first, to a culture of cost-cutting for financial reasons 
(profits before safety), second, the structure of the industry, and third, the 
difficulties of the sub-contractor relationship in terms of assurance of 
competence and responsibility for supervision. A fourth concern, was that there 
are cases where reported problems had not been dealt with. 
 

“is this track in good condition? Um, has this train been maintained and 
serviced properly? Um, and all that sort of thing. And I think I would 
probably fear the most that the track hadn't been maintained 
properly.” 

Interview 16 
 

“I may be right or may be wrong, but um, profits come before lives and 
I think that is not good.” 

Interview 10 
 

“I don't necessarily think that the competition from all the companies 
that are there at the moment necessarily mean that's good for safety.”  

Interview 32 
 

“I think it's a lack of, a lack of sort of linking between all the, all the 
different aspects of running the railway. Um, you know, engineers don't 
do their jobs properly or there's somebody not checking, there's 
someone not taking full responsibility for overseeing that all the, all the 
different aspects are completely you know, meshed together”.  

Interview 27 
 
“The one near London was where the traffic signals or the um, signal, 
train signals are not in a very good location, you can't really see them 
and people miss them. And then you think after ‘well, you know it's 
been like that for years and years and years, why has not been brought 
to someone's attention to put this signal where people can see it?’.” 

 Interview 8 
 
Several participants talked about 'an accident waiting to happen', implying that 
there were known faults in the system (or at least faults that should have been 
known), and probably also implying that these could have been dealt with. While 
this could also be applied to the idea of a system which is unsafe as a whole, 
more typically it seemed to be used to identify elements within a system 
thought to be particularly unsafe. 
 
In terms of moral responsibility, the 'profits before safety' accusation is one of 
recklessness: that managers or contractors are prepared to lower standards to an 
unacceptable degree in pursuit of profit, in full knowledge of the risks they are 
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taking. Whether such criticisms are justified will naturally depend on the details 
of each case. In the earlier days of privatisation it was common to hear that such 
alleged recklessness was endemic throughout the system. There some indication 
from our participants that they still believe this to be true of the system as a 
whole.  
 

“it's a public company. They have two responsibilities: the shareholders 
and the passengers. The shareholders who own the company are always 
going to come first”  

Interview 14 
 
Aside from the general issue of privatisation, a further concern was the linking 
of financial rewards and penalties to performance targets, especially with regard 
to maintenance contracts which is thought to encourage corner-cutting. 
 

“if you have to lay down the track and you have to put down a nail 
every 6 inches and it gets to midnight and you, you've had a long day, 
you know, the guy who puts it 8 inches apart instead of 6, those kind of 
things.” 

Interview 21 
 
Whether such charges are justified is not something that can be assessed within 
this report. The question is whether contractors are knowingly producing work of 
below agreed standard for financial reasons. If this is so, then they bear a high 
degree of moral responsibility for imposing heightened risks on railway 
travellers. If, for some reason, they have been forced into accepting contracts 
where they must cut corners then the blame spreads more widely. 
 
The allegation that sub-contracting is hard to supervise and may lead to 
undetected below-standard work generates an additional charge.  In addition to 
any recklessness or negligence by the contractors, this suggests incompetence at 
higher levels within the industry.  
 

“in my business, if something went wrong at the lower, at the lower 
end, I couldn't just point the finger and say "it's their fault". It's my fault 
for hiring them, or it's my fault for making sure they're not trained or 
that the system we have in place has not checked it. ... if you hired 
them, you make sure you hire the best that there is possible when 
you're talking about your customer's health and safety and human 
lives.” 

Interview 25 
 
Here the charge is that although the right decisions may be taken, systems are 
not in place to ensure their adequate delivery. Once more, whether this charge 
is ever justified depends on the details of the case, but concern both within and 
outside the industry about the sub-contractor relationship indicates that there 
may well be some basis to the allegation. 

7.5.3 Particular Accidents 

In their discussion of particular accidents the participants revealed more 
detailed aspects of their thinking. Although participants often discussed 
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accidents without mentioning them by name it was often obvious which one they 
had in mind. However when participants did mention particular accidents it was 
not uncommon for them to be quite wrong about the nature of the accident, or 
to confuse the details of different accidents. The general lack of knowledge may 
seem somewhat surprising given both the high profile of these accidents in the 
media, and the confidence participants had that the industry was at fault in 
many cases. It is not clear what should be made of this. 
 
Ladbroke Grove This accident clearly has made a deep impression on the public. 
The horror of the accident, the fact that it was the most serious in recent 
memory, and that it was very widely represented in the media, made it 
extremely vivid still. One salient feature for several participants, however, was 
that a train went through a signal that had been passed at danger several times 
before.  
 

“I don't know why it stuck in my mind but I know the signal, there was 
something at that junction where I don't know, over, I don't know if 
were talking, over the years drivers had said the signal's not very clear.”  

Interview 8 
 
Consequently one could reasonably assume that there was something wrong with 
the signal, which presented an exceptional level of risk. 
 
This fact alone could have made the industry blameworthy in one of several 
ways.  
" If the risk had been identified and an attempt had been made to do 

something about it, but the response had been inadequate, this would be a 
matter of incompetence.  

" If the risk had been identified but a decision had been taken, perhaps on 
cost-grounds, to ignore it, this could be a matter of recklessness.  

" If the risk hadn't been identified, although could have been at reasonable 
expense, then this is a matter of negligence.  

" Only if the risk would have been exceptionally hard or expensive to identify 
or to rectify, could blame be properly avoided. Where to draw the line is 
beyond the scope of this paper, but it seems that both morally and legally 
there must be a line where the charge of negligence or recklessness no longer 
applies. 

 
The importance of this example is that it identifies one special type of case: 
where some part of the system presents an exceptional level of risk, and it 
should be possible to detect and deal with this at relatively small cost. This we 
could call a 'risk hot-spot'. Not identifying a risk hot-spot can be negligent; not 
acting to reduce it can be reckless; and not managing to implement a decision to 
reduce the risk can be incompetent. In any of these cases, it seems that actors 
within the industry can be morally blameworthy. 
 
Hatfield Although Hatfield probably had more impact on the lives of passengers 
than any other accident it is striking that no one expressed any more knowledge 
of it than that it was caused by track failure. Although a significant number of 
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participants mentioned it by name, no participant discussed the facts leading up 
to the accident. 
 
Again, although no participant discussed this in detail, one can also apply the 
idea of a 'risk hot-spot' in this case. An exceptional risk had been identified, in 
terms of a faulty track, and an attempt to repair it had failed through bad co-
ordination and management. Thus far we have a charge of incompetence. The 
fact that no speed limit was put on the track could have been reckless, if it was 
a deliberately taken decision, or negligent if no system was in place to raise this 
possibility. Suffice to say that if a decision had been taken to put on a speed 
limit and this had not been implemented this would have been a matter of 
incompetence. 
 
Clearly the background to the accident will be vitally important to the question 
of whether actors within the industry are properly blameworthy. Shortly after 
Hatfield one line of thought was that the track had disintegrated through 'gauge-
corner cracking' which had never been known before, and could not have been 
predicted. This could be part of an argument that the industry was blameless for 
the accident, and could not reasonably have been expected to have taken 
precautions against it.  
 

“It's hard to say but maybe if a track failed through fatigue and it wasn't 
picked up with tests and the train crashed, that's just one of those 
things, I'd put that down to yeah, just things go wrong and not every 
one, you can't prevent it all the time, it's just the way the world is I 
think”. 

 Interview 26 
 
However the fact that the track was known to be in need of replacement will 
seem to many to be a more important consideration, and on this basis, 
incompetence, possibly compounded with recklessness, makes actors within the 
industry clearly morally at fault. 
 
Great Heck/Selby There was a good deal of awareness of the Great Heck 
accident, although a significant number described without naming it.  One or 
two participants wanted to blame the industry for not providing secure barriers 
between road and rail. 
 

“the, um, embankment, the bridge, should have been better 
constructed so there wasn't the chance of something coming through it”.  

Interview 22 
 
On the whole, however, this accident elicited sympathy for all involved, 
sometimes extending even to the car driver. Some participants contrasted this 
with Ladbroke Grove, arguing that while Ladbroke Grove was the result of a 
fault that the industry should have corrected, Great Heck was simply the sort of 
one-off tragedy that will inevitably happen from time to time, and no amount of 
planning and foresight can prevent. In general the industry was held blameless 
for this accident. 
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“The second accident where the chap went through a barrier and fell on 
to the railway, that was just a freak accident.” 

Interview 8 
 
It is interesting to conjecture whether opinion would have been different had  - 
contrary to fact - it had been the case that similar incidents of motor vehicles on 
the line had happened at the same place before, or even at junctions of similar 
design. In such circumstances it may be more reasonable to think that there was 
a known problem, and something should have been done - or at least considered 
- to reduce the possibility of it happening again with tragic effect. But in the 
event the public opinion appears to be that this was simply a tragic accident, 
and there is no reason to hold any other view. 
 
Potters Bar As the most recent major accident, and one that had had extensive 
and continuing media coverage, it is not surprising that the participants had a 
reasonable knowledge of the Potters Bar accident. Many participants knew that 
there were missing bolts at a vital point of the track, and suspected that the 
cause was simply poor work by a contracted maintenance company, who, they 
thought, had tried to spin their way out of blame by claiming sabotage, for 
which no evidence had ever been provided. This, indeed, virtually exhausts all 
information currently in the public domain. 
 
Here most of the blame is thought to fall on the maintenance company for its 
incompetence. However, there is another, more complex level of analysis. The 
industry has somehow been set up in such a way as to be vulnerable to such 
risks. Some actor or actors - whether the government or companies within the 
industry - is also plausibly thought to be at fault, whether incompetent, 
negligent or reckless (possibly all three at various times). 
 

“They contracted that company, my understanding of the set up of the 
er, the railway, the rail network organisations. If they'd contracted that 
company to do that, so they ought to be ensuring that that company are 
maintaining safety standards. Almost like a watchdog ... if you like. Um, 
so I think it tracks right the way back through at all times to the 
company or organisation who is responsible overall, which now I guess 
is, is it Network Rail? Whatever it's called.”  

Interview 5 
 

“Maintenance people are probably trying to do the best they can, or 
were trying to do the best they could with their resources. Much like 
the hospitals and things like that. So I suppose ultimately that's the 
Government.” 

Interview 6 
 

7.6 When is the industry blameworthy? 

The industry, or actors within the industry, can rightly be held blameworthy for 
creating and sustaining the risk of accidents, but only under certain 
circumstances. The circumstances considered here are those of malice, 
incompetence, recklessness and negligence, although there may be others too. 
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There is no suspicion that actors within the industry have acted with malice, 
intentionally causing risks, although vandals can be accused of this.  
 
Incompetence is a relatively straightforward charge, in that there is no dispute 
between the parties about what should have happened; the problem is that (in 
the cases under consideration) the industry has failed to do what it 
acknowledges even in advance it ought to do, in a critical area. It is hard to see 
what excuse there could be for this, and the only solution is to attempt to design 
better management systems to ensure that what is planned actually takes place. 
 
Recklessness and negligence are far more complex issues. Recklessness is 
essentially the charge that a decision has been made to run risks that ought not 
to have been run; negligence that risks were not recognised that ought to have 
been recognised. In both cases there is room for dispute about what ought to 
have been done, and so charges of recklessness and negligence can easily be 
contested. 
 
The charge of recklessness is to allege that the wrong decision was made about 
whether to run a risk. This pre-supposes that there is a right decision, and, 
presumably, that we have a way of knowing what it is. Consider, for example, 
the description of one aspect of the Southall accident, as commonly reported 
(for example in David Hare's play The Permanent Way). It was known that the 
AWS system was not working in the cab. However the train had a locomotive at 
each end, and could have been turned round so that the driver would have had a 
working AWS system. The decision was made not to turn the train round, 
because the time taken would have triggered a 'late running' penalty. If the train 
had been turned round this type of accident is far less likely to have happened. 
The decision not to turn the train round is assumed by many commentators to 
have been culpably reckless, and perhaps it was. But deciding this issue is not 
straightforward. 
 
Indeed the matter is further complicated by the fact that the late running 
penalty would have been paid by one body in the industry to another. 
Accordingly the root problem is that the industry had been structured so that 
companies may be encouraged to take risks that they may not otherwise have 
done. This may have been a consequence of the initial process of privatisation, 
or because of the way relations between different organisations in the industry 
have evolved.  Further analysis would be needed to determine the precise 
nature of the fault. 
 
Putting the general structural issue to one side, we can also ask whether the 
train operating company was also at fault for recklessly running this risk, rather 
than paying the penalty. There are several levels of difficulty here. First, what 
principles should cover such cases? Second, how can we tell how the principles 
apply to the particular case? To illustrate the problem, suppose we answer the 
first question by accepting the HSE tolerability of risk framework, and assume 
that it is reckless if less than a certain amount of money is spent to save a 
statistical life. To apply such a principle we need not only to know what penalty 
would be paid for late-running,  but also what level of increased risk there will 
be to what number of passengers if the train is running with a faulty AWS 
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system. It is unlikely, though, that there would be any available data to cover 
this case, or, if there is, one could imagine similar cases where no data is 
available.  
 
In reply it may be said that where the sums required are small, and a risk to life 
is involved, then such sums should be paid out, irrespective of any statistical 
calculation. This feeling is well-expressed by commentary on Potters Bar. 
 

It was two bolts that weren't tightened up or it's two bolts that's come 
out and you think people have lost their lives for two bolts. 

 Interview 51 
 
But the difficulty with this is that costs accumulate, and before long very large 
sums could be paid out for little safety benefit. Once more we need to ask 'when 
is enough enough?' 
 
This question runs up against the hardest and most fundamental question of all: 
why is it that we regulate safety in any case? This question is discussed in detail 
in Wolff (in preparation). However whatever general approach one takes to the 
regulation of risk, in practice all one can do is fall back on general rules and 
protocols which are designed to cover a range of situations, and where the rules 
themselves are designed or regulated on whatever standard is in place. Hence 
there should be a routine procedure for whether, for example, a train should be 
turned round in the circumstances described above; albeit one that can be over-
ridden either by high authority or in emergencies. 
 
In detail, then, whether it was blameworthy not to turn the train round rests on 
the following questions:  
 

1. Was there a protocol in place to cover the situation (and if not, should 
there have been)? 

 
2. Was the protocol followed? 

 
3. Did the protocol accord with the general standards adopted for regulating 

risk? 
 

4. Are the general standards acceptable? 
 
The last of these will be hardest to answer, but provided satisfactory answers 
can be given to these questions, all agents should avoid blame. But once more 
there is room for negligence, recklessness and incompetence to creep in at 
various stages. 

7.7 Conclusions 

This paper has looked at the general theoretical issues of moral blame, and to 
see how allegations of blame are made against the industry by participants in 
the study. It has not sought to give a definitive judgement on the appropriate 
level of blame in each case, for this will depend on facts which have not been 
explored in detail here, and, in some cases are not available. The general 
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conclusion, however, is that it is hard to sustain the criticism that the industry is 
to blame for not introducing expensive technology which will have only a 
marginal benefit. However it would be easier to make out a case that actors 
within the industry have been properly liable to blame for a failure of safety 
management, and easier still to make out a case that there actors within the 
industry are to blame for particular accidents, and, at least at certain times, for 
subjecting passengers to unjustified risks. 
 
None of this is in itself inconsistent with the cost-benefit approach for regulating 
risk and safety currently used within the industry. The real message is that 
whether or not the standards need to be changed, they also need to be applied 
throughout to safety management as well as to the introduction of new 
technology. 
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8 Appendix C - Sampling Rationale 

 
 
 
 

 
Sample Area

London / 
Commuter Belt / Rural

Male Female

Under 30 30 yrs and over Under 30 30 yrs and over Under 30 30 yrs and over Under 30 30 yrs and over

under A-level A-level & over under A-level A-level & over
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9 Appendix D - Interview Schedule 

 
1. Matrix  
 

“We are interested in the different impressions and images you have concerning a couple of 
aspects of the railways in Britain. Could you read the two phrases on the accompanying sheet and 
draw or write your responses in the boxes? Please put one idea per box. Feel free to use both 
words and simple drawings.” 

 
a) First pair 

 
" Can you expand on this? 
" Has it always been this way?  

 
b) Second pair 
 

" Can you expand on this? 
" Can you tell me about your use of the railways (frequency, purpose)? 

 
c) All boxes together: 
 

" Where do these ideas come from? 
 
 
2. Questions: 
 

a) What is your sense of your own safety when you are travelling by train? 
 
" Have there been particular times when safety has been an issue for you? (include 

feelings) 
 
 

b) When I say ‘railway accidents’ to you, what goes through your mind? 
 
" Could you talk about the one(s) you remember most vividly? 
" What did you feel when you first heard about it? 
" Was there something particular about it that makes it stand out? 
" Do you feel at risk from accidents like these? 

 
 

c) From your impressions, where does the responsibility lie for such accidents? 
 
" What tends to lead to such accidents? 
" Is there any way you could be protected from such accidents? 
" How did you feel about the response to the accident(s)? 
" Is safety a priority on the railways? 
" To what extent do you think that cost is a consideration in terms of saving lives? 

 
 

d) What would you like to see done on the railways? 
 
" What changes would you like to see in the railways? 
" Do you think you are considered by the railway industry in terms of what it does? 
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Your impressions of the British railways 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Images you have during your typical railway journey 
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10 Appendix E - Coding Frame 

P = Participant 
 

Code Name Definition Example 
1st Impression - Negative - Non-
Safety 

P makes complaint / conventionally 
understood negative comment 
about a non-safety aspect of the 
railways i.e. cleanliness, ticketing, 
décor etc. NOT to be used 
throughout the interview. 

“My first impressions of British 
railways is that is just very old and 
unreliable. Um, I don’t really enjoy 
train journeys to be honest. 
They’re always quite cramped and I 
never normally feel comfortable…” 
(Int. 15) 

1st Impression - Negative - Safety - 
Accidents 

P makes complaint / conventionally 
understood negative comment 
about issues concerning accidents 
on the railways. NOT to be used 
throughout the interview. 

“ unsafe I suppose is something 
more recently is coming into 
people's minds, and there are a lot 
of people that are only travelling in 
middle carriages and, and, I think, 
um, my perception of jolts and 
noises on recent train journeys is to 
feel more aware of them, and more 
concerned about them, um, and 
after the recent, sort of last year 
or two…” (Int. 52) 

1st Impression - Negative - Safety - 
Personal 

P makes complaint / conventionally 
understood negative comment 
about issues concerning personal 
safety on the railways. NOT to be 
used throughout the interview. 

“you get on a train and there's like, 
four or five youths all sitting 
sprawled across three seats, they've 
got no intention of moving and 
you've got to stand up um, unless 
you want to confront them, which 
you're not going to do because 
there's no security, so it's just, I 
think it's, it's not as good as it could 
be…” (Int. 31) 

1st Impression - Positive - Non-
Safety 

P praises / makes conventionally 
understood positive comment about 
a non-safety aspect of the railways 
i.e. cleanliness, ticketing, décor 
etc. NOT to be used throughout the 
interview. 

 “well the green thing is if 
everyone was on the railways and 
all the rest of… we wouldn't have, 
well you know. I mean I know the 
trains are sort of, sort of um, not 
that environmentally friendly but if 
more people were in them at least 
there's less rubbish going into the 
atmosphere, rather than tons of 
cars and fumes…” (Int. 6) 

1st Impression - Positive - Safety - 
Accidents 

P praises / makes conventionally 
understood positive comment about 
issues concerning accidents on the 
railways. NOT to be used 
throughout the interview. 

“It's safe and comfortable, um, I 
think it's probably one of the best 
railways I've been on really, I 
think.” (Int. 66) 
 

1st Impression - Positive - Safety - 
Personal 

P praises / makes conventionally 
understood positive comment about 
issues concerning personal safety on 
the railways. NOT to be used 
throughout the interview. 

“they've got cameras as well, 
another thing, that's, that's another 
good thing that I, I like about them. 
Um, so if you feel you were ever in 
danger you just, you know, you've 
got cameras watching” (Int. 28) 

   
Safety - Spontaneous - Accident  P talks about their conception of 

safety before I intervenes / 
clarifies. P talks about safety in 
terms of accidents. NOT to be used 
throughout the interview. 

“Um, personally for me not a 
problem at all.  Um, I mean I, if I 
felt unsafe in any sort of travelling 
situation I wouldn't travel on it.  
Er, I think when you probably do 
see a rail disaster, as it happened 
maybe a couple of years ago, um, I 
suppose you might be a little bit 
reluctant to travel on them because 
at that particular time the 
situation wasn't investigated…” 
(Int. 67) 

Safety - Spontaneous - Personal  P talks about their conception of 
safety before I intervenes / 
clarifies. P talks about safety in 
terms of personal safety. NOT to be 

“I don't like going on the trains, 
especially if I'm on my own. Um, I'm 
more comfortable if there's a group 
of us because then, safety in 
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used throughout the interview. numbers, but being female, um, 
you sit on a train with as I say, 
three or four youths opposite you, 
you've got no idea where they've 
been, what they've been doing, um 
nobody on the train, they can do 
whatever they like, there's no, as 
far as I know, there's no CCTV on 
trains um, it's just there doesn't 
seem to be anything to, to reassure 
you, to put you at your ease. But I 
don't think they're particularly safe 
places to be. It's not somewhere 
that I would choose to go on my 
own…” (Int. 31) 

   
Safety - Salience - Time  Safety becomes more salient at 

particular times of the day 
“um, I feel I guess in the daytime I 
feel really safe. In the evenings, 
um, not so safe, just purely 
because there tends to be er, less 
people on the train, or you'll get 
strange characters on the train…” 
(Int. 12) 

Safety - Salience - Absence / 
Presence People 

Safety becomes more salient for P 
in the absence / presence of certain 
people. 

“…generally. Um, there hasn't been 
any instances where anything has 
happened but there has been 
incidences where I have felt "I'm 
going to move from this carriage 
because I'm not sure where this 
situation's going to go", so I've 
actually physically moved down a 
train um, to find somewhere that 
there's like, people other than me 
and other people in sort of, people 
that look safer…” (Int. 31) 

Safety - Salience - Place  Safety becomes more salient for P 
at particular places 

“I mean, I guess I would feel a little 
bit, just say maybe if you went up 
to London at night pretty late or 
something and it was a bit quieter 
you would just, you know, because 
if you see people in a group sort of 
whatever, you just, it's like 
anywhere you go I guess at night. I 
mean, you know, it wouldn't make 
me think any different I would just, 
just go as normal I guess.” (Int.1) 

   
Safety - Personal Safety- Lack of 
Control 

P talks about the lack of control 
over personal safety 

“I think probably more than in 
other circumstances you can feel, 
um, fairly helpless or trapped in 
that situation, whether it's a city 
train on a Saturday afternoon full 
of drunk football fans or whether 
it's, you know, 3 kids with a knife, 
you know, interrogating an old lady 
on a Silverlink train, you know, 
there's that sense of powerlessness 
that, that makes people turn away 
and hope it's not going to happen to 
them rather than try and assist, 
because there doesn't feel like 
there's anyone who's going to come 
to your rescue in an official 
capacity and you don't feel like you 
can, there's no option of ejecting 
people off the train or you yourself 
getting off…” (Int. 42) 

Safety - Personal Safety - Lack of 
Measures 

P talks about the lack of measures 
to ensure personal safety. Include 
reference to lack of guards, CCTV 
etc. 

“…there's no, as far as I know, 
there's no CCTV on trains um, it's 
just there doesn't seem to be 
anything to, to reassure you, to put 
you at your ease…” (Int. 31) 

   
Accident - Description - Horrific P describes train accidents as being “yeah, I guess, yeah, images on the 
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horrifying / horrific. Also include 
reference to accident “carnage”. 

news. You just normally see a bird's 
eye view of um, the train just all 
crumpled up and um, um, men in 
orange bibs trying to sort it out. 
And like, the number's usually high 
in deaths. Like you just see this big 
tragedy, if there's ever a train 
accident…” (Int. 12) 

   
Accident - Personal Response - 
Identification 

P states that remembers a 
particular accident as they have a 
personal connection to it OR they 
initially look for a potential 
connection to the accident once 
they hear about it i.e. uses same 
train line / type of train etc. 

“the one I remember most is the 
Hatfield, because my job, um, we 
used to commute to and from 
Hatfield quite regularly because, 
um, we had a complex out there 
where we received deliveries of 
new products and we kind of, you 
know, once, once a fortnight, 
sometimes once a week we'd be up 
and down from Kings Cross to, to 
Hatfield, so you go through Potters 
Bar and that seems to be a fairly 
bad line, um, in recent years…” 
(Int. 42) 

Accident - Personal Response - 
Sympathy 

P feels sympathy for the victims of 
the accident / thinks about their 
situation 

“There's like one kind of feeling, 
and you just feel bad, do you know 
what I mean, you feel sorry for the 
people…” (Int. 44) 

Accident - Personal Response - 
Shock 

P says that they were shocked by 
the accident. 

“Well obviously a bit shocked, well 
shocked when you see, when you 
see, when you see it, um, and I 
think, I suppose, a little bit 
possibly of anger at why it should 
have happened in the first place…” 
(Int. 67) 

Accident - Personal Response - 
Ruminating  

P talks about thinking/ruminating 
about being in a railway accident or 
putting themselves in the position 
of those involved in the accident 

“I almost sort of thought how it 
must feel to get knocked over by 
something so huge and it would just 
be horrible. Um, yeah…” (Int. 12) 

Accident - Personal Consequence - 
Don’t think about it 

P does not think about the 
accidents. Include references to 
desensitisation after accidents. 

“ it's a horrible thought, it's not 
something that really [laughs] you 
ought to be made to think about …  
because it would stop you going on 
the train …  it's a human ability to 
sort of block there horrible things 
out…” (Int.  27) 

   
Accident - Cause - Organisation P states that an organisation or a 

feature of an organisation has 
caused an accident e.g. due to 
mismanagement, signal failure, lack 
of maintenance 

“It's got to be all down to them 
hasn't it? To make sure they've got 
enough 
staff and they're fully trained to do 
whatever job they've been given to 
do” (Int. 07) 

Accident - Cause - Individual P states that an individual has 
caused an accident e.g. it was due 
to a driver, vandal, executive etc. 

“I can't remember the train crash 
where the guy's car, the guy's 
trailer fell onto the track and that 
hit it. I mean that's just a tragic 
accident” (Int. 11) 

Accident - Cause - Structure P states that a structure or feature 
of a structure has caused an 
accident e.g. under investment, 
profit motivation, complacency 

“well I think it lies with the 
Government, or whoever decides 
that they would privatise it and, 
and make profit above people” (Int. 
10) 

   
Accident - Lack of measures  P talks about the lack of measures 

to prevent accidents. Include 
references to lack of maintenance. 

“On a train, you can be jam packed 
in and the very thought of some of 
these trains that, I mean I have 
commuted but for a very short 
time, you know you're not sitting 
down, you've got no protection, and 
in that split second, they are very 
vulnerable, people are you know…” 
(Int. 27) 
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Responsibility - “Blame culture” - 
Explicit 

P talks about a “blame culture” i.e. 
a state of affairs where scapegoats 
are identified / fingers are pointed. 
Feeling that there is a need for 
someone to be blamed for an 
accident. 

“it's um, buck-passing. A lot of it is 
you feel they're all trying to blame 
each other … you always feel that 
everybody's passing the buck you 
know, "it's not us, it's them" you 
know, it's, you know, and the 
passenger's always somewhere you 
know, is always caught in the 
middle.” (Int. 27) 

   
Responsibility - Accidents - Not 
taken  

P talks about responsibility for an 
accident not being taken. Include 
references to “passing the buck” / 
inquiry as ineffectual or purely 
“spin”. 

“No, um, I guess when they tried, 
they tried to, you know, everyone 
tries to pass the buck don't they, 
and they were saying well it's, the 
track wasn't maintained or 
whatever and you, you tend to 
think well, you know, um, then 
that should be something that's 
done automatically, I mean you 
expect a certain amount of 
standard, don't you, and safety 
when you're using, using, when you 
use any transport you do expect, 
you know, it to be maintained to a 
certain level.  So I guess, you know, 
that, that did go through my 
mind…” (Int. 75) 

Responsibility - Not satisfied with 
the response 

P when asked says that is not 
satisfied with the response to the 
accidents. Include in this category 
references to inquiries being drawn 
out etc. 

“I don't know, you hear all like 
Government on TV etc. going 
on about trying to improve safety 
and delays on trains and all that, 
but it just doesn't seem to be, they 
don't seem to resolve anything do 
they? That's my personal opinion” 
(Int. 02) 

Responsibility - Accidents - Taken  P talks about responsibility for an 
accident being taken. 

“I think the response was, was 
pretty good, whether they, um, 
whether they kept to their 
promises I'm not quite sure but, er, 
they made promises that, you 
know, improvements would, would 
happen and so on and so forth, so, 
um, so I think the response was 
fairly good “ (Int. 75) 

   
Responsibility - Should - 
Organisation 

P identifies an organisation which 
they see should be responsible for 
train accidents e.g. Railtrack, TOC, 
British Rail etc. 

“Um, I suppose with the, um, rail 
companies who are updating the 
lines.  Um, I suppose if you look at 
any business if, if something's gone 
wrong with, with the service that 
they're providing, the blame 
ultimately lays at the door of, of 
the owner or service provider…” 
(Int. 50) 

Responsibility - Should - Individual P identifies an individual who they 
see should be responsible for train 
accidents e.g. driver, fat cats, 
managers etc. 

“I would still see that as coming 
back through to the senior 
individuals in Network Rail. 
Because as far as I'm concerned it's 
their responsibility to ensure that 
any company they contract is 
maintaining safety standards at the 
appropriate level”  (Int. 05) 

Responsibility - Should - Structure P identifies a structure which they 
see should be responsible for train 
accidents e.g. privatisation, 
government, profits etc. 

“um, I should think it's to do with 
money, people withhold the money. 
Government. The Government 
should do something about it. 
Yeah. Well no so much the 
Government, just whoever's got the 
money I suppose that 
responsibility's there. I wouldn't 
you know, yeah. Yeah…” (Int. 13) 
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Accident - Cause - “Human Error” P states that accidents are due to 
“human error” 

“I still think that even if everything 
was 100% safety-wise, there would 
still be accidents and human error 
as well” (Int. 08) 

   
Media - “Bad Press” P refers to general “bad press” / 

negative publicity surrounding the 
running of the railways. This is a 
meta-comment about the media. 
This can also be concerned with 
accidents. 

“I watch the local news there's 
always, well it's not always, there's 
quite often sort of bad news about 
the trains” (Int. 7) 
 

   
Media - Accidents - Exaggerates P states that the media exaggerates 

/ sensationalises issues surrounding 
the railways. Include reasoning for 
exaggeration. 

“If there’s a railway where 
everyone had their own trains and 
someone crashed one… the news 
teams wouldn’t focus on it but its 
because its British Rail… that’s 
why… its because its such a big 
name 
It’s because its something everyone 
relates to isn’t it? Everyone has 
used it or will use it in their life 
so… I guess that’s why” (Int. 01) 

Media - Accidents - Newsworthy P states that railway accidents are 
newsworthy. Include references to 
media coverage surrounding 
September 11th 2001. 

“… but a rare accident is 
newsworthy because it is, you know 
they are infrequent, so um. I mean 
you have to you know, they 
highlight them because it affects 
thousands of people but I don't sit 
on the train thinking there's going 
to be an accident. I wouldn't think 
of that…” (Int. 27) 

Media - Accidents - Makes vivid P states that the media makes train 
accidents more vivid due to certain 
aspects of the media e.g. images 
etc. 

“And there's just something about, 
and I suppose the media exposure 
that they get, the fact that they're 
happy to film quite, er, explicitly, 
the effects of it, people feel very 
conscious of the, the horror of the 
effects of that sort of crash, that 
sort of impact…” (Int. 42) 

Media - Accidents - “Here today, 
gone tomorrow” 

P describes how accidents drop out 
of the media agenda after a period 
of high interest. 

“Like it's always a big national like, 
tragedy and um, I don't know, but 
then again it's quickly forgotten 
about and people move on, until it 
happens again, so…” (Int. 12) 

   
Accident - Rare P sees accidents as being rare 

occurrences 
“I don't know, again, you don't see 
that many accidents do you, you 
don't hear of that many accidents, 
so…” (Int. 03) 

Accident - Common P sees accidents as being common 
occurrences 

“they seem to be more frequent, I 
would say, in the last few years. 
Whether that's because they're 
more highly publicised than they 
were before, or there've been more 
major incidents than they were 
before, but they seem to be 
becoming more, more frequent.” 
(Int. 50) 

   
Invulnerability - Accidents P talks about feeling personally 

invulnerable / not at risk to train 
accidents. Also include if P states 
that doesn’t think about their 
vulnerability  / risk to train 
accidents. 

“It doesn't scare me, if I, if I get on 
a train then I wouldn't think about 
crashing.  I would on a plane…” 
(Int. 78) 

Vulnerability - Accidents P talks about feeling personally 
vulnerable / at risk to train 
accidents. Include reference to 
changes to behaviour. 

“But lately, I suppose because of 
crashes and because of, just seeing 
more crashes, and if I've because 
I've seen more news when I'm, now 
I'm older, maybe. But you know, 
now I, safety, I do think to myself. 
Yeah, I do get a bit worried…” (Int. 
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13) 
   
Invulnerability - Personal Safety P talks about feeling personally 

invulnerable / not at risk to issues 
of personal safety on the train. Also 
include if P states that doesn’t 
think about their vulnerability / risk 
to personal safety issues on the 
train. 

“Um, I just think the general feel 
on the train, I just feel a lot safer.  
Er, maybe because it is in an open 
space, um, and even when you get 
out on the station, it's open, there's 
often somebody around if it's not a 
member of the public it's, there's I 
would say more visible staff on the 
over ground than there is on the 
underground…” (Int. 50) 

Vulnerability - Personal Safety P talks about feeling personally 
vulnerable / at risk to issues of 
personal safety on the train. Include 
reference to changes to behaviour. 

“Um, I haven't really got any 
concerns about train crashes or 
anything like that, that's just 
something that happens, if you're in 
the wrong place at the wrong time. 
It can happen in a car. Um, it's 
more personal safety that worries 
me…” (Int. 31) 

   
Invulnerability - Non-Specific P talks about feeling personally 

invulnerable / not at risk but does 
not specify / is generalised. They 
may state that it’s just the way 
they are. Also include if P states 
that doesn’t think about their 
vulnerability  / risk but does not 
specify / is generalised. 

“I mean, I don't know, I think we've 
all got a sense of like immortality, 
especially my generation.  We all 
think we're quite, you know, 
carefree, fancy free and just like, 
we all do think like that…” (Int. 44, 
Line 366) 

Vulnerability - Non-Specific P talks about feeling personally 
vulnerable / at risk but does not 
specify / is generalised. They may 
state that it’s just the way they 
are. 

“I'm quite an accident-prone 
person. I tend to be quite clumsy 
and things always happen, but not 
really on a major scale, apart from 
flying I would say, that I feel at risk 
of accidents…” (Int. 12) 

   
Vulnerability - Anxiety P makes reference to own anxious 

state re: personal safety and / or 
accidents. 

“I suppose I'm just one of these 
wary people who's  just… a little bit 
worried… I do think about railway 
accidents and all that… so, 
obviously it does go through my 
mind a little bit once I've got on the 
train”  (Int. 02) 

Vulnerability - Fear P makes reference to own fear re: 
personal safety and / or accidents. 

“I suppose it's always in the back of 
your mind, but I don't feel directly 
threatened no… I don't think you 
can kind of live your life going 
around being disproportionately 
frightened that anything could 
happen to you at any time, you 
know.” (Int. 16) 

   
Vulnerability - Comparison - Roads P compares their vulnerability on 

trains to that on the roads / when 
driving. 

“ But I drive a car, there's as much 
risk as me having a car accident or 
going on a plane and having a 
plane, it's, it's just, it's a risk, isn't 
it, you just don't know, if it 
happens it's not, you don't want it 
to happen, but it's out of your 
control really…” (Int. 50) 

Vulnerability - Comparison - Planes P compares their vulnerability on 
trains to that on planes / when 
flying. 

“ But I drive a car, there's as much 
risk as me having a car accident or 
going on a plane and having a 
plane, it's, it's just, it's a risk, isn't 
it, you just don't know, if it 
happens it's not, you don't want it 
to happen, but it's out of your 
control really…” (Int. 50) 

Vulnerability - Comparison - Other 
Activities 

P compares their vulnerability on 
trains to other everyday activities. 

“it's, I mean, you have to take a 
certain amount of risk everyday. I 
mean you could be killed walking 
down the road. If you're not 
prepared to take that much of a 
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calculated risk then I guess, like I 
say, you would end up sitting 
indoors all day, not moving in case 
you fell over and killed yourself…” 
(Int. 31) 

Vulnerability - Comparison - Other 
Countries 

P compares their vulnerability on 
trains to that in other countries. 

“Well I think so, well the 
impression is, not that I have used, 
um, trains in, in France, but the 
impression is that 
it's much better run than, than our 
system.” (Int. 48) 

Vulnerability - Comparison - Tube P compares their vulnerability on 
trains to that on the tube / 
underground. 

“I don't think about it while I'm 
actually there. I think I'm more 
worried about the Underground 
“(Int. 10) 

   
Changes - “Well Run” P would just like to see the railways 

“run well”. Also include any 
reference to “better running” when 
discussing ways that can be 
protected from accidents. 

“…just people basically doing their 
job. That’s the only way you can do 
it, they’ve got the right equipment 
it’s just putting it into practice… if 
it was that they were 100% on the 
ball then it wouldn’t happen” Int. 
58, pg.11. 

Changes - Other Aspect P would like to see a change to 
another aspect of the railway 
service. 

“I don't know, just sort of, a nicer 
environment. I mean on the 
platforms, sort of, I don't know 
what they could do, how they could 
make it nice. But anyway…  I 
suppose in some ways it's just 
generally updating and bringing it 
into the 21st century almost…” (Int. 
06, Line 841) 

Changes - More investment P would like to see more investment 
in the railways. 

“I'd like to see carriages 
refurbished, I'd like to see new 
rolling stock…” (Int. 42, Line 427) 

Changes - Consolidation P would like to see the railway 
network renationalised or becoming 
one larger company. 

“I'd like to see the company as one 
company again.” (Int. 77) 

Changes - None P is satisfied with current service “I can't think of anything straight 
away, put it that way… I can't say 
"well you could do this, or they 
could that" (Int. 33) 

   
Changes - Safety - Other P would like to see some other form 

of change in safety or does not 
specify what change they would like 
to see. 

“I'm actually really happy with the 
service that we get. I would like 
perhaps the stations to be a safer” 
(Int. 09) 

Changes - Safety - People P would like to see a change in the 
way people deal with safety on the 
railways. Include here references to 
increased maintenance, more 
guards, better communication etc. 

“Um, I suppose you could be 
prepared what to do, I mean 
they've got the safety things on 
what to do on, on, inside the 
trains, and some of the drivers do 
ask you to read them and sort of 
make note of your, your nearest 
exit and things like that…” (Int. 50, 
Line 422) 

Changes - Safety - Technology - 
Other 

P would like to see an increase 
technology on CCTV etc 

“And I don't know if there's 
something that could be invented 
to trip the track if something, you 
know sensors or something to 
detect if something was blocking 
the track or something, I don't 
know… and relay it and tell the 
train to stop automatically…” (Int. 
03) 

Changes - Safety - Technology - 
Signalling 

P would like to see an increase 
technology on signalling 

“And also that if they can improve 
maybe the signalling, for example, 
I don't know whether a lot of it's 
still done manually or whether it's 
actually done automatically but, 
er, maybe look at the actual 
signalling as well.  I think that 
might be an important issue 
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because I think that's, it's, it's been, 
going back to those incidents, I 
think it was a case of some drivers 
actually going over a red, red lights 
or whatever in, in some 
incidences.” (Int. 67) 

Changes - Other P would like to see a change to 
another aspect of the railway 
service. 

“I don't know, just sort of, a nicer 
environment. I mean on the 
platforms, sort of, I don't know 
what they could do, how they could 
make it nice. But anyway…  I 
suppose in some ways it's just 
generally updating and bringing it 
into the 21st century almost…” (Int. 
06) 

   
Railway - Institution - Private P states that the railway is a 

privately run business. Include 
reference to profit motivation of 
TOCs and “cost cutting”. 

“In the privatised companies that 
are running the railways.  Um, and 
it would seem more in the, more in 
the, it seems that it's more the 
responsibility of the privatised 
company responsible for the actual 
railway lines than it is for the 
people responsible for the rolling 
stock necessarily, so it seems to be 
them…” (Int. 42) 

Railway - Privatisation P talks about privatisation. “If it stayed in the Government's 
hands, at least it would have been 
better but since privatisation it's 
got worse.” (Int. 20) 

Railway - Institution - Public P states that the railway is a public 
service / institution / a common 
resource. 

“But the police, um, any public 
sector is run by the Government 
and funded by the Government, 
um, here I think we've got 
individual and limited plcs taking 
on railway, um, buying the trains 
and buying goods and what have 
you and the spotlight is you hear 
about the lack of service or the 
poor service rather than you can go 
from here to there…” (Int. 78) 

Railway - Nationalisation P talks about nationalisation. “I would like to see them re-
nationalised. I don't see what was 
wrong beforehand. Um, having used 
it before compared to now.” (Int. 
19) 

   
Railway - Money not spent on what 
it should be 

P talks about the money in the 
railway system not being spent on 
what it should be. This can include 
issues of safety as well as other 
aspects of service 

“things seem to be getting worse, 
there aren't enough carriages on 
trains, they're over busy, blah, 
blah, blah, then in the news about 
the tremendous salaries the people 
at the top of these companies, and 
the bonuses that they're paying 
themselves and whatever, there is 
a feeling of greed and there is a 
feeling of, and again this isn't in 
any way unique to the train 
industry…” (Int. 42) 

Railway - Profit / Safety Mutually 
Exclusive 

P states that profit and safety are 
mutually exclusive priorities for the 
rail industry 

“If I remember rightly, the reason 
given for not implementing the 
security that would have prevented 
that was that it’s too, it’s 
expensive. Which to me, is a 
decision saying “well accept a 
certain amount of loss of life vs. 
the capital required to avoid it”, 
which fundamentally at some level 
must be wrong.” (Int. 05) 

Railway - Fragmented P describes the rail industry as 
being fragmented. 

“Yeah.  Um, well the impressions of 
the British Railways, as, as far as I 
know, it's an over, overview of it, I 
know it's split up into various 
companies…” (Int. 67) 
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Railway - Comment on Capitalist 
Society 

P talks about how the railways are 
motivated by money and how this 
relates to other issues in society. 
Wide code.  

“no, they seem to be more 
interested in getting you to buy the 
ticket than your actual journey. 
Um, which I suppose is the type of 
business it is at the moment. It's 
not kind of passenger- orientated at 
the moment, it's profit-orientated 
so you're going to get that until 
they turn it around and start to 
consider the customer...” (Int. 31) 

   
Railway - “Destiny” P states that accidents are due to 

destiny / fate or talks more widely 
about the concept of destiny. 
Include references to statements 
like “you’re number’s up” or “it’s 
just one of those things” etc. 

“if it's an accident it's an accident 
and then I'm afraid I look at it 
as God's chosen you, end of, you 
don't know what your choice is, um, 
you haven't got one.” (Int. 20) 
 

   
Railway - Incompetent P describes those who run the 

railways as incompetent / not up to 
the job.  

“but it's kind of worrying that 
people who are paid to maintain 
tracks and things like that don't 
seem to be able to do a good 
enough job to stop huge rail 
disasters…” (Int. 31) 

Railway - Inferior P states that thinks railway is 
inferior to others around the world. 
NOT related to safety 

“I mean if other countries can do 
it, can't they, I mean you hear 
about it, France have got all the 
high speed trains because their 
tracks are, are able to 
accommodate the fast trains and I, 
and ours generally aren't…” (Int. 
75) 

Railway - Wider British Culture P talks about how railways are 
symptomatic or an aspect of wider 
British culture. 

 “ you know, there's not, there's not 
an alternative, you know, a lot of 
people in London don't have cars 
and stuff, so it's either the bus or 
the train and trains are a lot 
faster, you know, bottom line, so. 
But it should be, they should 
definitely be on the list, it's, and 
maybe they deserve more funding. 
You know, I don't know how much 
they get funded, but then so many 
things in this country need more 
funding so…” (Int. 03) 

Railway - Unwritten Social Contract P talks about state of affairs in 
which assumes (implicitly or 
explicitly) that has made contract 
with TOC to travel on train safely. 
Also, refers to “placing trust” in the 
railways. 

“we’re putting our lives into your 
hands” Int. 58, pg11. 
“you know, these people are taking 
your lives into their hands and you 
expect to be safe. You pay for a 
service and they go through these 
signals” Int. 58, Pg. 2. 
“I hate to think that people aren’t 
doing their job and looking into 
things and improving all the time… 
so you just put your life in their 
hand really, don’t you…” (Int. 75) 

Railway - Complexity of Cause / 
Responsibility 

P states that divining the 
responsibility for an accident is 
complex due to different causes of 
accidents. Also code text that 
shows complex thought patterns of 
Ps on this topic. 

“Well, with the individual I can't 
really say, with that one, who was, 
be it drink or drugs, I can't say. But 
then if you delved further you 
could say, ok, um, it's down to the 
employers to ensure the type of 
people that they have working for 
them and to have maybe something 
in place. Um, that ensures that, 
you know, that drivers are in a 
position to drive a train, you know, 
um, efficiently. You know, because 
they could be ill or anything like 
that, so they should maybe have 
something like that…” (Int.55) 

Railway - Overloaded / Fragile  As overloaded/over-fragile system, 
cannot handle the smallest change. 

“Heat doesn’t help people, I think 
people think, well hang on a 
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Particularly salient in talk of the 
problems associated with the 
weather 

minute, if there’s heat on the line 
and it can do that [cause an 
accident], what happens if someone 
throws a concrete block on the 
track” (Int. 11) 
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